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Officials considering
cemetery assessment
to help bridge gap
MURRAY. KY
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger ii Times Staff Writer

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
BONN, West Germany —
The Social Democrats, the
second-biggest party in both
German states, demanded Monday that the nations unite by
mid-September, saying East
Germany's social and economic
conditions are "catastrophic."
Earlier in the day, German
union leaders and the German
Social Union, a small East German archconservstve party, also
pushed for quicker unification.

STATE
ACROSS THE STATE —
While corn and tobacco farmers
fret over lagging crops, marijuana growers seem to be enjoying
a robust growing sea. Pot
plants need plenty of soil moisture and the hot, humid weather
typical of Kentucky summers,
officials report.

SPORTS
SAN DIEGO — Angelica
Gavaldon fought back from early deficits in both sets for a 7-5,
6-4 victory over Claudia Porwik
in the opening round of the
Great American Bank Classic.
Earlier, Terry Phelps rebounded
from a first-set loss to oust No.
7 Gretchen Magers 3-6, 6-4,
6-2.
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FORECAST
Tonight; Clear and cool. Low
around 55. Light northeast wind.
Wednesday: Sunny and mild.
High around 80.
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Maintenance, such as mowing and clipping, poses the largest item of expenditure at the Murray Cemetery
which cannot support itself through the sale of lots alone. A $75 service fee proposed by the Murray City
Council would collect around $7,500 yearly for the facility, which would use the money for general
upkeep. Above, Harmon Brown begins trimming at the cemetery Tuesday morning.

City officials are currently considering adoption of a new service
fee for the city cemetery, a charge
that some say is needed to help
bridge the widening gap between
the facility's incoming revenue and
expenditures.
The proposed $75 fee, which is
to be collected by city funeral
homes at the time of internment,
will be considered by the Murray
City Council Thursday night during
regular session.
The proposed fee comes after a
budget report by City Financial
Officer Don Leet, who told the
council last month that the fee
would help stem growing expenditures at the cemetery which, unlike
other city departments, does not
generate enough revenue to pay for
itself.
The cemetery sells approximate-

ly 45 las a year at a cost of $350
of city residents and $500 for noncity residents each, according to
City Clerk Jo Crass.
That amounts to around $14,000
a year in revenue, according to
Leet, well below the approximate
$30,000 that the cemetery has to
spend each year for maintenance
and repairs.
The fee, expected to bring in
approximately $7,560 yearly, won't
make the cemetery self-supportive
but it will help. to close that
$14,000-$30,000 gap, Leet said.
"The fee will make only a small
dent in the CM Of the Cemetery
but the city has to make some
effort to keep the figures near each
other," Leet said.
Since the fee won't be collected
until internment, Crass said she felt
it won't affect the sale of the lots
at the cemetery which has been in
(Cont'd on page 2)

Bush vows to enforce U.N. embargo; blockade possible
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — President
Bush is vowing to do whatever it
takes to enforce a United Nations
trade embargo against Iraq, while
officials investigate a rapid rise in
gasoline prices that accompanied
the invasion of Kuwait.
As Iraq announced a
100,000-troop increase in its
1-million-member armed forces,
the U.S. military was boosting its

own presence in the Persian Gulf
area.
After meeting separately with
Bush on Monday, British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher and
Canadian Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney each spoke of a possible
naval blockade to punish Iraq and
force a troop withdrawal.
The State Department demanded
an accounting for 28 Americans
reported rounded up in Kuwaiti
hotels by Iraqi troops as part of a
larger group. "We hold Iraq

responsible for their safety," said
State Department spokeswoman
Margaret Tutwiler, adding that it
was premature to consider the 28 to
be hostages. About a dozen Americans were reported to have arrived
in Baghdad, the State Department
said later Monday.
The Persian Gulf crisis defied
the traditional August doldrums in
Washington:
—Three congressional panels
arranged hearings today into gasoline price increases of up to 19

cents a gallon despite ecord-high
levels of oil stocks.
—Senate Republican leader Bob
Dole called for a Justice Department investigation into possible
price-fixing by oil companies. The
agency said it would look for possible violations and promised "vigorous antitrust prosecution" of any
wrongdoing.
—White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater expressed concern
about possible "severe economic
consequences" at home resulting

from a threat to the stability of the
world's oil markets — in an economy already struggling with slow
growth and rising unemployment.
Whatever the economic repercussions, Bush called for "full and
total" implementation of the U.N.
sanctions against Iraq's Saddam
Hussein. The president met on
Monday with Mrs. Thatcher, Mulroney and Manfred Woerner, secretary general of the North Atlantic
(Cont'd on page 2)

Democratic leader denies
ties cost youngsters jobs
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Democratic Party chairman
Mary Ann Johnson denies that she
intervened to deny state summer
jobs for youngsters who were
recommended by critics of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson.
Several applicants who submitted their applications to the state
Department of Personnel through
Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones' office
never heard from state officials.
Jones has been at odds politically
with Wilkinson.
Next to the names of seven applicants who used Jones as a refer-

The Murray Police Department
is reviewing its investigation of the
death of Chico Muskgrow, but so
far nothing new has been revealed.
"We haven't come up with anything other than what we already
had," said Chief Larry Elkins.
"We're looking into the possibility
of something that could have
happened."
Elkins declined to elaborate and
said he was doubtful anything
would come of it.
The body of the 32-year-old was
found in the Murray-Calloway
County public pool June 23. An
altercation between black and

ence was the notation, "No-MAJ"
— the initials of Johnson, who
serves at Wilkinson's pleasure.
Johnson denied she made the
notations. Personnel Department
officials said the no meant only
that Johnson did not know the
applicant.
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose, a Winchester Democrat who is a frequent critic of
Wilkinson, appeared as a reference
for a constituent, Amy Shearer of
Winchester. In the column for
where the applicant will be placed
is the notation, "NO."
Ms. Shearer, who did not get a
state job, declined to comment.
Rose said, "I'm not surprised
someone I would recommend
would not get a job."
The Coitrier-Journal, which
obtained the list, said it was difficult to gauge the role that references played in hiring decisions.
Some applicants with no references
listed next to their names got jobs,
while some with influential references did na
But former Gov. Julian Carroll
said seasonal jobs have traditionally been awarded based on political
ties.
While the jobs generally don't
pay much — anywhere from minimum wage to $800 a month —
they are "still a strong form of
political reward to your friends ...
many of whom have made large
contributions" to a campaign, Carroll said.
Carroll, who now practices law
in Frankfort, said this administration "seems to be ensuring that
anyone they employ has been a

(Cont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page 2)

MPD reviewing
its investigation
Into the death of
drowning victim
By KRIS FAZI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

National Scouting Museum Director Mark Hunt, left, and graduate assistant Steve Ross set up the threefoot torch used in the 1959 Pan American Games in Chicago that was donated to the museum by a Chicago Boy Scout troop Sunday.

Torch from Pan Am Games donated to museum
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Watt Writor

Around the office, jokes about
the new gift abound.
"1 thought I heard it humming a
few minutes ago." "I wonder if it
will glow in the dark." "You beUer
keep Gieger counters away from
it."
But the laughter and the jabs do
not hide the honor and pride felt by
the recipients of the gift: the
National Scouting Museum. "We
arc thrilled to have it," according
to Museum Director Mark Hunt.

The museum received Sunday a
three-foot metal and wood torch,
representing an atom, which was
relayed by 5,000 Boy Scouts to
Chicago from Mexico City, site of
the 1959 Pan American Games.
The trip, which encompassed
2,143 miles, continued a colorful
tradition of bringing a symbolic
"flame of good will" from the site
of the last Pan-American
competition.
The jokes stem from the fact that
a radioactive source was placed in
the torch in Chicago, triggering
sensitive electronic equipment

which ignited the giant "Friendship
Flame" in Soldier Field during
opening-day ceremonies on Aug.
27, 1959.
"We don't wear those lags.:Nthat
turn color when you're around
radioactive sources, so we don't
know whether or not it's still
radioactive," Hunt joked.
In all seriousness, however, the
beautiful troyhy is a prime example
of how scouts are involved internationally with good will, Hunt said,
and it should make a great addition
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Texan says his father helped
in the assassination of JFK
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By CHARLES RICHARDS
Aiewmisted Press Writer

including a last conversation on his
deathbed.
Shaw said he believes Roscoe
White, who died in a 1971 fire,
was killed by a witness elimination
team activated after Kennedy's
death. White had resigned from the
Dallas Police Department in 1965
to go into private business, his son
said.
Roscoe White's wife, Geneva,
told Shaw of overhearin$ her husband and Jack Ruby discuss the
assassination plot, Shaw said. She
also overheard them discuss how
White would kill Tippit and Ruby
would kill Oswald at police
headquarters.
Ruby fatally shot Oswald two
days after Kennedy was
assassinated.
Shaw said Mrs. White overheard
Ruby say "I will take care of
Oswald." White responded, "I will
take care of the president and I will
take care of Tippii"
Ricky White and several others
today characterized Roscoe White
as a CIA operative who had corn-

mined several other killings at the
government's behest.
White said he learned of his
father's involvement in the plot 12
years ago and struggled to come to
terms with that knowledge. White
said he read part of a diary that discussed the assassination plot, but
he said the diary was taken from
the family by the FBI in the last
couple of years.
White showed reporters documents Monday that he said buttress
his claims that his father killed
Kennedy. Among the items were
embarcation slips showing that
both White and Oswald left on the
same ship for Marine duty in Japan
on Aug. 22, 1957.
He also gave reporters copies of
three faded thessages he believes
were sent by U.S. intelligence officials ordering Kennedy's
assassination.
Bobby Inman, the former deputy
CIA director, has viewed the messages and said they were not
genuine.

DALLAS — A 29-year-old
unemployed oil equipment salesman said today that his father was
one of three men who fired the
shots that killed President John F.
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by the code name "Mandarin,"
was stationed at the grassy knoll.
Two other CIA operatives with
code names "Lebanon" and
"Saul" were stationed in the Texas
School Book Depository and the
County Records Building overlooking Dealey Plaza, the assassination
site, he said.
"He was told by the government
Jo Crass, president of the Murray Country Club, and Dot Emerson, wife of the late Tom Emerson, display
to do something," White told
an appreciation plaque which lists contributors of funds for construction of a barbecue area in Tom's
dozens of reporters. "You don't
rue inors
question the government."
CIA spokesman Mark Mansfield
denied the allegations of CIA
involvement as "ludicrous."
"This individual who is mentioned, Roscoe White, was never
About 150 people attended a dinmemory of the late Tom Emerson, committee members were Dwain employed by the CIA or associated (Cont'd
from page 1)
ner and dedication of the new bar- a club member. The facility was Gibbs, who designed and superin any way with the agency," Manbecue facility at the Murray Coupfriend and supporter."
built with contributions from club
vised construction, Jiggs Lassiter, sfield said. "We normally never
Club Saturday evening.
Johnson and state officials deny
members.
Tommy Carroll, Johnnie McCage, confirm or deny employment, but
Drivers who routinely use UniThe facility, which has two gas
that political connections
The committee for the project
Dick Rutledge, Mark James and these allegations are so outrageous
versity
Drive, a street that cuts
grills and a rotisserie, was built in was chaired by Jim Garrison. Other
influenced
hiring
decisions
for the
Jimmy Dale Clopton.
that we felt it was necessary and
through the Murray State Universiroughly
summer
500
jobs,
for
appropriate to respond."
which there were about 1,000 appl- ty campus to connect 15th and 16th
White said that Lee Harvey
The jobs are not covered by streets, should plan their day diffeicants.
Mrs. Thatcher said the West pendence and Eisenhower, which Oswald was a part of the plot, but
the merit system and have minimal rently on Wednesday.
would have to consider a naval Pentagon sources said had moved did not fire shots. Ue described
A trench will be cut across the
requirements. They are primarily
blockade of the Persian Gulf if the within range to launch warplanes Oswald and police offiter J.D. Tipclerical and manual-labor positions. drive to install a storm drainage
U.N. sanctions proved ineffective. down the Persian Gulf to reach pit as "patsies."
,(Cont'd from page 1)
line to the wooded area west of
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney Iraqi targets.
Treaty Organization.
The Warren Commission conA well-connected reference Oakhurst where water frequently
was
spending
his
second
day
in
"Ruling nothing out at all,"
Carriers are outfitted with a cluded that Oswald, acting alone, "doesn't mean that
applicant is stands following a heavy rain.
Saudi Arabia for discussions on range of F-A18 Hornet jet fighters, fired the shots that killed Kennedy
Bush said when asked about a posgoing
to
get
a
job,
nor
does
it mean
Wayne Harper, associate director
security arrangements, and officials F-14 Tomcat attack aircraft and and wounded John Connally, then
sible blockade.
they're not going to get a job," for grounds maintenance in the
he
might
said
visit
other
nations
"These sanctions will be
A-6E Intruder bombers, including the Texas governor. Despite the
Personnel tommissioner Thomas physical plant on the campus, said
before returning home. Secretary of specially outfitted KA-6D jets to commission's findings, conspiracy
enforced, whatever it takes," he
Greenwell said.
the excavation work on Wednesday
State James A. Baker III is headed
vowed. The reprisals call for a
handle aerial refueling missions.
theories have abounded since the
for
Turkey
on
Wednesday.
worldwide embargo on trade with
Three Cabinet departments — assassination.
Eighteen-year -old Shannon is part of a project to relieve that
Both countries host the pipelines Justice, Energy and Transportation
Iraq, including the purchase of oil
Deters was one of those who water problem.
Woody Specht, an FBI agent in
University Drive runs through
that Iraq uses to export its oil, and
and the sale of consumer goods.
applied through Jones' office. She
— expressed concern about U.S. Dallas who spent nine years
the
Sparks Hall parking lot and in
under the U.N. sanctions resolu- gasoline price increases since the assigned to the Kennedy assassinaAsked if a blockade would be
said she doesn't know who Johnson
tion, both lines must be shut down. invasion of Kuwait last Thursday.
is and never sent her application to front of Wrather West Kentucky
needed to enforce the sanctions,
Museum.
Before the U.N. vote, Turkish PresMulroney said, It certainly
Johnson.
Deputy Energy Secretary W. tion case, refused to comment on
Joe Green, associate director for
say:
"You
than
claims
to
other
the
ident Turgut Ozal promised in a Henson Moore said world oil markwouldn't hurt at. all."
"That really surprises me it went public safety, emphasized that drivbroadcast interview, "We will ets were reacting to uncertainty really need to evaluate the source
to her (Johnson)," said Deters, ers should not plan to use Universiobey the U.N. embargo."
about future petroleum supplies. on these types of things.
claims
many
been
"There's
so
who ended up working as a youth ty Drive for through traffic on
Bush said he had received no Still, he stressed, "oil stocks, at
counselor at the local YMCA. "I Wednesday. However, parking
direct assurances from Iraq's leader home and abroad, are at record like this in the last 27 years,"
Specht said. "You have to use
don't see what she has to do with along the meet will still be availthat he would not invade Saudi high levels."
especially
here,
judgment
good
who gets jobs. ... I hope you able on both sides of the cut.
Arabia, and Fitzwater said defense
Baker talked by telephone with
wouldn't be penalized for your
of that nation was "of paramount Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. from somebody who was, what, 2
political bias."
concern."
Shevardnadze, whose country ear- years old at the time?"
White said today that his father
joined
the
United
lier
States
—
in
a
The administration blended
Johnson said she has never
remarkable display of post-Cold and Tippit picked up Oswald folbroad hints at possible military
although
assassination,
lowing
the
blocked
a job application while she
War
cooperation — in calling on
action with diplomacy.
(800)432-0970
Tippit apparently had no know- worked in the governor's office or
Iraq
to
withdraw
its
forces.
The aircraft carrier Saratoga was
ext. 386
"I cannot remember a time when ledge of the assassination or the since she was named party chairleaving Mayport, Ha., on a weekman by Wilkinson in January.
we had the world so strongly plot.
long voyage to the gulf region. The
White said the plan was to drive
against
together
an
action
such
as
battleship Wisconsin was to leave
Oswald to Red Bird Airport but
Steve Miller, an aide to Jones,
now," said Mrs. Thatcher.
Tr ,
Norfolk, Va., for the same area.
Oswald
somewhere
the
way,
along
said
that the seven applications
That was reflected in the U.N.
They would join the carriers Indevote, 13-0 in favor of the sweeping panicked and got out of the car. At were sent directly to the DepartWASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
trade and military sanctions. that point Tippit apparently became ment of Personnel and that all were President Dan Quayle left today for
suspicious and told Roscoe White initially rejected. Three of the appl- Bogota for the inauguration of ColYemen and Cuba abstained.
The measure bans the import of that they would have to go to icants eventually got state jobs ombian President Cesar Gaviria,
all Iraqi products — oil included police headquarters for with the help of other references. the first stop on a followup to Pres— by U.N. member countries. But questioning.
Miller declined to speculate ident Bush's drug summit with the
At that point, White shot Tippit,
the United Nations has no way to
about whether the seven rejections leaders of cocaine-producing
F,)rrnerly....Jerry'sollestaurant) '
1111
nations.
enforce the sanctions, and achiev- Ricky White said.
"I know he had to live with this were politically motivated. "I think
ing an actual cutoff of Iraqi comOn his seventh vice presidential
the facts speak for themselves," he
After 4 p.m. Special
merce seemed to be object of much the rest of his life because J.D. said.
trip to Latin America, Quayle was
lippit was a close friend of the
to confer with the new presidents
of the diplomacy.
Shrimp or Clams $395
family," White said.
Included
-of--Colombia
and Peru, and with
among
the
references
in
"I think you'll see a lot of coun„
Roscoe White's pastor at the the list are at
President
Paz Zamora of
Jaime
least
22
Wilkinson
•.
tries now coming together to deny
time of the assassination, the Rev. patronage people,
Bolivia.
plus
several
this
man
(Saddam)
1.2th st
any market at Jack Shaw, was also at today's
753-5101
others who work in his office or
David Beckwith, Quayle's
all," Bush said.
press conference held in the JFK were appointed by him.
spokesman,
said the three-day misWoerner said, "This is the
Assassination Information Center,
sion demonstrates the administramoment for the West to show cohewhich has examined various conFrank Miller, who works in the tion's commitment to cooperation
sion, determination, to make it spiracy theories over the years.
governor's
Office of State and Loc- in the drug war.
clear what cannot be accepted in
Shaw said Roscoe White dis- al relations, denied that Democrats
The Feb. 15 Cartagena drug
this world and to safeguard its own
cussed the assassination with him or the governor's supporters get an summit was held behind a tight
security interests."
on several agonizing occasions, edge.
military shield at a heavily guarded
Colombian naval base. Even so,
in conjunction with
there was controversy about Bush's
te butts of different brands, which
visit to a nation plagued by drug
caused the jury to leave the matter
violence and assassinations.
Quayle was to atten1 an outdoor
of death undetermined.
(Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page 1)
inauguration ceremony in a Bogota
is sponsoring a seminar
Police said Muskgrow often to the museum.
white people the previous evening
government plaza, so security
bummed cigarettes from people
"The fact that it was presented to clearly was a concern.
had caused doubts about the
on
which would cause him to have us on the same day that a group
drowning being accidental.
"We're satisfied the vice presidifferent
brands: the coffee mug from Japan was in the building was dent will be secure," Beckwith
An autopsy report revealed no
was a plastic one with a fitted lid, coincidence," Hunt said, "but both said.
trauma to the body which would
which could explain how he were reminders that scouts are
suggest foul play, nor was any
Bush had no major new aid or
climbed a six-foot fence to get into involved with each other world- support measures to offer the three
trace of drugs found.
•What is it?
the pool area with the coffee.
wide."
A jury ruled last Monday at an
South American leaders, although
The gift was presented to the
inquest
that
he
drowned,
but
he was renewing U.S. offers Of
"We'll keep (the investigation)
the
•How does it work?
matter of death (homicide, suicide, open until we are satisfied he died museum by Scoutmaster Tom
military equipment and training to
accident) was left undetermined.
•Will it replace MS-DOS?
one way or another or, if it was a Courtney of Troop 97, West Subur- combat the cocaine cartel.
A coffee mug was found at the homicide, until we find the guilty ban Council, of Darien, Ill., which
•See it running OS/2 Programs
sidc of the pool, along with cigaret- person," Elkins said.
came upon the torch through its
-5maker, Argonne National Laboratory in Chicago.
Please attend this FREE seminar,
In going through some old arti- (Cont'd from page 1)
facts and other stored items at the service since the 1850*:,
on Wednesday, August 8, 2-4 p.m.
laboratory, officials happened upon
Collection of the fed will fall
in the conference room at
the torch in its wooden container
into the hands of city funeral
"and didn't know what they had
homes, which will be asked to
the Chamber of Commerce
found," Hunt said.
report all internments at the cemetThey passed the torch on to
on Hwy. 641 N. in Murray
ery each year, Leet said.
Troop 97 which, in turn, presented
The cemetery currently has
it to the museum.
approximately 9,850 plots and
Plans for the torch are not yet
owns
15 acres of undeveloped land
concrete,
he
said,
but he hopes it
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
that can be used for future gravewill become a permanent fixture on
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
sites, Crass said. Nearly 100 new
753-2380
the museum floor as an exhibit,
plots are filled each year.
Hunt said.
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Iraq's recent invansion of Kuwait instigated chaos on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange last
weekend as oil prkes rose sharply. The United States relies on Iraq and KuwaitTor about 5 percent of its
oil needs.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Don't express ideas prematurely.
Give yourself the necessary time to
perfect your thoughts. Maintain a low
profile for success now. Be a good
observer.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Be less critical of a child. Make
plans now for a get-together of
friends. Social life is a plus for you
and opportunities come through
others today.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You perhaps need more patience
with details today, but overall this is a
favorable time to see that things
happen for you in business. Make
important phone calls.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
. it's a time to think big and not to let
little things get in the way of your
overall progress. Partnership interests are pleasantly highlighted and
social life is a plus.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Reacquaint yourself with long
range goals today. It should be a day
of progress for you, but a small
disagreement could occur about a
financial concern.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
If you can curb a tendency to be
too critical, it should be a great day
for getting along with others.
Romance strikes those eligible and
couples make plans for travel
together.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
et
You could have a slight difference
of opinion with a co-worker, but
otherwise it will be a productive day
for you at work. Take steps to
improve income.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
A friend could be a slight pain in
the neck, but much happiness comes
to you now through romance and
outings with children. Make plans for
a great day!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You may be making some unusual
purchases now. Extra energy puts
you a step ahead of the competition
in career matters. Be careful, though,
not to make an inappropriate remark.
CAPRICORN
(Dec:-22 to Jan. 19)
Don't waste your time with an idle
chatterer now, hut do make important phone calls today. Mental work,
creative activity and communications
are highlighted.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Income should be good at present,
but it's best to be somewhat closemouthed about your financial interests. A friend who talks too much is
much in evidence now.
PISCES
*Sr
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
mew
You have many irons in the fire
now and will be quite busy. Things,
though, go very much your way as
you make an excellent impression on
those you deal with.
YOU BORN TODAY are a natural
critic of society and its values.

A

State Department for
Employment services
reports record number
placed in jobs last year
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
state Department for Employment
Services says It placed a record
85,236 people in jobs in the last
year.
Twenty-nine percent of the
placements were in manufacturing
and 90 percent were in full-time
jobs, a department news release
said.
Retail and wholesale trade
accounted for 17,501 placements
for the fiscal year that ended June
30, the release said. Service jobs
accounted for 17,446 and the rest
were spread over several categories, the release said.
It was the third consecutive fiscal year in which the agency
exceeded 80,000 placements. Some
1,300 Kentucky businesses use the
department for hiring, the release
said.

Generra- & Union Bay® Tops
•
Guess' & Major Damage' Tops
Weavers® Tops

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Roy
D. Gibson of Louisville has been
reappointed to the Kentucky Harness Racing Commission, according to an executive order signed by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Gibson's term is to expire July
15, 1993.

Check Our Excellent
— Coverage and Rates —
"Call Us For A Quote Today"

Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.

Bugle Boy' & Saturdays' Tops

411

Newsstaff Tops

AL

OUR BIGGEST
JEAN SALE
EVER!!!
Everything on Sale, Unbelievable Prices,
All the Brands. . . You Just Gotta See!!!

a rust-remover course designed to help you polish your study skills so you can shine brightly
when you begin your college career!!

Monday, Aug. 13 and Wednesday, Aug. 15, 1990
Monday, Aug. 20 and Wednesday, Aug. 22, 1990
6:30-9:00 p.m. Learning Center (Southeast Corner) in the Lowry Center
on 15th Street.
Fee: $20.00 Enrollment is limited.

The brands

•Generre

they like...
The stuff
they want!!!

*Union Bay'
*Get Used

Each session will cover a different topic. Content of sessions includes: Study Techniques,
Reading Skills, Theme Writing, and assessment in reading, writing and math.

Is a program of the Center
for Continuing Education
Murray State University

Murray • Paducah • Paris

SALE STARTS...NOW! SALE ENDS AUG. 25th!
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Letter to the Editor

Woman's Club thanks
pageant supporters
Dear Editor:
Another Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen, Leigh Baker,
has been crowned for 1990 in the
annual pageant, sponsored by the
Murray Woman's Club in cooperation with Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees.
We sponsor this pageant each
year as a fund-raising event to help
in the expenses of the club house
and to honor the young ladies of
the city and county. A special
thanks to our retiring queen, Brescia Huie.
A special thanks is extended to
the other contestants — Tina Butler, Tonya Davis, Lori Allison England, Cynthia Garland, Marianne
Kay Gilbert, Brandy Hamby, Betsy
Herndon, Mistianna Lee Holcomb,
Tina Johnson, Tonya Nichnle Miller, Amy Nesbitt, Josette Reynolds,
Amy Wallace, Tracy Walters and
Melissa Michelle Young.
Thanks also to our master of
ceremonies, Chuck Williams;
entertainers, Oneida White, pianist,
and Jane-Marie's dancers; judges,
Mrs. Jackie Clark and Mrs. Bill
Morgan of Benton and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Stallons of Dresden,
Tenn.; escorts, Joey Bazzell,
Michael Boyd, Chris Dill and Chris
Florez; queen's assistant, Tiffany
Cunningham; photographer, Harry
Allison; publicity, the Murray Ledger & Times, Radio Stations WSJP
and W'NBS, and Murray
Cablevision.
A special thanks to Mr. Tuxedo,
Quickprint, Happy Holiday Travel,
Holiday Inn, Apple Blossom Boutique, Arby's Restaurant, Avon by
Jane Brandon, Big B Cleaners,
Book Rack, Bight's, C.J.'s Casual
Furniture, Captain D's, Cheri-Cine
American Theatres, Cherry Branch,
Corn-Austin, Dairy Queen,
Domino's Pizza, Dumplin's,
Fantastic Sams, Golden Image Tanning Salon, Happiness Place, Headlines, Heart & Tole, Hong Kong
Restaurant, H.T. Marketing, J.J.
and Company, Jo-An's Varieties,
Kenlake Oil, Kut 'n Kurl, Leta's,
Lindsey's, Mademoiselle Shop,
Mar-Lane Ceramics, Susan Cunningham Mary Kay Cosmetics,
Merle Norman Cosmetics,
Movie World, Pizza Hut, Seafood Express, Seven Seas Restaurant, Subway's, The Place, Treasure
House, Wallis Drug, Wild Raspberry, Wolf Tanning, Vacation Station
Travel Agency, Judy's of Murray,
The Showcase, Faye's Monogramming, Dees Bank of Hazel, Murray
Jaycees, Peoples Bank, Bank of
Murray, Hoffman's Nursery,
Memories and Pier I Imports.
Also a special thanks to the
sponsors:
Ann's Country Kitchen at Hazel,

Bank of Murray, Baskin Robbins
Ice Cream, Black's Decorating
Center, Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home, Boone's Laundry & Cleaners, Brenda's Beauty Shop, Buck's
Body Shop, Cain's Jeep, Eagle,
Inc., Carroll Tire & Wheel Alignment, Carroll VW Audi, Mazda,
Inc., Century 21 Loretta Jobs,
Coast to Coast, J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Clinic Pharmacy, Cunningham Auto Repairs, Inc., Dan's
Wayne Darnell Marine service,
Dees Bank of Hazel, Dor-Mae
Fashions, La Diamonique,
East Side Gulf, Farm Bureau,
Eurie Garland's Used Cars, Gregory, Easley & Blankenship Law
Offices, Happy Holiday Travel,
Inc., Hazel Plumbing Company,
Hilliard-Lyons with Betty Boston
as broker, Hopkinsville Federal
Savings & Loan Association, Horton's Lock Shop, Jerry Humphrey's
Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.,
Hutson Company, Inc., Keel's Vacuum Sales & Service, Key Kars,
Inc., Kopperud Realty, Kroger
Food Stores, Lyons Electric,
Martha's Restaurant, McDonald's,
Miller Funeral Homes of Murray
and Hazel,
Mitchell-Sevems Carpet & Floor
Coverings, Murray Cablevision
Co., Murray Fabrics, Murray Gulf,
Murray Lumber Co., Murray Plaza
Court, Murray Sewing Center,
Murray Supply & Rental Sales,
Murray Wholesale Tire Service,
Inc., McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.,
Northside IGA, Owen's Food
Market, Pagliai's Pizza, Peoples
Bank, Piggly Wiggly, Purdom
Motors, Inc., Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt Insurance, Republic Savings Bank, Roberts Realty. Ross
Insurance Agency, Roy's Pharmacy, Ryan Milk Company, Inc.,
Safe-T-Discount Pharmacy,
Sammons Bakery, Sirloin Stockade, Snap Shot Photo, SteeleAllbritten Plumbing & Electric,
Storey's Food Giant Supermarket,
Tabers' Body Shop, Inc., Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, The Beauty Box,
the Murray Ledger & Times, The
Shoe Shack, The Shoe Tree, Thurman Furniture Co., U-Tote-Em
Supermarket at Hazel, Wallis
Stained Glass, Wal-Mart, Walter's
Pharmacy, Ward-Elkins ApplianceTV, Inc., Wingfood Golf Shop and
Woodcrafter's Galleries Complete
Bedroom Store.
We of the Murray Woman's
Club, a civic club, express our
appreciation to each one who had a
part in this annual event.
Sincerely,
Barbara Brandon, president,
Murray Woman's Club,
P.O. Box 162,
Murray, Ky. 42071

Today In History.
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 7. the 219th day of 1990. There are 146 days
left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
History:
in
On Aug. 7, 1782, George Washington created the Order of the Purple
Heart, a decoration to recognize merit in enlisted men and noncommissioned officers.
On this date:
In 1789, the US. War Department was established by Congress.
In 1882, the famous feud between the Hatfields of West Virginia and
the McCoys of Kentucky broke out. (By the time the feud ended, about
100 men, -women and children had been killed or wounded.)
In 1912, the Progressive Party .,nominated Theodore Roosevelt for
president.
In 1927, the Peace Bridge between the United States and Canada was
dedicated during ceremonies attended by the Prince of Wales and Vice
President Charles Dawes.
In 1934, the U.S. Court of Appeals upheld a lower court ruling striking
down the government's attempt to ban the controversial James Joyce
novel, "Ulysses."
In 1944i, U.S. forces landed at Guadalcanal in the Pacific during World
War II.
In 1947, the balsa wood raft Kon-Tiki, which had carried a six man
crew 4,300 miles across the Pacific Ocean, crashed into a reef in a
Polynesian archipelago.
In 1959, the United States launched Explorer 6, which sent back a picture of the earth.
In 196c,Congress passed the Gulf of Tonkin resolution, giving President Johnson broad powers in dealing with reported North Vietnamese
attacks on U.S. forces.
In 1970, 20 years ago, an attempt by black militant James David McClain to escape from his trial in Mann County, Calif., ended in a police
shootout that claimed the lives of McClain, two of three cohorts, and
Judge Harold J. Daley, one of several people taken hostage.
One year ago: A small plane carrying Congressman Mickey Leland (DTexas) and 15 other people disappeared during a flight in Ethiopia. (The
wreckage of the plane was found six days later --there were no survivors.)
Today's Birthdays: Writer-producer Stan Freberg is 64. Humorist Garrison Kcillor is 48. Singer B.J. Thomas is 48. Singer Lana Cantrell is 47.
Marathon runner Alberto Salazar is 32.
Thought for Today: "You must learn day by day, year by year, to
broaden your horizon. The more things you love, the more you are interested in, the more you enjoy, the more you are indignant about -- the
more you have left when anything happens." -- Ethel Barrrnore, American actress (1879-1959).
— By The Associated Preis

•

Surfs up for sidewalk sales
At 9 a.m. last Friday, when Murray's annual sidewalk sale days
began, the crowds plunged into the
bargains that lined the Courthouse
Square with the pluck of surfers
determined to tame "the big wave."
From a distance, the scene
resembled Coney Island or Jones
Beach — a summer landscape
awash in sunlight and glutted with
people. Perched on high nests overlooking the crowd, "lifeguards"
surveyed the throngs on the CornAustin "beach" anxiously, their
eyes and reflexes trained to save
the unsuspecting from the treacherous undertow that can pull even the
most experienced shopper into a
maelstrom of debt.
We were all in search of the perfect purchase, the buy of the century, or at least I was. And we all
seemed to be compelled to pick
through everything on display,
including items that did not appear
even remotely suitable to our
needs, just to make sure we
weren't missing any special buying
opportunity.
In the midst of well-marmereer
and soft-spoken frenzy — let'Me
tell you the crowds in Murray
(much to their credit) would never
survive in Filene's Basement on

bargain days — I found myself
actually going through, a rack of
women's 4's item by item. When I
realized what I was doing, I had to
chuckle at my exuberant optimism.
The last time I fit such a diminutive size, I was in the 4-6x category, about 4 years old.
Anyhow, there were lots of us
flicking through the 4's, and just as
many wading into the 46's on one
of the men's racks. No matter that
we wre out of our leagues on both
extremes, you just never know
what you might find if you are
patient enough to survey
everything.
- or awhile, the only sound is the
scrape of hangers being pulled
across the metal poles on which
they hang. Occasionally, there is a
burst of conversation. "Remember

thoseAlacks I bought in the winter?" a koman demands of her companion, viho is busy surveying party dresses that shimmer their winter
splendor in the summer sunlight.
"This is the shell that goes under
the sweater that matches those
slacks," she explains.
Another shopper, a high school
or college student asks her mother,
"Do you think this will go with
those jeans I bought at the mall?"
She wraps a chartreuse belt around
her. "Do you think it's too — you
know — bright?" she asks her
mother, who appears to be wincing
at the sharpness of the color. "It's
half off," the girl adds hopefully.
The bargains of sidewalk sale
days are not confined to clothing
alone. Outside of CBM Computer,
for instance, a used Apple II Plus,
monitor, disk drive and software is
priced almost irresistibly at $49.95.
The Bookmark offers fuzzy red
hearts for $1.25, and Wallis Drugs
has a special on Moon Pies, three
for $1.
One of the most unusual bargains is a book, "Creative Cooking
with Soup," a publication that finds
more uses for Campbell's Cream of
Tomato than on could resaonably
hope for. The tag line on the cover

promises "over 19,000 delicious
mix and match recipes," including
such mouth-watering culinary
delights as "Rice Pizza" and "Potato Doughnuts." There are, in fact,
more soup-based recipes than a
family of four could be expected to
gag down in a lifetime.
Not every business establishment
in Murray participates in sidewalk
sale days. Accountant Mike Pierce,
for example, admits that it would
be difficult for his firm to provide
any "specials," although he is
quick to mention that he offers
enthusiastic moral support for the
annual event. "I suppose we could
set up a card table outside and
balance a few check books," he
jokes.
The sidewalk sales end this
week, so bargain hunters are
encouraged to hit the streets soon
to take advantage of the tremendous buys. If you're lucky, that
small metal tray with the smiling
elk on it will still be available for
$3. Or the collected poems of Emily Dickinson-, a steal at only S5.99,
might not have been bought yet.
And, for those who are planning on
decorating a doll's house, there are
wallpaper borders that could still
be on sale.
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Saddam Hussein rings in the new decade
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Just as Japan's move into Manchuria in 1931 was a wake-up call
to the West, of what was ahead for
the new decade, so, the Iraqi drive
into Kuwait is a harbringer of the
1 990s.
With his blitzkrieg invasion of
By Patrick J.
oil-rich Kuwait, Saddam Hussein
Buchanan
has introduced us to the new realities of the Near East. The Carter
Doctrine — whereby the U.S. vow- 129,000 men — a $24 billion chop.
ed to reist with force any effort of
So radical was the amputation,
a hostile power to take over the Berkeley liberal Ron Dellums
Gulf — is dead. If 'you wish to sur- could not contain himself: "I've
vive in this region, Saddam has been awake since about 4:30 this
telegraphed his Arab neighbors, morning trying to come to grips
you will answer to Baghdad, not with what we've done," he said, "I
Washington. The United States is
was out running at 6 this morning,
no longer policeman of the Persian just because I was exhilarated."
Gulf.
We are headed for a new disarShort of blockading Iraqi posts, mament decade; and we had best
an act of war, the U.S. cannot force
prepare for more mornings like
Saddam to cough up the tiny coun- Thursday last.
try he has just swallowed. As no
Clearly, 1990 is not 1960. Even
U.S. vital interest is at stake, we after the Reagan buildup, U.S.
aren't going to do that. An Ameri- armed forces and battle fleets, firstca that packed up and abandoned
rate though they are, are still only
Lebanon, after 250 Marines were
half the size they were when JFK
lost in a single explosion, is not held office. Our missile force is
going to send the 82nd Airborne up
inferior to the Soviets, growing
the Euphrates valley, to rescue
more so every month, as Moscow
Kuwait.
modernized her first-strike SS-18
Saddam Hussein gambled that
missiles and build hundreds of new
the Rapid Deployment Force and -second-strike SS-24 and SS-25
Sixth Fleet, were, and by and large, mobile missiles.
a superpower bluff. His gamble
Half a crozen regional powers
paid off. Doesn't look very much
now exist, deeply hostile to U.S.
like the end of history, does it?
interests, which were inconsequenThis display of Iraqi military
tial in 1960. Among them, North
power came just 24 hours after
Korea, Vietnam, Iran, Iraq,, Syria
House Armed Services had shredand Cuba.
ded the U.S. defense budget, voting
to kill the B-2 Stealth Bomber, gut
SDI, and cut U.S. armed forces by
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN

OPEN IR-FFI 24 ItUF6 A DAY, SAT I SUN 7 kW 411:NafT
RV 611 SIXTH AT MILE

LOUI$V1LLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Monday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
2-3-0.

ences of those choies. If we are
going jp cut back on the Army,
Navy Ed Air Force, we have to
begin sending word to nations, like
Kuwait, who depended on us, that
they are on their own, so, they can
begin making a separate peace with
the Saddam Husseins of the new
world.
What choices need to be made?
We need to redefine which interests are so vital to our security that
we must be ready to go to war, if
they are threatened, and, which
interests are no longer vital; i.e..
their loss would not be lifethreatening, and their defense must
be undertaken by others.
How long can the U.S. continue
speRding more for the defense of
Europe than Europeans? How long
should we defend the oil lifeline of
Europe and Japan, with no support
from the navies of Europe and
Japan? Why keep a large U.S.
Army in Germany, when the Germans, to honor a Kohl commitment
to Moscow, are cutting their own
to a pathetic 370,000 soldiers?
Why spend billions defending a
rich Japan which confines its own
The congressional assault on the defense effort to 1 percent of GNP?
If America's armed forces are to
defense budget has taken on an
almost mindless character. Prog- be cut, they should be cut with an
rams cut, like SDI and Stealth and eye to defending the American
21st-century weapons of defense nation and people, first.
As the primary threat to the U.S.
and deterrence, while the armor,
which Congress spared, is designed comes today from the missile forto help win World War II in Eur- ces of the Soviet Union, and,
ope. We arc eliminating new planes tomorrow, from the missile forces
the U.S. Air Force needs to strike of the Third World, missile defense
and punish potential enemies, is the highest priority, followed by
while keeping open Army bases the air and naval capacity to defend
strategically located to protect us our continent, coasts and sea lanes,
from the Indians.
and to retaliate against an enemy
The President needs to make aggressor. Unsurprisingly, this is
some hard choices, and, he needs where the chowderheads of Captial
to inform he world of the consequ- Hill first decided to cut.

Yet, as American's relative power diminishes, U.S. oveseas commitments are still expanding. We
are committed to go to war on
behalf of 15 NATO allies, and, our
red line has_been moved east to the
Elbe River. We just signed a pact
with Greece to come to her aid in
the event of war with Turkey. We
have a comthinnent to Israel, which
brought us to'the brink of nuclear
war in 1973. In the Persian Gulf,
unitl last week, we had the Carter
Doctrine. And, we still have pacts
with South Korea, Japan, the Philippines, Australia and New Zealand, and the Organization of
American States.
Yet, as new commitments are
taken on, and the old ones call for
more U.S. power to sustain them,
we have begun closing down bases,
drawing down troop levels, eliminating weapons. If this continues,
the U.S. is headed for foreign policy bankruptcy, and eventual war.
It is time Mr. Bush informed
Congress that if they are going to
eliminate forces, he is going to
start terminating commitments.
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Ten years ago
The Meat Judging Team of Calloway County High School Chapter
of Future Farmers of America took
first place honor at Purchase Region Meats Contest at Union City,
Tenn. Members are Danny Lamb,
Marty Wyatt, Bill Alexander and
Brent Brown with Larry Gilbert as
team instructor.
Dr. Gene Cook talked about
-Pros and Cons of American
Cancer Society's New Recommendations Concerning Regular GYN
Examinations" at a meeting of
Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club at Triangle Inn. He
was introduced by Connie White.
Twenty years ago
Airman First Class Stephen G.
Nanny, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Nanny of Murray, is now stationed
with Air Force on island of Guam.
The Murray Swim Team
defeated Madisonville 308 to 249.
Dr. and Mrs. R.H. Falwell Jr.
have been appointed missionary
associates of Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission board and will
leave soon for a year in Hong
Kong.
Allen Pool, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Pool, is pictured with a twopound large mouth bass caught at a
camping outing with his Dad.

Thirty years ago
A.W. (Boody) Russell was
named as a member of Murray City
Council to succeed Alfred Young
who resigned because of his job
with Murray Post Office.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Flood, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Vaughn, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Hooker, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lee
Toon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Outland and
son, Robbie, of Detroit, Mich., arc
the guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan Outland.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will speak
at a revival, Aug. 8-15, at Sugar
Creek Baptist Church.
Forty years ago
Calloway County Circuit Court
opened this morning with Judge Ira
Smith presiding.
"Gus Robertson seen with his
tractor mowing the area in front of
his home out on Lynn Grove Highway this morning," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Rachel Rowland, Calloway
County Home Demonstration
Agent, is attending a recreational
workshop for two weeks at Bl17.zard Bay, Mass.
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Nests close to humans dangerous
By READER'S DIGEST
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TILE LIVING AREAS ARE THE center of activity in this ranch house.
A separate wing contains three bedrooms and two baths. Plan HA1583C
has 1,430 square feet. For more information write - enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope - to architect Lester Cohen, 19 West
44th St., New York, NY 10036.

To people who are highly allergic to their venom, the sting of hornets, wasps and mud daubers can
be fatal.
Even to those who are not allergic, these insects' sting is painful.
And, unlike honeybees, they can
sting repeatedly. Because of the
potential danger they present, it is
a good idea to destroy nests close
to human habitat. Here's how to
identify and control hornets, wasps
and mud daubers.
Identifying:
Hornets, wasps and mud daubers
look similar. Most are black with
white, yellow or orange stripes.
They are distinguishable from bees
by their slender waists and long,
slim bodies. All three nest above
ground. The easiest way to tell
them from bees is by the nests they
build.
A hornet ngt is grayish, shaped
somewhat like a football, and has a

By POPULAR MECHANICS

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures

"1-

•

papery shell. Wasps build flat papery nests with many open, circular
cells. Mud daubers make mud formations with a number of side-byside tubes.
Hornets and wasps nest in shrubbery and trees, as well as under the
eaves of houses and high on the
walls and on the undersides of the
roofs of attics, garages and outbuildings. In the fall, both insects
abandon their nests and don't reuse
them.
Mud daubers nest under eaves,
porch roofs or behind shutters,
building their mud tubes on wood
siding, brick and concrete. They
spend the winter as larvae in the
nest.
Controlling:
— Locate the nest in daylight
when the insects are most active. If
you observe them around a building, try to follow them at a good
distance as they return to the nest.
— To lessen the risk of being
stung, spray at dusk or at night
when all the insects have returned

to the nest and are inactive. Wear
protective garments including
gloves, hat, cheesecloth veil and
long sleeves. Button and turn up
your collar. If you use a flashlight,
place it away from you because
escaping insects will fly toward it.
Have someone nearby in case you
have an extreme reaction to a sting.
— Spray exposed nests with carbaryl (Sevin), malathion or with a
liquid commercial wasp and hornet
formula available at hardware
stores or garden centers. Some containers can spray from as far as 12
feet away.
— If activity in the nest continues after several days, repeat the
treatment.
— In an enclosed space such as
an attic, hang chemically treated
pest strips. Carefully follow package directions.
— If you see the insects coming
and going through a crack or
knothole in a wall, puff insecticidal
dust into the opening. Passing
insects will carry the poison back

to the nest.
Treating Bites:
Usually, one sting from a bee,
wasp or hornet is dangerous only to
those who are highly allergic to the
venom. A person who develops
more than a local reaction —
wheezing, hives or swelling that
begins at the site of the sting, difficulty in breathing and faintness —
should see a doctor promptly.
Multiple stings — from inadvertently disturbing a nest, for example — can make anyone ill. It is a
good idea to go to your doctor's
office or an emergency room and
have a physician examine you.
Of course, anyone who already
knows he has an allergy should call
in a professional exterminator to
destroy the nests.
• • •
(Need help on a home repair or
improvement project? Write Reader's Digest, P.O. Box 700, Pleasantville, NY 10570-7000. Suggestions and tips will be offered in
future columns.)

Utility can help with recurring gas leak
For AP Newstiatues

Frank Lloyd Wright's work
sees revival 30 years later

Wierray Ledger & Times

Hornets, wasps, mud daubers

For AP Newsteaturee

141,flew
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Q. — Two years ago I purchased
a gas-fired furnace, and since then
have had recurring gas leaks. It
was leak-free for nine months after
it was installed. But one year later,
there was a gas leak
there have
been others since then. Do you
have any suggestions?
A. — It's very unusual to have
recurring gas leaks. The condition
may be the result of a faulty gas
valve or impurities in the gas supply that are reacting with the piping
that carries the gas to the furnace,
eroding minute holes in the piping.
Your local utility should help you
solve this problem. If not, your
best and safest bet is to replace the
entire system.
• • •
Q. — I am planning to build an
addition to my house and I want to
build an interior stairway for
access. Are there specific design
dimensions that I should follow
from a safety point of view?
A. — The two main concerns in

Frank Lloyd Wright liked to furnish the homes he built, thus assured
that nothing in his carefully-executed designs was left to chance.
While the architect's works were reviled by many during his lifetime,
they are enjoying'anunprecedented revival more than 30 years after his
death.
Tourists are flocking to the' public buildings and private residences he
built, and the seemingly countless items of furniture and home accessories
attributed to him continue to grow.
Although you couldn't give away his furniture for some years, copies
now manufactured in Italy and marketed in the United States by Atelier
International sell at prices into five figures. Tiffany & Co. does a thriving
business in rcproductons of crystal, silver and china. Schumacher has
introduced Frank Lloyd Wright fabric, wallcoverings and rugs, and
Oakbrook-Esser Studios of Oconomowoc, Wis., fabricates art glass
windows.
Beyond the works of Wright himself, his influence on others seems to
be growing. There are 40 books on Wright in print, says Richard Carney,
managing trustee of the Frank Lloyd Wright Trust of Scottsdale, Ariz.
"I see a tremendous number of designs that are either influenced by or
copied from Mr. Wright," he says.
Most of the copies are faithful reproductions, but one might wonder
what Wright himself would think of an avalanche of other items, such as
notepaper, T-shirts and jewelry identified with the Wright name, which
are sold via mail order and at Wright museums.
Besides the avalanche of product offerings, buildings are being restored
and museums are scurrying to stage retrospectives. David Hanks of New
By POPULAR MECHANICS
York, a museum curator, has organized several exhibitions, including one
For AP Newsleatures
which will open at the Chrysler Museum in Norfolk, Va., in November.
The Museum of Modern Alt in New York has announced plans for a
Not much can match the beauty
major retrospective in 1994.
of a properly restored Victorian
Meanwhile, prices for original furnishings escalate in antiques shops
home.
and auction houses.
Whether you're lucky enough to
After a prolific career that spanned 70 years, is it possible that Wright's
own one or merely dream of buyinfluence and his designs are more widely dispersed 31 years after his
ing a Victorian some day, there's
death?
lots to learn about these romantic
"I think so," says Carney.
old houses.
According to Hanks, Wright believed a home should offer a feeling of
Mention the word Victorian and
repose, and that indoor and outdoor environments should be in harmony.
many folks think of Queen Anne or
These thoughts and his love for Japanese art and for natural wood — he
Italian-styled structures. Although
often used beautifully grained wood such as oak — are much appreciated
these are two of the more plentiful
Victorian designs, many different
today, he says.
styles fall into this sweeping perAtelier distributes reproductions of Wright's best-known furniture, such
iod, a time span that covers the betas the Barrel Chair and Robie and Taliesin chairs. Prices range from
ter part of the 19th century.
S1,200 for a side chair to $14,000 for a large dining table. That may seem
The earliest Victorian style, the
pricey, but not compared with the $1.6 million recently paid for an origiGothic Revival (1835-1865), was
nal dining set.
based on the romance of medieval
In addition to the "Imperial" china, Tiffany offers the more informal
architecture and inspired by Engl"Cabaret" pattern. Also in its Frank Lloyd Wright collection is a terra
ish and German cottages. You'll
cotta vase and crystal vases, candlesticks and a candy dish. Prices range
recognize a Gothic Revival house
from about $100 to $300. This fall, Tiffany's is introducing some sterling
by its sharply pointed gables. Winsilver accessories.
dows are usually tall and thin,
These companies, along with Schumacher and Oakbrook-Esser, are
sometimes with diamond-shaped,
licensed by the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. Since the licensing program began in 1986, the number of products has grown substantially,
leaded panes. Medieval motifs,
such as Gothic crosses and trefoils,
according to Steve Kroeter, who oversees all licensing applications.
may be cut into the structure's
"We started with seven pieces of furniture," says Kroeter. "Now there
woodwork.
are 13. And over the next five years there will be two more collections,
The Gothic revival gave way to
each with three to six pieces. More rugs have been introduced, and two
the Italianate period (1845-1880).
new windows will be added this fall."
Based on the cottages of Italy,
For those who want to browse through the home furnishings reproduchouses of this style are charactertions, an updated product catalog will be available in September for $8.50
ized by their arched windows and
from The Frank Lloyd Wright Catalogue, PO Box 5599, Stacy,
MN
doors, sometimes topped with
55079.
decorative lintels. The Italianate
For those who want to wander through some of his original
architecmansions commonly have flat,
ture start in Oak Park, Ill., the Chicago suburb that is a mecca
for Wright
wide roofs with large brackets
aficionados. His home and studio built in 1889 at 951 Chicago Avenue
is
under the overhang. A cupola often
now a museum and national historic site open for tours. Another
twocrowns
the top. These highly symdozen structures are within walking distance. Brochures are available
at
metrical houses were often built
the museum or the Oak Park Visitor's Center, 158 Forest Avenue.
from natural local stone or brick.

QUESTIONS
8E ANSWERS
stairway design are the treads (the
steps) and the risers (the vertical
sections that link the steps). It's
important the riser height be the
same for all steps. Otherwise, the
dimensional variation interrupts the
natural rhythm of •ascending and
descending the steps, producing a
tripping hazard. Also, the treads
must not be too narrow, otherwise
a person would need to place his
foot diagonally on the treads for
safe and comfortable support.
The U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban DevelopTenk (HUD), in
its "Design Guide ft..ftme Safety," recommends the following
design specifications for interior
stairs. The maximum riser height
should be 7Y2 inches. Minimum
run width should be 10 inches and
minimum tread width, 11/4 inches.
The maximum nosing width should
be l'A inches. The stairs should

not exceed 16 risers per run.
not, call or write the manufacturer
Handrail height should be
asking for his recommendations.
between 36 and 42 inches and you
Be sure to tell them how many runshould maintain an adequate ceil- ning feet of heaters and piping you
ing height.
have plus the model number of the
boiler. The percentage of water you
• • •
Q. — My home is heated by a remove and replace with antifreeze
hot-water baseboard heating sys- will depend on the lowest temperatem. In the winter I'm concerned ture against which you may need
that if the heating system shuts protection. For most climates, a
down, the water in the system 50-50 mixture is adequate.
Before adding antifreeze, make
would freeze. I'd like to know if
sure
the seals on the circulating
the system can be winterized.
pump will not be affected. Some
A. — Yes, you can protect the pumps with •seals not meant for
system from freezing. In your sys- antifreeze can be retrofitted with
tem, the furnace, piping and radia- new seals.
tors are completely filled with
Ethyl glycol is poisonous. Other
water at all times. To protect antifreeze that is non-pois
onous
against freezing, you should also is available, but at a
much
remove some of the water and higher price. If you use
ethyl,
replace it with ethyl glycol anti- maintain the water level in
the sysfreeze, which is available at plumb- tem using the manual gate valve
ing supply stores.
rather than the automatic fill valve.
Determine the total volume of Keeping the gate valve closed will
water in the heating system. You isolate the antifreeze from the
potcan check the capacity of each able water supply and prevent
the
heating unit, the boiler and the vol- risk of backflow contamination.
If
ume of the pipes connecting them a problem should develop with the
in the original manuals for your fill valve, antifreeze could contamisystem if you still have them. If nate your potable water supply.

Victorian homes create romantic visions
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.1 Can Help

prZtect you against

Tim Herndon

Financial Loss!
The Insurance Center
......... Of Murray
410; 901 Sycamore
'... ,..e

753-8355

Few smaller houses were constructed in the Second Empire or
Mansard style (1860-1885). Usually considered mansions, they are
easily recognizable with their distinctive mansard roofs, often tiled
in slate, and dormer windows. Carpenter Gothic (1870-1910) houses
feature lots of sawn-wood
ornamentation, called gingerbread,
at gable peaks and verge boards.
Porches have sawn brackets on
posts and cornices.
A rule of thumb when approaching this or any type of restoration
is to try and save as much of the
original structure as possible. In a
Victorian restoration, particular
emphasis is placed on preserving
the ornate architectural details,
along with the original siding
materials.
If you're lucky, the originai
gingerbread or brackets may only
need repainting. If not, you'll find
they are rotted or damaged beyond
repair. If that's the case, you can
either have replacements custom
made or order new reproductions
from the millwork companies who
specialize in this type of thing. The
latter is the most economical if
several pieces are missing or
damaged. When you only need to
replace a few, the custom route
makes sense.
As far as siding goes, it can be
fairly easy to restore the wood. In
most cases, it involves paint
removal, sanding, priming and
repainting. Damaged pieces are
either patched and repaired or
replaced. Don't be tempted to
replace wood siding with vinyl or
aluminum. You'll lose the texture

Professionally-Cleaned
Carpets...Our Specialty
WE GUARANTEE IT!

ServiceMaster of The Lakes
Call For A Free Estimate

Glenn Dossett-Owner

759-1707

NMI

and a lot of the authenticity of your
Victorian house.
When it comes to roofing materials, most houses built in the 19th
century had wood-shingled roofs,
usually made of cedar. Slate and
tile roofs were also common. In
most cases, today's asphalt shingles, which come in a variety of
textures and colors, are an accept-

able (and less expensive)
replacement.
Occasionally, some owners find
it necessary to add some living
space to their old house. As long as
the front and sides of the structure
are maintained historically, the
back end can usually be altered
%kithout losing the charm.
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!Dress Up Your Bathroom
With A New Vanity Top
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Visit our shoN.vroorn and work with uncut
our designers to create the bathroom
you've always wanted. then relax and let
us take care of everything.
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We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, And Written Warranty.

19 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
WI/Hardboard Siding Deluxe Models
1 112 CAR (12X20)
$2475
2 CAR (18X20)
$3175
LARGE 2 CARE (22X22) $3475
2 1/2 CAR (24X24)
$3675
LARGE 2 112 CAR (24X30) $4175

Vinyl Siding

1 1,2 CARE (12X20)

$2875

2 CAR (18X20)

$3575

LARGE 2 CAR (22X22) $3975
2 11 CAR (24X24)
$4075

LARGE 2 vi CAR (24X30) $4675

(Plus Ott Level Lot) & Freight

YOUR SATISFAC770N IS OUR GOAL

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

MELBER, KY - 1502) 674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE
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MURRAY TODAY
Van Cleave-Nance wedding planned

Roberts chosen for special award
Ray Roberts of Deland, Fla., son
of Hoyt Roberts and the late Minnie Marshall Adams Roberts of
Murray, has been selected as Outstanding Professional of the Year
for the state of Florida by the
Board of Directors of the Florida
School of Addiction Studies.
The intent of the award is to give
recogition to a substance abuse
professional or full-time volunteer
who has consistently demonstrated
excellence in their work.
Roberts is the associate director
of Community Outreach Services
in Deland, which operates an intermediate residential facility as well
as numerous out-client treatment
programs for substance abuse.
Roberts started his professional
career as an entry level counselor
in the out-client program. Prior to
that he volunteered his time working in substance while pursuing
careers in real estate and coaching
high school athletics.
In his career in the substance
abuse field, Roberts has worked in
virtually every phase of treatment
including residential treatment, outclient treatment, educational progfams, crisis intervention, and codependency treatmeni
Also he has within the past few
months been instrumental in establishing a program for Spanishspeaking citizens and an extensive
out-client treatment program for

Mr. and Mrs. J.L. Van Cleave of
Tulsa, Okla., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Kirsten, to Rodney
Nance, son of Mrs. Anita Carroll of
Kirksey and Bobby Nance of
Paducah.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford White of
Hanl and the late Guy and Lamore
Nance, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; and
is the great-grandson of Ms. Hinda
Jackson, also of Hazel.
Miss Van Cleave is a graduate of
Oklahoma State University and is
currently employed by ID Apparel,
S. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Nance is a graduate of Murray State University and is employed by K-Mart Apparel Corp., St.
Louis.
The wedding is planned for
_Saturday, Sept. 22, at 7 p.m. in
Tulsa. All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.
After the wedding, the bridal
couple will reside in St. Charles,
Mo.

Kirsten Van Cleave,
fiancee of Rodney Nance

Coming community events are announced
Tuesday, Aug. 7
,,ational Scouting Museum will
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
'ormation call 762-3383.
\A and Al-Anon will meet at 8
at American Legion Building,
,ath Sixth and Maple Streets.
Singles Organizat,i9nal Society
meet at 7 p.m.'at Chamber of
• .•:nmerce building. For informan call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information Call
759-1625.
Murray Lodge No. 2011 Loyal
Order of Moose will have a regular
meeting at .8 p.m. with officers to
at 7 p.m.
Kentucky Barkley Bass n' Gals
will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
umbus will meet at 7 p.m. in
.'sh Center of St. Leo's CatholChurch.
Phil's and Nitaree's Classes will
,ng finger sandwiches for hospi:!Ay hour after revival service at 7
„m. at Kirksey United Methodist

THEATRE Si

Tuesday, Aug. 7
Puppets of Memorial Baptist
Church will perform at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park.

Wednesday, Aug. 8
play at 8 a.m. at Miller Memorial
Golf Course.

Wednesday, Aug. 8
Covenant Prayer Group at 10 a.m.
at First United Methodist Church.

Share Class of Grace Baptist
Church will meet in Fellowship
House prior to Prayer Bands at
6:30 p.m. and revival at 7 p.m.

Waterfowl Hunters' meeting will
be at 7 p.m. in room 101, Rosenthal Hall, Paducah Community College. For information call Vernon
Anderson, 753-6913.

Susan Reynolds will sing a solo
at 7:30 p.m. service at Eastwood
Baptist Church..

Kathleen Jones Group of First
Baptist Church Women will have a
brown bag picnic at 5:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
CARE will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church.
Wednesday, Aug. 8
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Rainey's Grovery at Jones Mills,
Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Farley's Market at Crossland from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, third floor, of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.

Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf at 9
a.m. and bridge at 9;30 a.m.

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m.
Works by Alan McNear will be
on display today through Aug. 17
in Curris Center Gallery, Murray
State University. Admission is free.
Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan Circles of First United Methodist
Church will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Dumplin's.
Youth Club Administration
School wilt' be at 8:30 a.m. and

Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-week
Bible Study, Acteens, RAs, GAs
and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
Ron's Class will bring salads for
hospitality hour after revival service at 7 p.m. at Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Youth at 6:30
p.m., Prayer meeting at 7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 7)

Five •enerations to•ether

Parenting Class will meet at 7
p.m. in Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Ghost
(PG13)

1:30
3:.50
7:10
130

Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers. Free blood pressure
checks will be given from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at Hazel.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.

Arachnophobla
(PG13)

130
3:25
705
90s

Ducktales
the Movie (G)

1:30
3:10
700

Days of
Thunder (PG13)

900
Only

Teenage Mutant
NInja Turtles (PG)

130
3•1S
.
0/14

Presumed
Innocent (R)

WAL-MART

700
010

Choy

1110$ .1”...1 nut • 733-3311
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DATEBOOK
Couple to be honored Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnell of Rt. 1, Farmington, will host a reception
honoring their daughter, Rhonda and her husband, Eugene Barnes, who
were married July 14 in Sudbury, Mass. The reception will be Saturday,
Aug. 11, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club House, Vine and
South Seventh Streets. All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Gospel concert to be Sunday
Candy Hemphill Christmas and her husband will present a gospel concert on Sunday, Aug. 12, at 6:30 p.m. at Christian Fellowship Church,
Briensburg. Candy is the daughter of Joel and LaBresca Hemphill and has ,
sung with the Hemphills since she is a small child. A nursery will be
provided.

By P,
Murray.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Clyde Beaman of Kirksey from Lourdes; Larry Dunn of Murray and Fred Patton of Kirksey from Western Baptist.

SCV will meet Thursday
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No. 1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet Thursday, Aug. 9, at 7:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of Pentecostal Tabernacle, Water Valley. Members are urged to be present. Visitors
and prospective members are invited.

T-;
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Hunters' meeting Wednesday
A Waterfowl Hunters' meeting will be Wednesday, Aug. 8, at 7 p.m. in
Room 101, Rosenthal Hall, Paducah Community College, Paducah. The
agenda will include waterfowl population status and hunting season. All
interested hunters are encouraged to attend and especially those who hunt
in the Ballard County Wildlife Refugee, according to Vernon Anderson of
the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife. For more information call
Anderson at 753-6913.

Dinners planned at local club
Catered dinners will be served at Murray Country Club on Fridays,
Aug. 10, 17, 24 and 31. Debbie Williams said the dinners will be served
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. on each of these Fridays. The entrees will be eightounce filet mignon for $14 on Aug. 10; half barbecued chicken for $10 on
Aug. 17; lamb chops for $12 or pork chops for $10, specify one of these,
on Aug. 24; frog legs for $12 on Aug. 31. Reservations should be made
on Thursdays of each week by calling Williams at 753-8116 or 753-6113.

RCIA will start next month
• The Rite of Christian Initiation for Adults or the Catechumentate, as it
is sometimes called, will be from September through Easter. "It is primarily for anyone who was baptized in another religion or not at all who is
interested in becoming Catholic, according to Fr. Larry McBride, pastor
of St. Leo's Catholic Church and director of campus ministry at Murray
State, and Sr. Mary Anne Yanz, director of Religious Education at St.
Leo's. For more information call 753-3876 or 759-1621.

' GIFT
We are pleased to
announce that Amy
S. Clayton brideelect of Ricky W.
Watkins, has made
her domestic and
house ware
selections from our bridal registry.
Amy and Ricky
will be married September 29, 1990.

His wife, Ramona, is an English
teacher in Volusia County and he is
the father of two children, Robin
and Raysha.

Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group at Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, Aug. 9, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows:
Court I - Sue Overbey, Lynn Dowdy, Nancy Edward and Peggy Billington; Court II - Nancy Whitmer, Judy Mastera, Martha Andrus and Kay
Mack; Court III - Rainey Apperson, Shirley Homra, Carolyn Cunningham
and Martha Lawrence. Substitutes will be Donna Keller and Wilda
Purdom.

I

1.30
3.30
7 15
5:15

citizens of Volusia and Flagler
counties.
In addition to those programs,
Roberts works with Daytona Beach
Community College and Stetson
University conducting educational
programs for their students and athletic teams. He is presently serving
on the D.U.I. task force for Volusia
and Flagler counties.
Roberts received his Bachelor's
degree in Health and Physical Education and Business from Murray
State University. He earned his
CAAP in 1988. He is a past recipient of Community Outreach Services' Employee of the Year.
While in the real estate profession, he was named Realtor of the
Year three times by his local board
and when coaching he was named
Coach of the Year in his district.
He is also a certified ASA softball
official and has umpired several
Florida state softball tournaments.

Tennis play to be Thursday

Senior Citizens Golf League will

Young Guns II
(P(;13)

1Vitirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor
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Outland featured in article
Rimon Colson of Hardin is the great-great-grandfather of Andrea
Nicole Hudson, daughter of Layton and Teresa Hudson. Nicole is the
granddaughter of Carolyn and Roger Hudson of Rt. 3, Murray, and
the great-granddaughter of Mrs. Jewell (Genella) Jones of Kirksey.
Pictured, from left, seated, Rimon Colson and Mrs. Jones, standing,
Carolyn Hudson and Layton Hudson holding Nicole Hudson.

xst'' TRADE-1N
MONTH
Bedroom, Sofas, Chairs,
Dining Room, Recliners, Etc.

phus 300/. zgREWIDE

RETAIL

PURDOM FURNITURE
73:1-.1872

202 S. 5th • Murray

Visa/MC/Discover

Lorna Outland, formerly of Murray, was featured in an article in Charlotte Snapshot at Port Charlotte, Fla., where she and her husband, Max,
have resided for 19 years. She is executive secretary for Charlotte County
School Board. Mrs. Outland is the daughter of Leo Alexander and the late
Mrs. Evelyn Alexander of Murray, and the daughter-in-law of Mrs. 01a
Outland and the late Milburn Outland of Murray.

Brianna Teness White born
Mr. and Mrs. George White of Paris, Term., are the parents of a daughter, Brianna Teness, weighing six pounds eight ounces, born on Wednesday, July 11, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Cynthia Teague. Grandparents are Mrs. Nancy White of Paris and the
late Jessie F. White, Mrs. Kathryn Teague of Paris, and Garfield Teague
of Puryear, Tenn.
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Auto Insurance
Compare

Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0489
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Hospital patients listed

sh
is
lin
Calloway Countians Joe Pat James and Cordis James, top photo,
show some relatives where their ancestors are buried in Asbury
Cemetery during last year's event. The James family planned its family reunion for the 1989 Asbury Cemetery Day. Enjoying dinner at
Asbury Cemetery Day in 1961, bottom photo, are, back table from
left, Ralph Williams, Carl Hopkins, Otis Bazzell, back to camera, and
Buford Stone; front table from left, Sallie Adair, Olive Bazzell Evins,
Dennis Crawford, back to camera, and Mertie Edwards; standing,
back to front, Novice Evins, Pat Crawford and Darrell Crawford.
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Jones' shoto of Rains chosen
I'

•
;

Murray-Calloway County Hospi- Ruth Elizabeth Knight, Box 73,
tal has released the dismissals for Hazel;
Friday, Aug. 3. No newborn admisGlenn Colson, Rt. 6, Murray:
sions were listed.
Mrs. Marie Joyce Jones and baby
Dismissals
girl, 418 Whitehall Cr., Paris,
Robert Johnson, Rt. 1, Box 88, Tenn;
Murray; Mrs. Alice B. Hopkins,
Mrs. Lisa M. Polivick and baby
223 South 12th St., Murray; John boy, Rt. 5, Box 746, Murray; Mrs.
R. Thompson, Rt. 7, Box 88, Barbara Lynn Moody and baby
Murray;
boy, A-18 Fox Meadows, Murray.
J.B. Armstrong, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Mrs. Cloteal Paschall, 100 North
a
Two newborn admissions and
Sixth St., Murray; Dyrus Stubble- dismissals at Murray-Calloway
field, Rt. 4, Box 105A, Murray; County Hospital for Sunday, Aug.
James B. Ramsey, 409 South 5, have been released as follows:
12th St., Murray; Bruce King, Rt.
Newborn admissions
8, Box 660, Murray; Glen Morris
Mason baby boy, parents, Metzi
Brown, 11524 West Seventh B Rd., and Barry, Rt. 5, Box 334,
Plymouth, Ind.;
Mayfield;
Mrs. Carla Jetton, Rt. 2, Box
Stewart baby girl, parents, Von107A, Murray; Joseph Newton da and Brad, Rt. 2, Box 227-3,
Jackson, 1401 North Fourth St., Buchanan, Tenn.
Murray; Pat W. Carraway, 724
Dismissals
Fairlane, Murray;
Miss Tara Van Horn, Rt. 5, Box
Jackie Jones of Murray was recently notified that his photograph,
Mrs. Kathleen Rosales and baby 521, Murray; Harry T. McNeal, Rt.
entitled Signpainter Charley Rains, was chosen to be included in the
boy, Rt. 2, Box 2161A, Calvert 1, Box 237, Mansfield, Tenn.;
exhibition, Uncommon Views of Uncommon Wealth. His work was
City; Mrs. Vida Ninette Evans and
Walter A. Newton, Rt. 5, Box
one of 33 photographs selected by Juror and acclaimed photographer,
baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 41, Puryear, 816, Murray; Mrs. Clarice Julia
Van Deren Coke, from 361 entries. This exhibition, jointly sponsored
Tenn.;
Salmon, Rt. 1, Box 155, Puryear,
by Kentucky Arts Council and the Kentucky Department of Travel
Mrs. Sheila Marie Wadsworth Tenn.
Development, opened in July at Kentucky Departmet of Libraries and
and baby boy, Dycusburg; Mrs.
Archives in Frankfort. The exhibition will circulate throughout KenAngela M. Winkler and baby girl,
tucky in libraries across the state until December 1991.
One newborn admission and dis1707 Kcenland, Murray.
missals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Aug. 6,
Two newborn admissions and
have been released as follows:
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Newborn admission
County Hospital for Saturday, Aug.
Kimbro baby girl, parents, Becky
4, have been released as follows: and Hugh, F4
Southside Manor,
Newborn admissions
Murray.
Hobbs baby girl, parents, Betty
Dismissals
and Ricky, Rt. 1, Box 54D, Paris,
Mrs. Plmela Allen, 715 CaledoWe are pleased to
Tenn.;
nia, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Nancy Ann
announce that Kim
Compton baby boy, parents, DarBogard, Rt. 8, Box 21, Murray;
la and James, Rt. 2, Box 250, DovLennis Wyatt, No. 98, Shady Oaks
Hundley bride-elect
er, Tenn.
Trailer Court, Murray;
of Jeff Cottingham,
Dismissals
Mrs. Darla Compton and baby
J.C. Henderson, 1210 Melrose, boy, Rt. 2, Box 250, Dover, Tenn.;
has
made
her
Murray; Robert A. Wooldridge, Mrs. Sylvia Comlander,,828 Hurt
domesti
c
and
1011 Payne Si, Murray; Robert
Dr., Murray;
'-Krogstad, R-t. 5, Bo 315, Benton;
housewa
Mrs. Virginia Irene Higgins, M8
re
selecRalph E. Crain, Rt. 1, Box 280A, Southside Manor, Murray; Mrs.
We are pleased to an
tions
from
our briPuryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Lori Kay BreSheila Green, 1000 Brookview,
nounce
that Kristi Knight,
wer and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 275, Benton;
dal registry.
bride-elect
of Mike Vance,
Camden, Tenn.;-'e
Keith Holder, Rt. 2, Key Bottom
has ihade her domestic and
Kim
and
Jeff
will
Henry Herndon, 705 Ross
Road, Mayfield; George Robinson,.
houseware selections from
School Rd., Cadiz; Mrs. Rama E.
be married August
Rt. 2, Box 135, Hazel; Mrs. Louise
our
bridal registry.
Pierce, Rt. 1, Box IA, Farmington;
Geurin, Ri 8, Box 330, Murray;
18, 1990.
KriSti and Mike will be
Lester Glenn Nanny, P.O. Box 182,
Homer Fairris, 1709 Ryan Ave„
married August 11, 1990.
Murray;
Murray; Leonard Lovell, Rt. 6, Box
Mrs. Veronica Pierson, Rt. 6, 60, B-1, Murray; Richard Manning,
Box 274, Murray; Edward J. DisBox 539, Cadiz.
more, Box 201, Calvert City; Mrs.
Hwy. 641 North
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Asbury Day Saturday
InBy PAT CRAWFORD *1'
Murray .1.64:Igor & Times Guest Writes

las ,
be

Singing, preaching and dinner on
the ground - that's what the
grandchildren of the pioneers enjoy
on Asbury Cemetery Day each second Saturday in August. This year
those descendants and their friends
will gather at Ashbury Cemetery in
the northwest corner of Calloway
County the morning of Aug. 11.
The cemetery itself is more than
160 years old. It served as a burying ground for many early settlers
in Calloway County. Some of the
names frequently found among the
old stones are Adams, Bazzell,
Clark, Floyd, Hughes, James,
Jones, McCallon, Rhea, Scott, Turner, Vaughn, Wrather and many
others. Some of our oldest citizens
say Indians buried their dead there
before the earliest white settlement.
Asbury lies three miles north of
Coldwater and perhaps 10 miles
southwest of the former site of
Wadesboro, one of the first settlements in the Purchase area.
Wadesboro, which was located
near the Marshall County line and
almost due north of Murray, was
Calloway County's seat before
Marshall County was established in
1843. Asbury Chapel was listed as
a preaching appointment in the
Methodist Wadesboro Circuit
minutes by 1842.
Richard L. Bazzell and his son,
Tensley Bazzell, appear to
have been the founders of Asbury
Chapel. The Bazzell name
appeared in the Wadesboro Circuit
minutes from 1840 through 1841,
indicating that the Bazzell home
was used for Methodist "class
meetings" and for preaching. Early
in 1842 the chapel was listed and
the Bazzell name was omitted; in
March 1844 D.T. Bazzell was
listed as the Sunday School superintendent for Asbury Chapel.
Although the church is long
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Community...
Wednesday, Aug. 8
Adult 3 Auditorium Class of
Grace Baptist Church will meet in
Fellowship House prior to Prayer
Bands at 6:30 p.m. and revival at 7
p.m.

ax,

fly
late
Dia

Evangelism Committee of First
Christian Church will meet at 12
noon at Pagliai's.

ht-

DS-

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Baby Shower for Donna Hills

brhe
lue

since gone, several people who
attended it as children still live in
this area.
Novice and Alline Evins and
Mary Evins Crawford, sisters who
reside in Murray, and their
brothers, Porter Evans, of Mayfield, attended the church before
1920. They remember a simple,
white frame structure with a single
door on the left and one on the
right that served as separate
entrances for men and women.
They also rementier that the abandoned church had to be town down
in the mid-1930s. Since then they
have missed very few Asbury
Cemetery Days - they are the
great-great-grandchildren of
Richard L. Bazzell.
The Bazzells are also linked to
the cemetery land, though it was
first owned by Roland Stone. He
sold a parcel of land on which the
cemetery lay to Andrew Slaughter,
with mention in the deed that a
portion of the land was to remain a
graveyard. Slaughter immediately
sold some of the land, including
the cemetery, to Richard L. Bazzell
with the same agreement attached
in September 1841.
In 1860 Bazzell deeded the
cemetery and "meetin' house" to
the Methodist Episcopal Church
South, and in 1899 his grandson,
Thomas Porter Bazzell, deeded
adjoining land to the denomination
for a parsonage. At that tine
Asbury Chapel was on the Dexter
Circuit. There is no evidence that
the parsonage was ever built, but
the land became cemetery property.
Trustees for Asbury Chapel in
1860 were Smith Bazzell, David T.
Bazzell, Luke Langston, "Cluff" A.
Waterfield and Hansel Langston.
Waterfield (1801-1875) and 'Luke
Langston (1794-1873) were local
preachers. Waterfield was admitted
to the Wadesboro Circuit in January 1833 and may have been
Asbury Chapel's first preacher.
(Cont'd from page 6)
Wednesday, Aug. 8
at 5:45 p.m.; Klaymata Fellowship
at 6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting at
6:45 p.m.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. WNC Orientation at
1:30 p.m., and LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
Seven Wonders of the Universe at
10 a.m., 12 noon, 2 and 3 p.m.

Best selling books listed
Best selling books for week ofAug. 5 have been released as
follows:
FICTION
I. "Message From Nam," Danielle Steel
2. "The Burden of Proof'," Scott Turow
3. "The Stand." Stephen Xing
4. "Oh, the Places You'll Go!" Dr. Seuss
5. "Stardust," Robert B. Parker
6. "Coyote Waits," Tony Hillerrnan
7. "Mountain Laurel," Jude Deveraux
I. "Brokenclaw," John Gardner
9. "Dragon," Clive Cusaler
10. "September," Rosarnande Pilcher

Or"-

NON-FICTION
1. "Wealth Without Risk," Charles Giver,
2. "Men at Work," George F. Will
3. "Homecoming," John Bradshaw
4. "Dave Barry Turns 40," Dave Barr),
5. "Justin Wilson's Homegrown Louisiana
Cookin'," Jusun Wilson
6. "Behind the Mask," Dave Pallone
7. "Life 101," John-Roger and Peter
McWilbarns
K. "It Wizen Fire When ILsy Down on It,"
Robert Fulghum
9. "Megatrends 2000," John Naishitt and
Patncia Aburdene
10. "Secrets About Men Every Woman
Should Know," Barbara De Angelis

WAL-MART
Murray

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6

4

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
HOURS:

Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6

"Problems are only opportunities in
work clothes.- Henry J. Kaiser

NORTH
+9853
V A K6
•A 5 4 3

8-7-A

REWARD

.93

Harold Guiver of Long Beach, WEST
EAST
Calif., is the hero of today's game. •Q 7 6 2
4 K J 10 4
I
SURPLUS SCHOOL ORDERS
Nicknamed "The Squeezer" for his •Q7
•J 32
I 1990 Sew N' Serge Sewing Machines
ability to milk out that extra trick, •Q 8 2
•K J 7
Tri-State's Education Department placed orders in anticipation of.
•J6 4
he justified his reputation with his * K 7 5 2
'previous
year's sales. These sales did not occur. Now we are,'
play of this heart game at the
I
SOUTH
•
offering
them
to the public. These Sew N'Serge Sewing Machines•
Spring National Championships in
•A
must be sold. All sewing machines offered are pew and top of the I
Fort Worth.
•10 9 8 5 4
'line. These Sew N' Serge Sewing Machines sew on all fabrics, g
•10 9 6
A casual glance at all four hands
I Levi's, canvas, upholstery, nylon, stretch, vinyl, silk. These Sew II
* A Q 108
reveals four apparent losers for
I N' Serge Sewing Machines are made special to sew the seams, I
South. How can he avoid losing one Vulnerable: Both
▪ overlock the edge at the same time,EVEN SEWS ON LEATHER.•
heart, two diamonds and a club? Dealer: North
Hint: The secret lies with negotiat- The bidding:
'These Sew N' Serge Sewing Machines are new with a 25 YEAR
ing a timely diamond ruff. Guess
▪ WARRANTY.With the Sew N'Serge Sewing Machines, you just
North East
South
West
which hand does the ruffing.
"set
the dial and see magic happen; straight sewing, zigzag,
1
Pass
1•
Pass
Guiver won his spade ace, led a 2 V
.
buttonhole
s (any sizes), invisible blindhem, monogram, satin
Pass
4 11P
All pass
heart to dummy's king and-finessed
'stitch, embroidery, applique, sew on buttons and snaps. YOUR
to his club queen, losing to the king.
PRICE $188.00, suggested retail price $529.00. These are some•
Opening lead Spade deuce
A spade was ruffed, and a diamond
I of the finest sewing machines on the market. Trades accepted. I
was ducked to East's seven. East
Layaways welcome. For information (419) 884-1184
BID WITH THE ACES
punched South with another spade,
8.7.B
American Express • Discover • Cash or Checks
and the heart and diamond aces South holds:
I
were cashed. A club to the 10 won,
and a diamond was discarded on the
* K J 10 4
1 DAY
Sale Location:
J 32
club ace. When E4sCs jack dropped.
ONLY
•K J 7
dummy's last diathond was discardJ 64
Thursday
ed on Guiver's club eight. East
Aug. 9th
ruffed, but there was nothing he
yaways
11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Welcome
1297 E. Wood. Paris, TN I
could do. Guiver was able to ruff his North South
1+
own im•
Imo um 1mi
last diamond with dummy's last 1+
me mo =IN ma
trump, and the defenders were held 2+
to only three tricks(one club, one diANSWER: Pass. Not much in high
amond and one heart).
cards
and even less in distribution.
There weren't many high cards in
No
reason
to offer another bid.
this North-South collection, and few
pairs reached this game. Even few- Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
MICK" D rou
er were able to take 10 tricks at a 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
COoK SACK
stamped envelope for reply
TOTIORPOW
part-score.
copyright 1950 trilled Feature Syndicate

YOUR PRICE

188

BEST WESTERN
TRAVELERS INN!
a

Remember the 10th

_
: custotn
ALLERY
Greenery

Feaming

* Limited Edition Prints
Silk

209 University Square. Murray

759-1019

Italian
Spaghetti Special

Small

With Garlic Bread

Large

19
$1
$195

Wednesday 11 a.m.-1O p.m Inside Dining Only

19
$1
510 Main St.

Special
For Kids

Free Retitts On Drinks

You Can't Eat This Well At Home For Tt is Price

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
ome,n. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell
them .to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay them
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference..
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience tor you and your
carrier.
So... paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bothei of
month!) •Ceillection.
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Sports Writer
by HAL BOCK
Professional golf is almost exclusively a white
game played on white courses, with no black
members in 15 of 21 private clubs chosen to
hold national pro and amateur championships
over the next five years.
An Associated Press survey shows that all-white private clubs
will be the sites for the next four PGA championships, three of
four U.S. Opens through 1995 and the next two U.S. Women's
Opens and U.S. Women's Amateurs.
Most private clubs are tight-lipped about membership rosters,
especially in the wake of the uproar preceding this week's PGA
Championship at Shoal Creek Golf Club in Birmingham, Ala.
But some members and officers are more revealing.
"We have a female doctor of- Chinese descent who plays frequently." said Bob Laubach, a member at Crystal Downs in
.Frankfort, Mich., site of the 1991 U.S. Senior Amateur. "But I
believe her husband is the member."
There no blacks or women at Oak Tree in Edmond, Okla.,
host of the 1994 PGA, but club president Hugh Edgmon said
he "suspects" there are some Hispanics because "some members have dark-colored skin."
For all the reticence, all but one of the 22 private courses
contracted for future PGAs, the U.S. men's, women's and senior
opens and the U.S. men's, women's and senior amateurs provided at least limited information about their memberships.
The exception was Oakland Hills in Birmingham. Mich., site
of the 1985 U.S. Open and next year's U.S. Senior Open. Club
general manager Ray White said there was no policy against
minority members, but, citing a "traditional policy of confidentiality,' he would not say if any are currently in the club.
The survey also found that:
'At least one club has no women members, while one also has
no Jewish members and four include no Hispanics.
'While most all-white clubs have no written policies against
black members, many say no blacks have ever bothered to apply, perhaps discouraged by steep membership fees and dues.
'The major seniors tournaments have the best record. Two of
the next three senior amateurs and two of the next four senior
open are at integrated clubs.
Aronimink Golf Course in Newtown Square, Pa., site of the
1993 PGA, is typical of the courses in the survey.
John Brooks, club attorney at Aronimink, said there are no
blacks among the 325 members because none has ever applied.
"Neither the bylaws, nor the rules and regulations, nor our
charter have any language that would discriminate against anybody through race, creed or color," Brooks said. "No blacks
;lad ever applied or inquired about joining. It just never happened. so we never had any decisions to make."
It is legal for a private club to discriminate. And it had not
been an issue on a professional tour that has only a handful of
black members — Jim Thorpe is the only black among the 150
pros at this week's PGA.
But the issue became economic when civil rights groups in
Birmingham, Ala., threatened to picket Shoal Creek Club and
several major television sponsors canceled commercials.
The PGA Tour said last week that it will give no new tournament contracts to any course that has even the appearance of
discrimination. But that effects only tour events and not the
major championships — the PGA and the various events run by
the USGA.
Patrick J. 'Rielly, president of the PGA of America which
conducts the PGA Championship, said a new site selection policy is being formulated by that organization.
"Exclusionary membership factors of a host site are a factor
which must be considered," Rielly said.
But through 1994, the PGA is scheduled to be held at allwhite clubs — Crooked Stick Golf Club in Carmel, Ind., in
1991, Bellerive in St. Louis in 1992, Aronimink in 1993 and
then Oak Tree.
"It starts with the way we conduct our national championships and where we take them," agreed USGA president Grant
Spaeth. "We can't say anymore that we're simply leasing the
property for the week of competition and everything's OK if
there's no discrimination that week."
The next two U.S. Opens are at Hazeltine in Chaska, Minn.,
where blacks have been members, and at Pebble Beach, Calif.,
which was not included in the AP survey because it is a public
course.
But the three after that — Baltusrol in Springfield, N.J., in
1993, Oakmont near Pittsburgh in 1994 and Shinnecock on Long
Island. N.Y., in 1995 — are on courses with no black
members.
Finding private courses capable of staging a major and having
black members is not that easy. The USGA estimates that three
of every four private golf clubs in the country have membership
restrictions of some kind.
They're just more subtle now.
For instance, until 1947 the policy was clear cut at Crystal
Downs in Frankfort, Mich., site of the 1991 U.S. Senior Amateur. A rock guarding the club's gate in those days said, "Gentiles Only."
Today, Crystal Downs maintains an open membership policy,
but there still are no blacks, Hispanics or Jews. Club member
Laubach said none has ever applied.
Fred Schwarz, president of all-white Bellerive, said; "We are
typical of the private, social club. Potential members must be
proposed by existing members and approved by the board of
directors."
No black has ever been nominated, Schwarz said.
At Oak Tree, there are no black members, Edgmon said,
because none has ever applied. He said he saw no reason,
though, why blacks would not be accepted, provided they meet
the criteria of membership.
Oak Tree also was the only club in the survey that admitted
to having no women members. Women are allowed to play two
of the three courses at Oak Tree during special events and by
invitation, but the third — the one where the PGA was played
in 1988 and where it will be played again in 1994 — is "a
restricted facility" open to "men only.'
Cherry Hills Country Club in Englewood, Colo., site of the
1993 U.S. Senior Open, repealed bylaws excluding blacks and
women in 1988 after club member William Erickson, a Colorado
Supreme Court justice, had his nomination to the federal bench
rejected because of the restrictions.
Women can get in, but only after their husband-members die.
Even -then, they pay dues but cannot vote. The club reportedly
has courted several prominent Denver-area blacks, although none
has joined.
By contrast, the next twO U.S. Senior Amateurs will be played at clubs that include in their memberships blacks, Hispanics,
Jews and women.
"We are not another Shoal Creek, I can assure you of that,"
said general manager Jim Brackens of the Farmington Country
(Coat'd on page 9)

Seventh-grade eligibility rule attacked
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Authorities on
school athletics are castigating Kentucky for a
new law the could allow seventh-graders to participate in athletic competition with students
who are as much as seven years older.
Under the law, schools can put seventh- and
,eighth-graders on high school teams„ even in
sports with a high risk of injury, such as football
and wrestling.
Moreover, it lets seventh- and eighth-graders
play on more than one school-sponsored team —
such as a junior high and a high school team —
in the same sport at the same time.
That would mean that in some sports, like
basketball, a student would play four games a
week — leaving little time for schoolwork.
Educators across the country have condemned
the law.
"I sure wouldn't want to be the man who
sponsored the legislation" if a seventh-grader
were paralyzed in a violent collision with a
19-year-old senior, said Jim Flynn, assistant
executive secretary of the Illinois High School
Association.

"I think it's a move in the wrong direction," a season. In other states, such limits protect
said Tom Guillebeau, associate director of the youngsters from athletic schedules that could
Georgia High School -Association. "Those kids harm them physically or deny them time to
ought to be preparing academically, instead of study.
seeing how much basketball and football and
In addition, the law would allow youngsters
baseball they can play."
to play high school sports if their 19th birthday
The law slaps down a state school board poli- falls on or after Aug. 1 of that school
year.
cy, adopted in November, that would have pre- Therefore, if parents and coaches allow
it, a
vented youngsters in grades five through eight
12-year-old seventh-grader could line up in a
from playing on high school teams in four con- football tackling drill
against a 19-year-old
tact sports — football, wrestling, soccer and
senior.
baseball — or from playing on two teams in the
State school board Chairman Henry Pogue
same sport at once.
says such situations are "potentially dangerSo, for at least seventh and eighth graders, the ous," and the board has asked that an interim
law restores the situation that existed before the legislative committee review the law.
board acted.
Tom Mills, commissioner of the Kentucky
The difference is that now the state board and
High School Athletic Association, plans to colstate athletic officials are powerless to change lect figures on athletic injuries this school year
what some say amounts to open season on to try and convince legislators of a problem with
youngsters who are at a vulnerable stage of their the law.
physical and mental development. The decision
But the law's sponsor, Rep. Ronny Layman of
is left up to the schools and school districts. Leitchfield, called that approach invalid.
Furthermore, Kentucky puts no limit on the
"In football, there's always going to be some
number of games or quarters a child may play in (Cont'd on page 9)

NFL preseason

Dickerson's comeback
interrupted by injury
By The Associated Press
Chris Chandler — going ...
going ... gone.
Eric Dickerson — coming ...
coming ... whoops.
, That was the continuing soap
opera of the Indianapolis Colts on
Monday.
They finally dealt disgruntled
quarterback Chris Chandler to
Tampa Bay when he agreed to
terms of a renegotiated contract
with the Buccaneers. But start running back Eric Dickerson, ready to
report to training camp after a
lengthy feud, failed a physical
because of an injury to his left
hamstring.
The Bucs and Colts announced a
tentative trade a week ago but it
fell apart when Tampa Bay and
Chandler couldn't agree on how
much he would earn in the last two
years of a four-year contract he
signed in 1988.
Chandler's base salary with
Indianapolis would have been
about $195,000 in 1989 and
$300,000 next season. His agent,
Mike Sullivan, said only that the
last two years of Chandler's original contract were renegotiated and
two additional years were added to
make it a new four-year
arrangement.
Tampa .Bay coach Ray Perkins
said Chandler won't play in the
preseason opener against the Cincinnati Bengals on Saturday night.
And he made it clear that Chandler
was not a threat to Vinny
Testaverde.
"I didn't bring him here to have
a quarterback duel," Perkins said.
"Vinny Testaverde is the starting
quarterback — period. This gives
us two quality players at that position, with experience.
"Based on what I know about
him (Chandler) from people who
have coached him, he should pick
(the offense) up pretty quick. So
many teams do so many of the
same things that it's a matter of

(learning) terminology."
Chandler completed 53 percent
of his passes with the Colts, throwing for 2,156 yards and 10 touchdowns with 15 interceptions. He
became unhappy when the Colts
traded for the No. 1 pick in this
year's draft and signed quarterback
Jeff George of Illinois to a sixyear, $15 million contract.
The Bucs also came to terms
Monday with running back Reggie
Cobb, a second-round draft pick
from Tennessee, who ended a
17-day holdout.
Meanwhile, the Colts announced
that Dickerson has "a strained left
hamstring, which Dickerson sustained on his own during training."
It had been reported that Dickerson had a problem with his left
knee. But other reports quoted
Dickerson's new agent, Leigh
Steinberg, as saying Dickerson had
a hamstring problem.
Dickerson, who needs only 11
yards rushing to move into sixth
place on the NFL's career list, has
been a holdout since July 26, accumulating $1,500 a day in fines.
The absence followed months of
demands for a trade, threats of
retirement and criticism of teammates and management. That was
supposed to end Monday, when
Dickerson was scheduled to report.
Dolphins
Defensive end John Bose had main( reconstructive knee surgery to repair a torn ligament
and will be out all season. Bose, who has not
been at full speed since injuring his left knee in
October 1988, hurt his right knee Saturday in a
scrimmage against Tampa Bay.
"This is disappointing because we'd hoped
he'd come through tor us to have a big year,"
Dolphins coach Don Shuts said. "It looked like
he was healthy and ready to go."
•Griten Bay Packers*
Tight end Clint Didier, part of three
Washington Super Bowl teems, retired after two
seasons with the Packers. The 31 -year-old
Didier had caught 12 passes since signing with
the Packers as a free agent in 1988_
"I know he's real close to his family, and I
know there is a lot of concern about being away
from them and the children at the point he was
in his career," Coach Lindy Infante said
Didier retired on a day that two veterans,
defensive end Robert Brown and defensive
back Ron Pitts, showed up for their first practices after ending two-week holdouts
*New York Giants*
Veteran linebacker Dwayne Jiles was
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Bulgaria beat Brazil for the bronze
medal in women's basketball.
Before the team departed Seattle,
reserve forwards Lydia Varbanova,
19, and Irena Torolova, 20, both
from Sophia, told a reporter they
planned to defect.
"June elections in our country
were falsified. Conditions are no
better than they were before. I
don't foresee any turnaround for
our civil and athletic future," Varbanova said, speaking through an
interpreter.
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ERIC DICKERSON
among tour players waived. Others releasec
were wee receiver Philip Ng, guard Gary Barlow and linebacker Aaron Chubb, all free
agents.
Tight end Mark Bavaro, who had a surgical
pin removed from his left knee last week,
returned to practice on a limited basis.
*Detroit Lions*
Jerry Ball, a Pro Bowl selection at nose
tackle last season who is holding out, showed
up ax camp but said he was there only to meet
a teammate for lunch. Ball reported no progress
in his contract talks.
There was no reponed progress with the
club's other holdouts — first-round draft pick
Andre Ware and veterans Kevin Glover, Eric
Williams and Jimmy Williams
*Cincinnati Bengals•
Running back James Brooks worked out for
the first time following the end of his holdout.
'I've been working out and I'm in good
shape, but now I've got to get used to getting
hit," Brooks said. "What I need a a lot of repetitions. Once you do that, you'll be all nght
Concliton-wise, s no problem."
•San Diego Chargers*
Veteran David Archer was cut, leaving the
team with three quarterbacks who have started
a total ol seven NFL games Billy Joe Tolliver,
the team's No. 1 quarterback, started five
games as a rookie last season after missing the
first six with a broken collarbone.
Backup quarterback Mark Vlaslc started two
games in 1988. No. 3 John FrIesz was a sixthround draft choice out of Idaho this year.
•BuHalo Bills*
Tight end Butch Rolla signed in the morning
and practiced in the afternoon. His signing
reduced the number of holdouts to three — running back Thurman Thomas, linebacker
Shane Conian and offensive tackle Will
Wolford.
Coach Mary Levy said guard Jim Ritcher
needs arthroscopic surgery on his shoulder but
could return by Sept. 9 when the Bills open
their season. Safety TIm Smiley will be out lor
three months after shoulder surgery

*New York Jets*
Backup receiver Chris Burkett retired, walking out of training camp after finding himself
second to Flip Johnson on the depth chart.
Coach Bruce Costal met with Burkett and said
the depth chart apparently wasn't a lactor
Burkett's agent said the player had been concerned over his wife's health She is expecting
the couple's first child
Burkett walked out on the Buffalo Bills two
games into last season following a sideline dispute with quarterback Jim Kelly during a Monday night game
Quarterback Ken O'Brien, battling close
friend Tony Eason for the starling lob, was
listed as the first-team quarterback on the depth
chart for Saturday's exhibition game against
Philadelphia. Cosiet, however, wouldn't confirm
that O'Brien would start
•Dallas Cowboys*
Guard Nate Newton was fined $250 after
weighing in 10 pounds over he assigned maximum of 325. Newton dropped 11 pounds since
his weigh-in two weeks ago
*Cleveland Browns*
The Browns signed former Houston Oiler
safety Keith Bostic as a tree agent. Bostic
played six seasons for Houston until he was
signed as a Plan B free agent by Indianapolis in
March 1989. The Colts released him dunng
their 1989 training camp.
*Houston 011ers•
•
Backup quarterback Cody Carlson agreed to
a one-year contract and ended a two-week
noidout. He will compete for the Na. 2 pb with
Don McPherson, aoduired from Philadelphia
last week for a conditional draft choice
• • •
Former Murray State University standout
Eric Cripler, a rookie offensive tackle, survived
:he first round of cuts by the Cincinnati Ben gals. In Sunday's edition of The Louisville
Courier-Journal, sten writer George Rorrer
reported that Cngler 'sparkled in the one-onone drill, beating ha man each time he was
featured.• Rarer also reported Griper had seen
scnmmage action at canter

"Some of our friends tried to
talk us out of it, but the decision
had been reached," she said.
Torolova complained of problems with the coach, Ivan
Lepitchev.
"He was a tyrant. He thought he
owned us. He was especially
authoritative with me after my
father passed away some time ago,
but that's not why I left. I just want
to be free," she said.
The women said they have been

thinking of defecting for about six
months and hope to play college
ball in the United States.
Both were on the Bulgarian
national team two years. Neither
has family in the United States.
Torolova said she saw Michael
Jordan play during a trip earlier
this year to Chicago, and it was a
part of her decision.
"I wasn't sure what was more
impressive — seeing Michael Jordan fly or seeing a truly democratic
country," she said with a laugh.

College all-stars face final chance
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina'
(AP) — The 1990 World Championships will be the last chance for
the United States to prove that its
collegiate all-star teams can beat
the nationai teams from the rest of
the worlIF
Starting with the 1992 Olympics,
the United States will include NBA
players on its international rosters,
something the rest of the world will
do in the World Championships
which get under way Wednesday.
But for now, U.S. coach Mike
Krzyzewski will lead a team of college players as the United States
tries to defend its title in the World
Championships.

Tei

Col

Women basketball players seek asylum
SEATTLE (AP) — Two Bulgarian women basketball players left
the team after the Goodwill Games
and remain in Seattle where they
are considering seeking asylum, an
INS spokeswoman said.
"All we did was give them the
information — what they have to
do to file, the requirements and that
sort of thing. But we've not
received an application yet,"
Immigration and Naturalization
Service spokeswoman Irene Mortensen said Monday.
The two are still legal visitors in
the United States, but Mortensen
said she understood the team had
left the country.
The basketball players bring to
four the number of Goodwill
Games visitors who talked to INS
agents and took applications for
asylum. The others were a Soviet
folk dancer and a St hockey
player. The hockey pis*, Sergei
Fedorov, left the goviet national
team to sign with the Detroit Red
Wings and is seeking a work permit. Officials haven t heard from
the folk dancer.
Asylum is no longer routinely
granted to Soviet or Eastern bloc
citizens. They have to prove they
face a reasonable fear of persecution in their home country.
The games ended Sunday and

Tuescli
and pr
Muehlk

The United States is favored in
its preliminary group, which
includes Greece, South Korea and
Spain, but it is just among the
favorites for the gold medal to be
awarded on Aug. 19.
Krzyzewski saw his team lose
two games in the Goodwill Games
last month in Seattle, a qualifyinground loss to the Soviet Union and
the gold-medal game setback to
Yugoslavia.
He often spoke of the lack of
preparation time his team had and
how much it needed to work as a
unit.
His problems may be getting
worse in the World Championships

as Yugoslavia and the Soviet
Union will be adding quality players to their rosters.
Yugoslavia won the Goodwill
Games with an NBA-c
nucleus of Zarko Paspabj,vii
played for the San Antonio Spurs,
Dino Radja, the much -coveted
1989 draft choice of the Boston
Celtics, and super smooth 6-foot-9
guard Toni Kukoc, the Chicago
Bulls' only draft choice this year.
Add to that Vlade Divac of the
Los Angeles Lakers and Drazen
Petrovic of the Portland Trail Blazers and the Yugoslays have made
themselves the favorite to win the
World Championships
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Actions& Reactions
High school golf
Sign - ups for the Murray High School boys and girls'
golf teams will be held on
Tuesday, Aug. 7, at 4 p.m. at the Murray Country Club.
Forms will be distributed
and wad* will be held. If unable to attend, please
call MKS golf coach Judy
Muehleman at 753-4126

Tennis
MASON, Ohio —

Two-time winner Mats Witander needed three sets to defeat
Grant Connell 6-4, 3-6, 6-3 as first-round play got under way in the $1.3 million
Association of Tennis Professionals Championship at the Jack Nicklaus Sports
Center. Three other seeds also advanced: No. 9 Andre Chesnokov beat Ramesh
Krishnan 6-4, 6-7 (7- 1), 6-2, No. 13 Guy Forget beat Kevin Curren 6-3, 6-4; and
No. 11 Jim Courier beat Kelly Jones 6-3, 6-7 (8-6), 6-3. Jonas Svensson, seeded
a

121h, was ousted by Jakob Hlasek 6-4, 4-6, 7-5.

a

Basketball
INGLEWOOD, Calif —

Sam Perkins, an unrestricted free agent, has signed a
multiyear contract with the The Los Angeles Lakers. No terms were announced,
but it was reported Perkins will be paid as much as $3 million per year. Perkins,

29, played six seasons for the Dallas Mavericks after they made him the fourth
overall pick in the 1984 NBA draft. A 6-foot-9'/: , 257-pounder, he averaged 15.9
points and 7.5 rebounds in 76 games for Dallas last season. Perkins was a teammate of starting Lakers forward James Worthy at North Carolina, and was a cocaptain of the gold medal-winning 1984 United States Olympic (earn

Football
ANDERSON, Ind. —

Eric Dickerson, ready to report to training camp alter a
lengthy feud with the Indianapolis Colts, failed a physical because of an injury to
his left hamstring, the NFL team said. The injury "is a strained left hamstring,
which Dickerson sustained on his own during training," the team said in a brief
statement. No further details were provided by the club. Dickerson, the NFL's
single-season rushing leader, had been a holdout since July 26, accumulating
$1,500 a day in fines. The Colts had threatened to place him on the reserved-left

MI

squad list, which effectively would have suspended him without pay for the 1990
season without nullifying the year remaining on his contract.

College
LAS VEGAS —

Nevada congressmen have introduced a bill that would require the
NCAA to provide due process to college players and coaches, saying the NCAA
now has the power to declare them "guilty until proven innocent." The bill, dubbed
the "Coach and Athlete's Bill of Rights," is the outgrowth of the NCAA's July 20
ruling that barred UNLV from postseason play next sea3on. The ban would prohibit
the Runnin' Rebels from defending their national championship. Under legislation
introduced by Nevada Senators Harry Reid and Richard Bryan, and Rep. Jim Bilbray, all Democrats, the NCAA would become a "state player," subject to the laws
and procedures of the state where the affected college or university is located.

Hockey
MONTREAL —

The National Hockey League has given the Soviet Union two days
to confirm its participation in a pair of exhibition series or both may be cancelled,
Montreal Canadiens general manager Serge Savard said. Yuri Korolev, vicepresident of the Soviet Ice Hockey Federation, and Igor Dmitriev, assistant coach
of the national team, said Sunday at the Goodwill Games in Seattle they would
notify the league on Wednesday that the two series would be cancelled. The
cancellation would be a protest against the Detroit Red Wings' signing of Serge'
Fedorov, one of the top 20-year-old players in the world, away from the Soviet
national team prior to the Goodwill Games.

Baseball
NEW YORK —

Nolan Ryan, the 43-year-old pitcher who won his 300th game last
week, and rookie Alex Cole of the Cleveland Indians were named American
League co-players of the week. Ryan got his 300th win last Tuesday in Texas'
11-3 victory over Milwaukee, striking out eight and allowing six hits in 7 2-3
innings. Cole stole eight bases last week to lead the AL and scored a major
league-leading 11 runs. He was 11 -for-24, a .458 average, with live walks.
• • •

NEW YORK— Greg Maddux of the Chicago Cubs, who pitched two five-hitters last
week, was named National League player of the week. Maddux allowed one
earned in 18 innnings last week with 12 strikeouts and six walks.
• • •

SUMMIT, N.J. — Defending champion Vicki Goetze shot a 2-under-par 70 and
took a one-stroke lead over Curtis Cup teammate Carol Semple Thompson after
the first day of play in the U.S. Women's Amateur. The field of 147 golfers will play
18 more holes and then be cut to the low 64 for match play beginning Wednesday.

father, Eddie, was named head coach last spring, after spending four
seasons at
Kentucky and one year out of coaching when the school was placed on probation
by the NCAA in 1989. "It was a difficult decision because I was recruited
by a lot of
quality schools," Sutton said Monday in a telephone interview. "But
my heart was
with Oklahoma State because my dad is there. I want to play for him and
help him
in any way I can."
'Sutton, who has two years of eligibility remaining at Oklahoma State, averaged
5.9 points and 1.6 rebounds in 1988-89, his final season at Kentucky. Sutton and
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino had a misunderstanding this 'past spring when Sutton
said that the school recruited him and then backed off. "I wish Kentucky and
Coach Pitino all the best," said Sutton. "I enjoyed my two years there. But I want
to put Kentucky behind me. I'm hopeful of starting a lot of good times at Oklahoma

State."
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Luis Solo hit an RBI single and I

on George Bell's single in the third, putting Toronto ahead 2-0 Julio Franco hit a two-run dou-

from Tomlin but said he wasn't sure what he
would do with the 24-year-old ieft-hander.
"I'm not going to rush my decision, not get
emotional," Leyland said. "His mission was
accomplished. I don'( know if he'll be here
tomorrow."
Said Tomkn:'They told me Friday night that I
would pitch against the Phillies in Veterans Stadium arid they'd go from there. I was nervous.
I've been watching Von Hayes and those guys
since I was a kid, all my life. 11 was an honor to
pitch against them."
Bonds hit two singles, a three-run homer and
drove in a fifth run with a sacrifice fly. Bonilla,
5-for-5, had an RBI single in the Pirates' tworun first inning and a run-sconng Inple in the
ninth while and Gary Redus doubled in the first
inning and hornwed in Pittsburgh's four-run
fifth.
In the nightcap. Philadelphia took a 3-0 lead
after three innings against .Rick Reed_ Dennis
Cook blanked the Pirates until the sixth when
R.J. Reynolds singled, Bream walked and
LaValluere hit his second home run of the

(Cont'd from page 8)
Club in Charlottesville, Va., site of the 1993 senior amateur.
"We have an open membership policy. This is just a non-issue
here. It used to be, years ago at most clubs, only the male
could be the member, but here anyone can be a member. We
just don't think you can operate any differently and discriminate
against anyone."
Economics can screen memberships as effectively as any written policy.
At Indiana's Crooked Stick, president Michael Browning said
qualified blacks would be welcome "as long as they meet the
same criteria as everybody else." That includes $22,000 for
initiation and stock certificate, plus dues of $325 per month.
The price to join The Honors Course in Ooltewah, Tenn., is
$25,000 with monthly fees of $300. At Shinnecock Hills, where
the 1986 U.S. Open was played and will return in 1995, membership costs $20,000 plus annual dues of $7,500.
"We have a complete spectrum as far as race, color or
creed," said Gordon Gray, president of the Loxahatchee Club in
Jupiter, Fla., host of the 1992 Senior Amateur. "We have absolutely no restrictions. The remark that one of our members
made is that the only requirement at Loxahatchee is to be nice.
That about sums it up."
Gray would not, however, reveal any ethnic breakdown of the
300 members who pay $56,000 to get in and annual fees of
$5,000.
•

(Cont'd from page 8)
injuries," Layman said. "I don't
think they should try to fault this
legislation with every child" that
gets hurt.
"If you've got a child out here
that's got the potential to be a good
athlete, he should have the opportunity to develop that to its fullest," said Layman, who lost a bid
for re-election in the May Republican primary.
But Dr. Quin Bailey, chairman
of the Kentucky Medical Association's sports medicine committee
and team doctor for Danville High
School, said a child also deserves
the chance to grow up without the
muscle tears, tendon damage and
metabolic changes that can result
from starting a rigorous sports
schedule too early.
The law easily passed both
houses of the legislature and went
into effect when Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson signed it March 30.
Jimmie Reed, executive director
of the Kentucky High School
Coaches' Association, said he was
unaware of any support among
coaches for the bill.
"I'm not real sure why the law
was passed," said Reed, who
coaches football and track at
Washington County High School.

"I really don't see where it's going
to be helpful."
Brice Durbin, executive director
of the National Federation of State
High School Associations, said he
knows of no other state that had so
completely relaxed the controls on
athletic participation by children in
junior high school.
Mills — who said he was not
asked to testify during legislative
hearings on Layman's bill — his
association had been on the verge
of negotiating a cut in its tab for
catastrophic-injury coverage, which
was $125,000 last year, when the
legislature "kind of shot us out of
the saddle."
The law has prevented a reduction, and inflation has bumped the
insurance cost up to $142,500 this
year, Mills said.
An official of the nation's largest
insurer of high school athletes
agreed that the law probably will
drive up the cost of Kentucky's
catastrophic coverage.
Clearly, "bigger, stronger bodies
running into smaller, weaker
bodies creates a better chance for
injury," said Mark Nordstrom,
senior vice president for marketing
of Doug Ruedlinger Inc. of Topeka, Kan.
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Monday's Games
Pittsburgh to. Philadelphia 1 . iii gams
Pittsburgh 4, Philadislphis 3 10 innings 2nd game
Houston 4. San Franoaco 1
St Louts 5, Now Yak 1
Only games scheduNd

10-6). 635 pm
Philadelphia (Disiesus 2-31 at New Ycwk (Viola 15-5),
6 35 P in

2
3
5
2
3
3

Horne
30-17
35-17
30-23
26-26
26-26
2732

1
2
1
1
5
5

Nemo Awey
31-17 31-27
30-24.,2$26
12-24 22-28
26.3020-28
34-21 14-40
22.29 18-36

GB

Lle Wreak
3-7 Won
5
74-4 Lost
II
z4-4 Won
14
z4-4 Lost
154
7.3 Won
21'h
14 Lost

Away
33 26
26-27
25-30
25-27

25-29
23-27

Montreal (Smith 6-7) at Finsbury'', iSmosy 5-51 635
pm
St Louis (Tewksbury 6-31 at Chicago (Briseicki 4-8).
7 05 p m
San Franosco (Burka 10-3) at Houston (Portugal
4-91 7 35 p in

Tumidity's Games
San Diego (Bones 7-8 and Show 2-Si at Atlanta (Gilrune 6-7 and Clary 14). 2, 410 pm.
Loa Angeles (Nerdengw 0-0) at Cincinnati (Browning

OS 1.10 Streak
7-3 Won
14 z-5-5 Lost
9
z-24 Lost
12
z-3-7 Last
13
7-3 Won
144
6-4 Won

Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia at Now York, 12 35 pm
Si Louis at Chicago. 120 pm
San Francisco at Houston, 135 p m
Los Angeles at Coonnat. 635 pin
Montreal at Pittsburgh. 635 pm
San Diego at Anent& 6 40 p m

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
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49 59
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1
I
1
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1
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36 113
29-26
26-26
26-30
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24-32
23-29
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22 31
26-26
27-28
26-28
24-33
22 29
20-35

Name
33-20
31-23
31.24
29-27
26-27
27-25
28 29

Away
35-21
32-10
26-27
26-25
26-10
23-32

23-3C

New Yoa (Wit 0-4) at Seattle (Hanson 11-13). 905
pm
BattmlOt• (Mitchell 4-3) at Oakland Mitch 17-4),
905 pm
Boston (Bolton 5-1, at Calfornia (Langston 5-13,
9 35 p m

New York 2, Cleveland 1
t.4 Waukee 6. Minnesota 0
Kansas city 5. Chicago 4
Teeas 4, Toronto 3
Only games scheduled

Tueedey's Gimes

Texas (Brown 12-71 at Cleveland (Da,
don Mr),
635 pin
Detroit (Morns 9-131 at TOr01110 (Kay 6-51, 6 35 p m.
miviaukee (Navarro 2-31 at Mnasso(a (Guthrie 3.4),
05 p m
Chicago (Fernandez 0-0) at Kansas City (Filson 0-21
7 35 D m

Wedneodey's Games
Baltimore at Oakland 215 p in
Texas at ClevikafXI 635 pm
Detrot at Toronto, 635 p in
Chicago at Kansas Crty, 7.35 p
kilwaukes at Minnesota. 735 p en
in7
New York at Seanie, 905 p.m
Boston at Caitornia. 9 35 p rn

FASTBALLS
SCOREBOARD
Baltimore at Oakland )935 pm COT) Bob Welch (17-4) sons for the Athlescs and 4 the top
tanner in the map:.
leagues Johnson (11-6) 901/11 for the °noise. in his entire tog-league career no runner has
ever Med to steal a
base toth NM on the mound

STREAKS

Ruben Sierra Wended his hotting streak to a career-high 14 games Monday for Texas

STATS

,

Chicago White Sox catcher Carlton Fier made two errors Monday night. dcutang his season total.
Toronto
pncher Dave Stet: had not made an error ems Septimbee 1967 bolas making one in 'act of his last
two starts
SWINGS
Will Cleric has riot Mt a home run in 106 at-bats. the longer drought of his career He ht 14 horrors in his tval
302 al-bats.

SLIPPING
Cardinals center fielder Wibe McGee dropped another fte bell Monday night The two-time God Glove swine(
leads National League outfielders with 16 errors
SHUTOUTS
Ron Robinson oiched his fins maior league shutout in 82 mans Monday for lAlwaukee
SLUMPS
Tie Brewers. atter going 0-8 on a horrewand that ended Sunday. won Monday in Minnesota
STATUS
UMW,Terry Craft was hit in Me leg by Dion James' Ina drive Monday and len the Crave.and-Yankees game
Uingre Jerry Layne was ItrUCk in this jaw by Darryl Seranterry's foul hp and left the Mets-St. Lcus game

SIDELINED ,

.

Vince Coleman again did not play for St Loin on Monday'because of a strained hamstring
STARS
Randy Toren, P4 rails won his map' league debut Monday beaang Philadelphia 10-1 He had a two-hi' Shutout
with two outs in the ninth inning before drying up three straight singles

SPEAKING
"I'm not gong to use it He was running toward Its. Clugcul with ha head down when I saw him throw it H. never
coked up"- Casey Holdowleid. an 11 -year-old tan from Manor, ill . who caught Wills 1.4cGeas ginve Monday
night at Busch Stadion McGee threw his glove into the stands atter mound an error and ded not remove
n

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
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seas
Boonnilla singled with one out in the 10th off
Roger McDowell (3-6), took second on a single
by Reynolds and scored on Bream's double
The victory went to Bill Landrum (4-2)
• Bill Gullockson pitched his first complete
game in almost three years and BdI Doran hit a
two-run homer as the Astros downed the Giants
4-1 for Houston's fifth straight win, dropping the
second-place Giants five games behind idle
Cincinnati in the National League West.

753-11627

State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices Eboomengion. &linos

4-1
Manager Jim Leyland got what he wanted

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Former Kentucky guard Sean Sutton announced that he will
continue his basketball career at Oklahoma State to play for his father. Sutton's

Leach, 33, disappeared twice from his teams during the last tour seasons. He had
been ordered to undergo drug counseling alter marijuana was found in his hotel
room last year. He was batting .293 in 174 at-bats this season with two home runs
and 16 RBIs.

"New Officesame good neighbor."
305 N 12th Like a good neighbor,
(Next To
State Farm Is There
Century 21) lane Rogers

in a 2-1 win over the Indians. Rookie Kevin
Maas broke a sixth-inning tie with his 11th
nome run in 92 major league at-bats.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Randy Tomlin, a starling pitcher, helped spell
relief for the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Called up from the minors to bolster the
Pirates' pitching staff during a stretch of 15
games in 13 days, Tomlin also helped pitch
them into sole possession of first place in the
National League East.
In fact, Tomlin came within one out of a shutout in his major-league debut. Bobby Bonilla
had a career-high five hits and Barry Bonds
drove in five runs as the Pirates hammered the
Philadelphia Phillies 10-1 en route to a sweep
of Monday's tire-night doubleheader.
The Pirates won the Tghtcap 4-3, tyrrig the
game on Mike LaValliere's three-run homer in
the sixth inning and winning it on Sid Bream's
RBI double in the 10th.
By sweeping while New York lost to St. Louis
5-1, the Pirates took a 1,4 -game lead over the
Mets in the National League East. In the only
other NL game, Houston beat San Francisco

College basketball

San Francisco Giants outfielder Rick Leach was suspended
for 60 days by baseball commissioner Fay Vincent because of a positive drug test.

10
ik

AROUND THE HORN
AMERICAN LEAGUE
The Toronto Blue Jays ran themselves out of
a chance to catch up in the Amencan League
East.
The Blue Jays got two runners thrown out in
the ninth inning Monday night and lost to Texas
4-3. Toronto fell tivo games behind idle Boston.
The Rangers won four times in the live-game
series in Texas. Toronto lost the opener Thursday 5-4 in 11 innings when it made three mistakes on the bases.
This time, Toronto trailed 4-2 when n put two
runners an with one out in the ninth. Manny Lee
hit an RBI single, but pinch-runner Kenny Williams tried to go from first to third and was
thrown out by center fielder Gary Pettis.
I had io make up my mind on my own, and I
took two stutter steps. Those steps made the
difference. It's not a good feeling," Williams
said. Williams appeared twice in the senes,
each as a pinch runner, and was thrown out on
the bases both times.
Lee moved to second on the play, and Mooice Wilson followed with a grounder to shortstop. Jeff Huson made a wild throw that pulled
Rafael Palmer() off first base, but Palmeiro
recovered and threw home, and Lee was
tagged out in a rundown.
Dave Sueb had beaten Charlie Hough twice
this season and not allowed a run in 15 innings
against the Rangers before Texas got its
revenge. &lob 114-41 lost for the first time in
eight road decisions this season, giving up tour
runs on seven hits in six innings.
Hough (9-7) gave up two runs on six hits in
seven innings. He struck out seven and
iced
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SCOREBOARD

ST. LOUIS (AP) — New St. Louis Cardinals manager Joe Torre attectionately calls Rex Hudler "Head -first Hudler."
Left-hander Joe Magrane, the beneficiary of Hudler's achievements in a
5-1 victory over the New York Mets Monday night, said Hudler "seems
to supercharge our ballclub."
The hustling Hudler has become a fan favorite as well as a key contributor in a recent upswing in which the Cardinals have won 13 of 19
games. Hudler had a single, double and triple and Magrane allowed only
an unearned run in 7 2-3 innings as the Cardinals beat the Mets for the
third straight time, knocking New York out of first place in the National
League East in the process.
The Mets trail Pittsburgh by
games after the Pirates swept a
double-header from Philadelphia.
"The fans pump me up," said Hudler, who raised his average 19 points
to .239. "Maybe they pump me up too much and I need to calm down.
"But it's great to entertain these fans and I'll do whatever I can to win.
I'm an emotional player. I'm an aggressive player."
Hudler also made an outstanding catch and threw out a runner at the
plate. He said he was thinking about a home run — and hitting for the
cycle — when he batted against reliever Bob Ojeda in the seventh inning.
"I've never hit for the cycle and I've never even come close before,"
he said. "I had two good swings, and the third one I popped up. Ojeda is
a tough pitcher."
Magrane (7-12), who missed his scheduled turn in the rotation on Friday because of back spasms, struck out four and walked three. He pitched
7 2-3 scoreless innings against the Mets July 28 in his last start.
"It's a pleasure to take three out of four games from a team the caliber
of the Mets," Magrane said. "Rex Hudler had a lot to do with it."
The Mets took a 1-0 lead in the second when Orlando Mercado walked
with two outs and center fielder Willie McGee dropped pitcher Ron Darling's fly ball for a three-base error.
McGee leads National League outfielders with 16 errors and after the
inning he threw his glove into the stands behind the Cardinals' dugout.
An 11-year-old boy kept the glove as a souvenir.
The Cardinals answered with five runs in the bottom of the second off
Ron Darling (4-6), including a two-run double by Jose Oquendo. McGee
and Pedro Guerrero each had an RBI single and another run scored when
Darling threw wildly to third on Magrane's sacrifice bunt.

ble and scored on Palmero's single in the bottom of the third.
In other American actions.
•Milwaukee rebounded from an 0-8 homestand
with a 6-0 win in Minnesota as Ron Robinson
pitched his first major league shutout. Robinson
(5-3) gave up six hits, struck out two and
walked one. 11 was his third complete game in
82 career starts. The Twins have not scored in
18 innings. They were shut out by Seattle 4-0
Sunday.
.catcher Carlton Fisk made two errors during a
five-run third inning as Kansas City ended Chicago's five-game winning streak, 5-4. Fisk had
made only two miscues this season before
making a bad throw and mishandling a throw to
the plate. Gerald Perry's two-run double
capped the outburst the made 11 5-0.
•Roberto Kelly, who hornered in the ninth inning
to beat Cleveland on Sunday, led off the first
inning with a home run to get New York going

SAN FRANCISCO —

or
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Cardinals win again
with 'Headfirst' help
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-Plus,, Dual Page Copying.
Stationary Platen, Cartridge
Auto
Toner, Statement to Ledger
Size
Copies. Programmable Zoom
Memory. Optional Color
Copying, and Optional Sorter!

1 800 633 7296
118

N. 7th St.

Mayfield, Ky.

Inside Kentucky
1 800-858 0492
Outside Kentucky
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CLASSIFIEDS
By Abigail
Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

CUSTODIAN for part-time
position in local office build
mg Work to be performed
in late afternoons and
week-ends Rate of pay is
$4 50 per hour If interested
apply at HT Marketing 306
Andrus Ave. Murray

NOW accepting applications tor all shifts Apply in
person at JR Food Mart 4th
& Chestnut, Murray

Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: My problem is my
mother-in-law. She is a widow and
visits us at least twice a year. We
usually visit her once during the
summer.She lives four or five states
away. Every time she comes to visit,
she stays a month and a half to two
months.
I think this-is too long. My limit is
about three weeks for any company
— including my own parents. I have
tried to let her know she is welcome
to come for two to three weeks, but
each time she comes, she keeps extending her visit and changing her
plane ticket. She is very sensitive
but domineering, and my husband
won't say anything to her, although
he feels the same as I do about the
length of her visits.
How can I tell her without hurting, her feelings? We have a new
baby,and it's very disruptive to have
• company that long. Am I being unreasonable?
TIRED OF COMPANY
DEAR TIRED:Not in my book,
but you will need the cooperation of your husband to resolve
this problem.Together,you must
tell his mother exactly what you
have told me. Don't delay. The
longer you put it off, the more
difficult it will be.
DEAR ABBY: Because of an unfortunate accident that occurred
• nearly a year ago and left4ne blind in
one eye, I am writing to you in the
hope that you will warn others not to
make the mistake I made.
Wanting to give myself a coat of
fingernail polish. I noticed that my
polish was quite thick. Being in a
hurry, instead of running the bottle
under hot water to "thin" it, I placed
the bottle in my microwave oven to
warm it quickly.
When I removed the bottle, it
exploded in my hand, sending the
shattered pieces of glass in every
direction! One sliver of glass penetrated my right eye, and another
sliver struck me less than an inch
below my left eye! Fortunately, the

GOSPEL SINGING Saturday 7 30pm August 18th at
the Lake-Land Apostolic
Church 402 Sunbury
Circle. Murray Featuring
James Jarrett and the
Marty Cobb Trio of Dresden, Tn James H. Cain,
Pastor 759-1602. Everyone welcome!

1990 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Sunshine
Center
Daycare

The Medicare Cat.4
strophic Coverage Act has
been repealed. Your need
has never been greeter for a
comprehensive Medicare
Supplement plan Deducti
Wes, co- insurance arid "nonapproved" charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up. The
Part A deductible you, or
your insurance, must pay
has been increased to 8592
in 1990.
For more Information
call.

Now has limited
openings In all age
groups (6 weeksschool age)

rest of my face was left unscathed.
The rest of the glass and fingernail
polish flew in every direction all over
Fall
my kitchen.
Registration
Abby.I learned the hard way that
Begins Aug 3.
fingernail polish is an extremely
volatile substance! If one person
Christian and
learns from my misfortune, this letEducational
P.rograms Daily
ter will be worth printing.
I have adjusted, and have since
Full Time & Part
discovered that there are many
Time Students
McConnell
people who have vision in only one
Accepted.
Insurance Agency
eye. My feeling is."It's not what I've
753-6695 or
lost — it's what I have left," that
753-4199
753-8945
counts. I thank God I am not totally
'our 281h yrr of serrire
blind. You may use my name.
PATTI WALTER, GLASS Replacement for
GRAND HAVEN, MICH. hone, auto, and business
Repair storm windows and
Lease For Less at
DEAR PATTI: Thanks for screens. Repair corners
DWAIN TAYLOR
and
latches, replace glass
sharing your experience in orCHEVROLET
der to warn others. Perhaps in patio doors, repair roll1990 S-10 Blazer
ers.
also
mirrors,
and
glass
others will think twice before
$329.83 mo•
placing any container in a micro- table tops cut to size Mirror
Call Gene at 753-2617
frames arid picture frames.
wave oven.
Plus Tax, Title .6 License
M&G Complete Glass Di36 Mo. Closed End Lease
DEAR ABBY You recently xieland Center 753-0180.
printed some letters from people who
wrote to defend the "masculinity" of
boys who take piano lessons. In one
What's as easy as
example,an 18-year-old was a weight
lifter who lettered in soccer and had
costs only
girls calling him for dates. In anboy
weighed
a
16-year-old
200
other.
pounds, had a black belt in some
martial art and played varsity football.
Abby, those things are fine, but
please let's not try to glnive the rule
by citing the exception.
Most music students don't fit that
mold, and more important, they
shouldn't have to. If the kid weighs
140, has zits, thinks a date is an
exotic fruit, and plays the harp like
, and can be as
he was born in heaven, now what do
C.-••••A
we have? A "sissy"?
Albert Schweitzer played the
organ and probably never touched a
football. Winston Churchill painted.
? A little
I believe that when we face the only
judge who counts, he won't consider
in classified, that's what!
our masculinity or femininity only
our humanity.

DRIVERS wanted, retired,
ok Good driving record, 21
VIDEO DATING: For de- years old, will be out of town
tails send S A.S.E.to for extended periods of
P.V.S PO Box 1911, Murfor time on occasion (5-6
days) Mechanical know
ray, Ky 42071
ledge a plus Send application to PO Box 1040R Mur
ray, Ky 42071

VISA/MASTERCARD
Easy, fast! No deposit. No
credit check Also $5000
Gold Card Guaranteed!
Cash advances! Free info!
1(800)234-6741, anytime.

ASSEMBLE OUR DE
VICES: Learn this trade, we
send instructions, parts,
and check for assembly
'Call (404)426-0672
Ext.DB520.
ATTENTION!!! Male/
Female/Housewife/
Student We need 10 enthusiastic persons to earn
up to $10/hr taking ORDERS in our office GUARANTEED salary, commissions, and CASH BONUSES! Day and evening
shifts available NO experience necessary, will train.
We also NEED local delivery drrvers to earn up to
$70/day. Apply in person to
Global Marketing at Eagle
Inn Room 20 Mon -Fri
gam-7pm.
Cooks position Apply in
person Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
CRUISE SHIPS now hiring
all positions. Both skilled
and unskilled. For information Call (615)779-5507
Ext. H-1386

753-1916 or 753-1917

ANONYMOUS IN HOUSTON

THE FAR SIDE
?E66Y JEAN IS
GONE LINUS!SHE
GOT MAVSHE SAID
I DIDN'T TRUST HER

.L CANT
BEL1EVE
How MOT
IT 16 TODAN'

I LOVED HER, LINUS,
AND NOW I'LL NEVER
SEE HER AGAIN ...

60LP IS A
CRUEL GAME,
CHARLIE BROWN

By GARY LARSON

uJHATS THAT
60T TO DO
WITH IT?

IT6
ER.A1i5LE
OUT AFRP

DRIVERS wanted, must be
18 years old, have own
vehicle and proof of insurance Apply in person at
Domino's Pizza 810 Chestnut St
EXPERIENCED truck drivers 615-232-7001 days,
5-10pm 615-232-7771
nights
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future'?
You may qualify if - 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Pnvate
Industry Council- J.T P A.
Call J.T.P A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m.-11.30a m.

SECRETARY/Receptionist
for local physicians office
Must possess excellent
typing skills, a knowledge
of computers helpful Cornpetitve benefit package.
Full time position. Send resume with references to ,
PO Box 1040 0, Murray,
Ky 42071
Speech-Language Pathologist. CCC-SLP and experience in a university setting required, eligible for
Kentucky license. Half-time
position. Qualified applicants will supervise students
in clinical practicum including diagnosis and therapy
of a varied client population. Send letter of application, vita, official transcripts
and three letters of recommendation to Jodelle F
Deem. Ph D, Director, Division of Communication
Disorders, Department of
Special Education, Murray
State University, Murray,
Kentucky, 42071. Applications accepted until position is filled. Murray State
University is an Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer.
EEG TECHNICIAN
Mon.-Fri.,
Full-time,
day-shift, route call. Experience in EEG's, nerve
studies,
conduction
evoked potential, sleep
studies, and O.R. morutoting is needed. Flexible
benefit package.
Send resume to:
Debbie Batts Taffer
Western Baptist Hospital
2501 Kentucky Ave.
Paducah, KY 42003

THE
HOIAIDIT14

'Oh God, George! Stop! ... Stop the car! I've got
another migration headache!"

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details, write,
SD, 1057 W Philadelphia,
Suite 230- TKY Ontario Calif 91762
WENDY'S is now accepting applications for maintenance man, cashiers,
sandwich makers, prep
people and closing positions Apply at Wendy's,
Murray daily 2-4pm

The Murray hide
pendent School District is accepting applications for the
following_ position:
Bus -Driver,
Regular and/or
Substitute
Letters of application should be submitted to:
Willie F. Jackson
Assistant
Superintendent
Murray Board of
Education
814 Poplar,
Murray, KY
42071
By 12:00 p.m. on
Thursday,
August 9th, 1990

Situation
Wanted

I'M STUDYir•l& VENTRILOQUI6M.
I'M GONNA TRY rf TONiGHT

HI, LOUISE. MAY
I SPEAK FRANKLY

A6 ONE DOG TO
ANOTHER?

NCO
CLUB

BLONDIE

SHE
SAW
IPS
MOVE,
HUH
'?-

YEAH. TRY TO
MOVE THEM
NOW

Killed
5 "— of the
Roses8 Judge
12 River in
France
13 One, no
matter which
14 Roof edge
15 Kind of
firecracker
17 Wiped out
19 Trap
20 Place in a
straight
position
21 Former
Russian ruler
23 Quote
24 Shoe end
26 Minnie 28 Land
measure
31 Hypothetical
force
32 Time gone by

1

2

3

33 'The Way —
Were"
34 Spider's
trap
36 Expert
38 Confederate
general
39 1975 World
Series
winners
41 Surfeit
43 Heating unit
45 Paper
measures
48 Symbols.
signs
50 Musical
instrument
51 Unlock
52 Harem room
54 Withered
55 Saucy
56 Bow
57 "East of -'

Answer to Previous Puzzle"'
FELT
ARIL
SUA Y
UER
VIE
MALE
MASTERS
DOTAL
ARES
TIARAS
APT
BET
I L
TO
SPEODS
PAR
CAR
WE
EA
ENS
RI A
BUNTER
E
SELL
OD
FOB
UPSETO
AN I L
ROSIMORE
TITLE
ART
LEES
DARIZI
EDI T
ALSO
LOS

property
3 Landed
property
4 Has on one's
person
5 Small lump
6 Article
7 Grain

DOWN
1 Soaks up
2 Hold on

4

5

6

7

8
14

13
12UUU
16
15

17

24

35
39

51

55

18

UUUU
UUUU
UUU
28

32

34

48

27

26

25

31

43

23

22

37

38

ill"42

40

•

29

33

36

44

45
49

52

50

53

Distributed
Simpler
Level
Ancient
Persian
16 Harvest
18 Wading bird
22 Peruses
23 Cuts tips of
11
24 Haul
25 Poem
27 Mature
29 Be in debt
30 Billy —
Williams
35 Wall Street
dealer
36 Arabian
seaport
37 Hawaiian
30
rootstock
38 Inclined
40 Occurrence
42 Brief
43 Halt
44 Drink
heavily
46 Simple
111 47 British
machine gun
49 Offspring
50 Uncouth
person
53 Note of
scale

UUU

20

191U11
21

10

9

46

UI

UUUIU
54

57

8
9
10
11

UUU

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding See our
coins, silver dollars, proof
sets and hobby supplies at
the Home Run Hobby
Shop, 603 S 4th St We
also have a full selection of
cdins at the Treasure
House (Murray), Ox- Yoke
(Hazel), Old Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield) and Mercantile (Aurora) Blue Door
Antiques (Hazel) offers our
foreign coins and paper
money We appraise estates and actively buy
coins 753-4161.
COMPUTER/Tandy
1000HX with color monitor
PC compatible, expanded
memory, extra software.
games, mouse, etc. Like
new with all manuals,
cover, etc. $600. 753-0611.
JOHN Deere lawn tractor,
34 inch cut, Shp $475 Call
753-0864
TWO Murray lawn mowers
for sale 753-8479

EXCELLENT BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY. Loca
sub-yogurt shop Doing a
very good business and
lots of growth potecoal Call
for
appointment
618-524-3388.

AMANA upright freezer,
good condition, $200
753-8579
AVOCADO green electric
stove, refrigerator Good
working condition
759-1293

FAMILY pet store for sale FRIGIDAIRE air
condiRight price for serious in- tioner, 18,000blu, 220 volt,
quiries only Walk-in and 8 years
old $125 (See at
take over. Call 1-442-8940 Playhouse in the Park) Call
days, 1-851-3705 759-1752
evenings
ROUTE FOR SALE
$200-$600 per week from
each location
Call
1 800-828-3922
WE NEED INTERIOR DECORATORS. Fun, exciting
career opportunity. For information and appointment
call Decorating Den
(502)354-6977

Instruction
kr

INSTRUCTION

LARGE,
Don of Ii
buildings
immedia
sale or t
restricboi
Building
247-783

POOL E
chemical
plies, a
Above gr
pools, w
able 1Ib
gaecide
tablets 9.
Pool & Pa
Murray,

SAVE UI
641N loc
buildings.
Building.

WE buy
$1.75 pet
87 No a
527-7122

PRIVATE
22 years
vestigati
'Accident
'Persona
•Missing
needs, cit.
Confident]
(502)753-

VENTURA DTP $350, 15full-page monitor&card
$500; WordPerfect $150;
PC Paint $25, WIN Paint
$25: 360K Drive $50,
753-1814.

Business
Opportunity

3 MOBILE homes full of
new and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap' Call
527-0403 and ask for Neal
103 B St Benton Look for
the sign!

1988 REF
w/air A d
down and
monthly a
ing in
(615)648-

1 9 90
appliance
tup...only 1
as $578
monthly at
ing in
(615)648-

1990 16C
wide w/se
—, pa
tub, much
$2,000 at
ing in
(615)648-9

1990 16 w
Too many
Only $15,9
$190 mon
Housing
(615)648-9

BARGAIN
TER, 641
has a bar
used 14' hc
your inspe
payments
to fit your b
try befo
(901)644-1

COMPLETE full size bed,
good condition, $70; pair
20watt speakers, $10 Call
after 2pm, 759-9858

ox'",/ LEARN TO DRIVE

/

TRACTOR-TRAILER

FIA.L OR PART TRW TRANSOM/
DOT CERTIFICATION

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Ankles
For Sale

WILL stay with sick or elderly at night Worked for 'WATERLESS Cookware
social services 14 years Stainless steel, multi-ply
Have references
Heavy home demonstra753-8544
tion, dinner party kind. LifeWILL stay with sick or el- time guaranteed. Never
Meals and domestic used. Originally $1,200
ork References and ex- Sacrificing $495. Call Rev
Williams. Will deliver
perience Call 753-4590
1-502-358-4780*

GARFIELD
A TURTLE

CASH for mobile home as
les and tires We will remove 527-2061

twwwwwi -

II

1-800-334-1203

GREEN plaid couch and
chair, lamps, picture. All in
perfect condition
753-9357.
QUEEN size BR suite
$150, glass and chrome
DR table with matching coffee table $100; Peugot 10
speed racing bike $50,
kitchenette set. $20,
kitchen countertop, $15,
and other articles Call
759-9933, leave message.

Three be
satellite c
appointrn

414 S.

SOFA & chair, recliner
swivel rocker, 3 tables
lamps Phone 492-8401 at
ter 7pm

Globe Life
and Accident
Open
Enrollment
Problems with Health
Insurance for any of
these reasons?
*Pre-existing conditions
"High deductibles
*High premiums
Pre-existing conditions may be covered
if you qualify
*Guaranteed renewable up to age 65
coverage
*90%
(within limits)
No lifetime maximum
*Reasonable rates
Let is design you
a program!

TABLE, 4 chairs, and
hutch 759-4831

448 CASE garden tractor
18hp motor, mud Ores, 48'
mower deck, trailer with
sideboards, snow blade,
leaf and grass sweeper, log
splitter for fire wood, robo
tiller, 12' plow and disk,
attachments for tractor 1
owner, good condition
753-2728
JOHN Deere 4 row low en
corn header 435-4316
NEW Holland Haybine,
$2,500, International rake,
$1,500 Both good mechanically 436-2556

Call Toll Free Today!
Alvin Eason or
Don SutherlIn
1-800-662-0140
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
BUYING aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper find sunk cars KGA
RecydIng, 753-4741

FOR sale or trade for shotgun 4 Goodrich white letter
Ores size 215-70-R15 $75,
7Y, hp outboard motor
$100; foot control trolling
motor $50, 1982 750 Virago, mint, $1200, worth
$1500 753-7585

Junior "

Speci
ers,
Utility

If y

Insura
Medic
Home
We
compe
possib
deliver
your hi
policy
free cl
Our
Saving
when
have t

Jer
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LARGE,large, large, selection of larger Size storage
buildings in stock, ready for
immediate delivery. For
sale or rent-to-own, some
restrictions. Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield, Ky.
247-7831.
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sale
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$75
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Mobilo
Horns. For Sala

tilsoillaneous

340

LARGE remodeled LR,
laundry hook-up, 21x, available July 30, 1990 Daytime
527-1987 or evenings
354-6335

1972 CHAMPION 12x60
mobile home 435-4308

WHAT A HOUSE! 28x56
hardboard sided shingle
roof home featuring 3 bedCOME by Keith Baker rooms, 2 full baths, central
Homes Hwy 79 Pans, TN
heat and air, all kitchen
Let us show you how you appliances, delivered, secan buy a new home for no tup and tied down on your
money
down
lot for only $33,900 00
1-800-533-3568
Handy Terms for qualified
DOG DAYS SALE, Bargain buyers Bargain Home
Home Center on 641 South Center, Highway 641 South
(Camden Highway)in Paris (Camden Highway) Paris.
has a few dogs. They have (901)644-1176,
been on the lot for a long
WHY rent??? We have a
time, and we are going to
new home for you. 14'
move them this week! No
wides, payments as low as
reasonable offer refused
$150 mo. Keith Baker
Our dogs may be your best
Homes Hwy 79 Paris, TN
friend!! Call (901)644-1176
1-800-533-3568.
today to find out more.
WINDSOR 14x70, 2br, gas
IS LUXURY YOUR desire? heat, low utilities, all apLet us show you the best pliances including washer/
build, best decorated, most dryer, underpinned, storlivable home on the market age building, 2 porches
today 16x80 with central Very good condition
heat and air on your lot for $8500. Call 753-3204.
$24,900. Only at Bargain
Home Center, Highway
280
641 South (Camden HighMobilo
way),
Paris
Homes For Rent
(901)644-1176.
2BR trailer, no pets
NEW 16' wide America's *1 753-9866
selling house. Payments
low as $193/mo. Keith 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
Baker Homes Hwy 79 or unfurnished. Some new
Paris,
Tenn. furniture, natural gas1-800-533-3568.
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209
NEW Fleetwood double
wide 3br, 2 bath America's FURNISHED mobile home
best selling home. Pay- has washer/dryer, garage
ments as low as $256 per very clean and nice
month. Free A/C, free 436-5550
washer/dryer, free set up
and delivery. Keith Baker
290
Homes Hwy 79 Paris, TN.
Heating
1-800-533-3568.
And Cooling

Miirray Ledger & Times
460

490

530

530

Houses
For Rent

Homes
For Sale

Used
Cars

Serrkes
Offered

3BR furnished house 1
block from university College students preferred
Call 753-4974

3BR, 2 bath, brick ranch
Formal living and dining,
den with fireplace, privacy
fence, deck, double garage, low utilities $80's
753-5703

981 MUSTANG as is
80,xxx miles $1000 or best
offer, can be seen at 306 S
4th St Call 753 1836 after
4pm

FENCING of all types Lone
Oak Builders Your fence
connection Days or evenings 522-6457

Homes For Sale
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1982 CUTLASS Supreme
4 door, V-8, loaded, good to
average shape 492-8595

ABLE Construction Co
Building Contractors Residential and commercial renovation trim/framing carpentry, also basements
436-5598

530
Unitas
Offered

Servkes
Offered

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

KITCHEN CABINET RE- ROGER Hudson rock haul3BR, 2 bath, brick home, 2
MODELING with wood ing, gravel, sand, dirt, drivecar
garage,
812
Bagwell
POOL SUPPLIES From
grain formica, all colors
way rock 753-4545,
Blvd.
2400sq
ft with large
chemicals to parts, supFree estimates Wulff's Re- 753-6763
1982 MAZDA FtX 7 a/c, ps:
8 YEAR old registered kitchen, family room, and
plies, and accessories
covery. Murray 436-5560
pb 753-0550
quarter horse mare, and 3 formal dining $72,000
Above ground to in-ground
SHANE'S Quality Painting
AC repair, window units our
759-9987.
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
month stud colt
pools, water testing avail1982 SAAB 900 Turbo
and Wallpapering Service
specialty Free estimate
For all your carpet and up
(502)382-2405
able 1Ib shock $1.99, alFree estimates, reasonable
3BR brick with carport, nice 5-speed, air, sunroof, 436-2904
holstery cleaning For a prices 753-8455
$4,500 753-6149. ask for
gaecide $7 95, Pace 3mn.
neighborhood in town
ALPHA Builders - Carperi- free estimate call
tablets 9 6lbs $35.95. CJ's
Central heat/air. 753-5054. Greg.
try, remodeling, porches, 753-5827 Satisfied STEWART'S Upholstery
Pool & Patio, 106 N. 4th St.
380
over 4000 different types of
4BR brick, new roof, new 1984 BUICK Grand Na- roofing, concrete, drive- references
Murray, 759-1911.
Pets
tional 57,000 actual miles
material Custom boat covbath
ways,
on
1
acre
painting,
lot,
near
mainte& Sumiles
* Four Star *
SAVE UP TO 30% at our
loaded up Power sunroof, nance, etc Free estimates
ers Free pickup and delivHardin in Calloway County
641N location on storage
Mobile Home
ery Estimates 436-5236
AKC black Lab puppies for For sale or rent with option excellent condition, inside 489-2303
buildings Acree Portable
Parts 8g Service
sale Good bloodlines, to buy Owner will finance and outside 753-9407
SUREWAY
Tree & Stump
ANY remodeling, building,
Building.
$125 Call (901)247-3220, down payment to person 1984 NISSAN Sentra,
Doors & Windows
Removal Insured with full
blue, painting & roofing Free esPuryear,
with
Tenn
good
credit.
$30,500.
4 door, 5-speed, air, AM! timates B & B
WE buy junk batteries
Anvil White Roofs
line of equipment including,
ConstrucCall Frankfort, Ky. FM cassette, $3000
$1.75 per automotive unit.
60ft aerial trucks and brush
Straps & Anchoring
tion
436-5263
502-875-2
459
after 4pm.
753-1170.
Metal Stops
87 No Main Benton, Ky.
HAPPY JACK
chipper To assure a safer
Treated Deeks & Porches
527-7122.
FLEA CARD
operation at a lower comHOME INSPECTION 1985 FORD Escort 2
Lattice
or Banisters
door APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
A -etal patented device Cu
petitive cost Free estiCONSULTANTS - Profes- hatchback, 4
speed
Factory
trained
by
3
Vinyl
major
&
fleas
:rots
in the home without
Skirting
mates withotn.. obligation
sional pre-purchase home $2200
250
Call 759-1518
manufacturers Most parts
PESTICIDES Resuits over
Complete Parts Catalog
Day or nite 753-5484
inspections for the in
Business
rugnt
in stock, on my truck All
1986 FORD Mustang
Miller Central Air
formed
Servicss
buyer
CALLOWAY SERVICE
work and parts warranted
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
47,000
miles,
502-898-8
4-speed,
661
or
Floors & Bottum
SOUTHERN STATES
Ask for Andy at The ApService Center, cleaningPRIVATE Investigator with
iginal owner, $3500
Repaired
pliance Works, 753 2455
servicing $15, most repairs
22 years city and state inWindow Awnings &
753-6571 ask for Dave
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Door Canopys
vestigation experience,
HOUSE and approximately
BACKHOE Service - ROY
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5
POODLE puppies, choco- 3 acres located in city of 1987 CAMARO,white, nice
'Accident 'Criminal *Civil
Phone
HILL. Junior Thorn, operaMon -Fr,, 753-0530
late, apricot, females, AKC. Murray 4000sq.ft. of living car Call 1-856-3135
•Personal or Corporate
(502) 49241488
tor 30 years experience
Paradise Kennels, area
•Missing Persons. Your
and
Hwy.
has•6 1987 MERCURY Sable
641
S.
Septic
system, drive-ways,
ex753-4106.
needs, our specialty Call
bedroome4 full bathegarHazel
cellent condition, new tires, hauling, foundations, etc
Confidential Investigations,
age
area
for
4
carefull
759-4664
TWO male Chow puppies.
Best
Prices
cream,
cruise,
tilt,
air,
(502)753-2641.
* Quality Results *
Wormed, vet check, AKC walk -out dry base- power windows $6500
BLOCK
& bock & concrete
reg. Parents on premises, ment'30ft, game room with Murray, 502-436-5541
finishing Driveways, per
red, $150. Paris, Tenn fireplace'20x20 barn for
270
ches, new foundations, and A LICENSED electrical
storage•15 dosets*mature 1988 CUTLASS Supreme
901-642-0576
contractor JAMES C GALtrees and'separate 2 door, V-8, 21,000 miles, chimney and repair work
*able
LIMO RE ELECTRIC ComUKC Registered Ratterier mother in-law apt Call loaded up Bucket seats, 753-5476
Homes For Salo
mercial and residential, fast
puppies, $75 each. 753-3903 after 5pm for rally wheels, white letter
BOGARD Paving - parking courteous and efficient
ser437-4693 after 5pm week- appointment
1988 REPO - single wide
tires burgundy 753-9407
lots, driveways sealing, vice 759-1835
days, anytime weekends.
w/air A deal at only $500
striping
20 years experiHOUSE and lot located at
down and as low as $175
ence For free estimate call PHIFER Construction 505 S 6th 3br, 2 bath,
500
monthly at Universal Housquality work, reasonably pr759-9213 or 753-9552
basement, garage. Call
Used
. 100
ing in Clarksville
iced. Free estimates Home
Carlos or Keith Black,
Trucks
NEW fioorplan! 1,190sq.ft 18000btu air conditioner,
BUILDING Contractor - improvement, patio
(615)648-9705
and
Black's Decorating
Home improvements, pole decks, garages,
single wide. Largest home $125. 753-7534.
Produce
1979 CHEVROLET pickup
barns, and VICKI S machine quilting
1990 14 wide w/ available!
753-0839, 436-2935,
barns, portable buildings, Ag buildings
3 or 4 BR's. See
LWB
350
V-8
auto,
Reasonable rates Quilts
354-9204
FRESH green beans 753-5246
appliances, delivery, se- at Universal Housing
CENTRAL air unit for sale
decks, gazebos Customer
in
power, tilt, tool box and
available for sale Call
753-3935
tup...only $10,900 or as low Clarksville (615)648Cheap! Good condition
PLUMBI
satisfacti
NG
on
24hr
guarantee
9705.
d
rails Dual exhaust, 79xxx
435-4571
as $578 down and $163
Call after 5pm 437-4945.
Free estimates L.E. Wil- emergency service Water
'HOUSE for sale: 3 bed- miles, excellent condition
monthly at Universal Hous- PAYMENT PROBLEMS?
and sewer lines, free esti- WILL do plumbing and light
liams 489-2663
room, 1.4 baths located in Must seel $3650
ing in Clarksville We have the solution!
300
mates, reasonable rates hauling 435-4169
110
Stella Community. Call 489-2440
14x56 Southridge home for
(615)648-9705.
BUSINESS
and residential Money back guarantee
Business
Public
753-1588
•
$142.00 per month with
WILL landscape Bushhog
1982 MAZDA B2000 cleaning by the job, weekly, 753-4200
Flantals
1990 1600sq ft double small down
Sale
ging Free estimate
payment and
IDEAL for the young family 4-speed, AM/FM cassette, bi-weekly, or monthly
wide w/separate den, fire- your good credit
PLUMBING repairman with 436-5430
435-4146 or 753-4897
Cheaper OFFICE or store space in MOVING Sale - Washer/ Very nicely decorated and topper, good mechanically
place, patio door, round than Rent! Bargain
same day service Cafl
Home Southside Shopping Cen
dryer, good 30 pint dehu well maintained. 3br home 753-2117
CAMP Septic Tank Clean- 436-5255
tub, much more! Reduced Center, 641
South (Cam- ter and 4 car shop
560
midifier, antique cherry cot on in Murray. Large deck,
ing 753-9224
$2,000 at Universal Hous- den Highway)
, Paris. 753-9386, 753-6612 or see fee table and end tables fenced in backyard, and 1983 CHEVY S10
Free
R
B
MITCHELL
PAVING
ing in Clarksville (901)644753-6519
Clayton Bridges.
1176.
brown vinyl couch and workshop or storage area
CERTIFIED concrete fin- Driveways, parking
ODIUM
(615)648-9705
lots a
specialty. Over 30 years IRISH Setter to be given
REDUCED-REDUCED- OFFICE space, 300 sq ft.. chair, 4h. sawmill blade are some of the pleasing 1980 F150 pickup LWB, ishing 437-4675
1990 16 wide 2BR or 3BR
features of this home. 300cu in 6 cylinder. 3 Bushhogg
experience 753-1537, away due to our moving out
REDUCED- 16x80 two North 12th St. location. Util- Call 753-5063
ing,
dozing,
Too many extras to list! bedroom two
$60's Contact Kopperud speed Runs very good
of town 436-2118
bath home ities included_ Call
grading, leveling and tree 753-1221
430
Only $15,995 or as low as with all the extras.
Realty, 753-1222.
Looks real good $1850 ne- removal
HURRY- 753-5842.
492-8254
$190 monthly at Universal only one model
gotiable 753-8165 after
Real
left at this
LAKE HOME - 3br very
Housing in Clarksville super price.
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
Estes
6pm
Bargain Home
good
condition
near
beach
FOR LEASE
(615)648-9705.
and Cooling Service ComCenter, 641 South (CamBOB HALEY Real Estate and boat ramp, $24,900 1986 FORD Ranger Club
plete service on all central
Sales & Appraisals
Owner agent 442-5647
Cab V-6 motor, ps/pb, pw,
BARGAIN HOME CEN- den Highway), Paris
8,000 Sq. Ft.
cooling,
all makes and
(901)6441176.
Roberts Realty, 753-1651,
pl, ac, all extras. New MiTER, 641 South in Paris
Office or
models Call Gary at
LARGE COUNTRY
489-2266
or
chelin
tires
Can
be
seen
at
has a large selection of UNIVERSAL Housing in
Professional
759-4754
RANCH HOME with 5
909 Johnny Robertson Rd
used 14' homes in sotck for Clarksville is your wholeSpace
FOR Lease 3br, 2 bath, acres, begging for family
or call 753-9224
DAVIDSON Roofing Co All
your inspection Low down sale mobile home outlet
formal dining 1 year lease with children. Lots of space,
Completely finished,
types of roofing 30 years
payments and easy terms Lowest prices on single and
Carefree, Luxurious Living
No pets Ideal location In- overlooking golf course and 1988 GMC SIERA SLE
experience Al work guarmay be divided, high
to fit your budget Give us a sectional homes. Open
terior just completely re- only 5 miles from town. Loaded, 49,000 miles, conNorth Park Condominiums
anteed in writing Free estitry before you buy! Mon-Sat. 8am-6pm and
traffic area.
done Call 753-1047 after Price just reduced to mid version pkg extra sharp'
mates Specializing in
1005
Southwood Dr.. Murray, Ky. 42071
(901)644-1176_
Sunday 1pm-6pm.
$70's For more information Price reduced to $10,600
5pm, days 753-4000
Call
2 Units Still Ai ailabk.
shingle work 753-5812
and
immediate
753-4545,
showing,
753-6763
Tom Karvounis
For Appointment Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY of- call Pat Armstrong
at CenDITCH WITCHING &
1988 JIMMY GMC 4x4,
fers a complete range of tury 21 Loretta Jobs
753-9469
RealGravel Hauling Services
Real Estate services with a tors, 753-1492, or at home, loaded, 45,000 miles
Contact Kenny Travis,
437-3017
wide selection of quality 436-2333.
502-759-1039
homes, all prices
320
MUST
sell
2 or 3br home,2
DR J's Fix it. Any kind of
753-1222, toll free
510
Apartments
minor home repair, Rea1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.- baths Eat-in kitchen 17x29
For Rent
LR. All newly redecorated.
sonable 489-2886
7111_
Campers
Large upstairs apt. rented
1 or 2 BEDROOM apartLICENSED for electric.
CUSTOM ClICHES CABINETS
Fenced in yard Posses- 18' CAMPER, good condiment near downtown
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
me bedroom, one bath home in the country with
Professional
sion with deed In the $50's. tion, sleeps 4, lots of stor- gas, refrigeration Installa753-4109
satellite dish and new stove and refngerator. Call for
All Types Of
age, closet sink, ice box, tion and repair Free esti753-5711.
Office
appointment today.
2BR, 3 person apartment,
gas stove Runs on 110 mates 753-7203
Woodworking
Custom
For Sale or Lease
OPEN DAILY New 3br, 2 power or battery
close to University,
FABRICS
name
brand
High traffic corner locabath home at 1550 Whip- 753-8451, 8-1 30pm days,
$350/mo plus utilities.
decorative fabrics for the
poorwill in Martin Heights 437-4647 nights
tion on 12th St. (Hwy
414 S. 12th
502-924-5438.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
753-1651
home at wholesale prices
Large
rooms
and
closets.
641). Good terms.
'Drop by & se* our showroom
Custom
NEW 2br duplex. ApInteriors
MOTOR
Factory
Home
Class
A
25'
Must see interior to appresos SuNauFff MuRRAY4aehino
Call
8urfuf Bread,
Outlet
pliances, carport, deck, gas
308
Tyson
Paris
Pace
Arrow
fully
equipped
ciate. Call 753-3903 or
Kopperud Realty
Tenn
heat, in Westwood. No
with
a KW generator, roof,
4
11.111 "4C1rI116\.
753-3104
44sr
pets. $450/mo. 753-7457
air, eng air, awning, lug753-1222
FENCE sales at Sears
WELL constructed two gage rack and much more
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
bedroom walkout base- Reduced from $18,500 to now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
3BR apartment. Days
ment home, on over an $14.500 No trades please
450
needs
753-6111, after 430pm,
acre
near
Coldwater,
with
Call 901-644-0012
Farms
753-0606.
28x36 metal workshop, inGARY Romsos Portable
For Sak
sulated All for $41,000
Welding Service 7 days a
WHY rent? Homes for
520
week
Hardin, Ky
$1.00, Repos. Gov't give SECLUDED farm unique Call Julia Slaughter, MTG
Boats
Estate
(502)437-4892
away programs! For infor- 4br home on 24 acres, cen- Real
& Motors
tral
Junior Thorn-Operator
heat
1
- 80 0 - 3 3 4 - 4 7 78 ,
and air, patio, large
30 Years Expirence
mation 504-649-0670 Ext.
GENERAL Repair. plumbbarn, workshop, fenced 1-527-7161.
R-8047
17'4 ft ARROWGLASS ru- ing, roofing, tree work
A.NOTHER NEW LISTING
acreage, stocked pond and
nabout 140hp inboard Ev- 436-2642_
Well-maintained 3 BR, 2 bath home with living room,
more Call Kopperud Reerything like new, $4950
dining room and family room with fireplace, kitchen
470
alty 753-1222 or 753-3204
GUTTERING By Sears
753-1404, 753-6945
totally remoidelet', fenced 'back yard. Low $904.
evenings
Sears residential and comMotorcycles
1988 MASTER-Craft pro- mercial continuous gutters
3BR, 1.4 bath, central }-VA
star 100 hr, garage kept, installed for your specifica1981 250 YAMAHA Exa
460
(502) 759-4664
711 Main
W/D hookup, D/W and ap753-1222
excellen
t condition, tions Call Sears 753-2310
ter, Good condition Call
Homes
pliances furnished, 2 car
$15,500
Call
759-9848
affor
free
estimate
437-3006
Sala
For
after
5pm
garage, large wooded
ter 6pm
G W CONSTRUCTION,
backyard, quiet neighbor- 2BR brick home, attached 1986 YAMAHA 225
Gerald Walters roofing,
hood No pets Prefer cou- garage, 1 5 acres, 94West 4-wheeler, excellent condi- 1988 MONTERREY 19ft
LOCATION:
ples or graduate students '4 mile from city limits, tion, $1800 753-1270 runabout, 155 I/0, cuddy, painting vinyl siding, all
I . MILES
potty,
NORTH
very
sharp
OF PASU
753-3682
kinds of remodeling Phone
$.375/mo plus deposit 1 $47,000 Shown by ap- days, 753-8766 nights
ON N ITP4(51
or
759-4884.
489-2267
year lease Doran and Was- pointment 753-7743 or
%KARA,
/ Kw
1986 YAMAHA Maxum,
well Rd area 753-4446
753-3992
If you need any form of Life
1988 PROCRAFT 18' HANDYMAN - Painting,
Executive Par 2
IF/
4100 miles, black, $1700 150XR4
G011 Course
Mercury jacking plumbing, electrical, carInsurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Good condition 753-1404, plate
turbo prop trolling mo
rtolf Range
pentry.
etc
24
hour
753-6945.
Murray Fire Extinguisher
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
tor LCR 4x6, flasher, Pro- emergency service All
...113anin9 Cages
Sales & Service
craft trailer, mag wheeI
Home Insurance just give us a call.
work fully guaranteed Very
P"Miniature Goif
inn
like new Priced to sell
225 N. 2nd St.
759-1999
reasonable rates
753-1 1 52
(502)
We will check with several
Wed
753-8451. 8-1 30pm days. 436-2749
.24 Hour Answering Service
Cars
companies to give you the best
437 4647 nights
•Free Pick-up & Delivecy.
HAULING, yard work, tree
1975 CHEVROLET Monza PONTOON boat slips for
possible rate and benefits and
Me Service Any Types
removal, mowing Free es
FULLY STYKICED GOLF Si-SOP
PGA PRO
hatchback. 350 4-speed, rent Also, pontoon boats
deliver the information to you at
timates 759-1683
needs work as is $200 for rent For more inforrna
your home. If you decide to buy a
753-7238 after 5pm
Don call, Cypress Bay Repolicy from us, we also give you
1977 PONTIAC Bonneville sort, 901-232-8221
JUST
free claim service.
$500 Call 753-9 792 RAYSON Craft 17ft V
evenings
drive ski boat Pontiac
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed
1978 AMC Concord station power, very fast $3600
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
wagon, air, auto. ps/pb. 658-3697
when you need service, all you
rust-proofed $1200 or best
530
have to do is call
otter 753-5531
Services
BEAUTIFUL CANTERBURY HOME
' 1978 FORD LTD 2 owner,
Offered
Fresh on the market! Three large bedrooms, 2 baths,
local car, white with blue
'46
greatroora with brick fireplace, kitchen with large dining
top, like new Must see to APPLIAN
Great House
CE SERVICE
area Lovely decor throughout $96,000
treat Pool
believe 753-9225
3 bedroom St 2 baths in great location. Newly remodeled moving soon
Kenmore, Westinghouse
1981 CUTLASS Supreme Whirlpool 30 years expert
Call & Come By
high mileage, good condi once, Used Appliances
711 Main
753-1222
Don 759 4980 753-4520 Bobby Hopper 436 5848
759-9579 - 1725 Keenland Dr.
370

Livestock
& Supplies

CAMP

Septic
Tank
Cleaning
753-9224

Roberts Realty

Roy Hill
Backhoe Service

Portable Structures

Specializing in Septic Tanks, Sewers, Foundations, Hauling, etc.
Utility Buildings and Carport Sales

.
mem

Kopperud Realty

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

OFF THE MARKET
!!REDUCED!!

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
•••••••••••

Kopperud Realty

•f
,

•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Margery B. Crawford
Mrs. Margery B. Crawford, 75,
of 605 Elm St., Murray, died today
at 8:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She and her husband, Nix Crawford, who survives, had operated a
Western Auto store on the courtsquare in Murray for many years.
Mrs. Crawford was a member of
First United Methodist Church,
Ruth Wilson Circle of First United
Methodist Church Women, Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star, Murray Squar-ANaders, Home Department of Murray Woman's Club, and Gideons'
Auxiliary.
Survivors are ,her husband, Nix
Crawford; one daughter, Mrs. Betty
Jo Purdom and husband, Wells Jr.,
Murray; one son, Bobby Nix Crawford and wife, Martha, Rt. 7, Mur-

ray; two granddaughters, Mrs. Kelli
Paschall and husband, Terry L,
and Allyson Page Purdom, Murray;
three grandsons, Wells Purdom III
and wife, Allyson, Mayfield, Craig
Crawford, Ripley, Tenn., and John
Nix Purdom and wife, Kathy, Murray; two great-grandchildren,
Katherine Noel Paschall and Shee
Riley Purdom.
Services will be Thursday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 6 to 8
p.m. Wednesday at the funeral
home.
'The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to First United Methodist
Church or Gideons International.

Mrs. Annie Elizabeth Walston
Mrs. Walston is survived by onc
daughter, Mrs. Jeanette Murdock
and husband, Phillip, Madisonville;
one sister, Mrs. Harold (Martha)
Coblentz, New Paris, Ohio; one
grandson, James Phillip Murdock
and wife, Denise, Christian County; one granddaughter, Mrs. Ann
Buchanan and husband, Tim,
Smyrna, Tenn.
The funeral will be Thursday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.

Mrs. Annie Elizabeth Walston,
former resident of College .Farm
Road, Murray, died Monday at
11:20 p.m. at Kentucky Rest
Haven, Madisonville.
Her husband, J.H. Walston, died
Sept. 1, 1980.
A graduate of Western State
University, Bowling Green, She
had taught home economics at
Lynn Grove and Kirksey High
Schools in Calloway County. She
was a member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ, Murray.
Born Jan. 1, 1907, in Spencer
County, she was the daughter of
the late John F. Hume and Amanda
Snider Hume.

Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Wednesday.

Accused sex offenders set to stand trial
after Chester Charles Shumate, 55,
and his daughter, Namde Faye Shumate, 29, pleaded innocent.
Chester Shumate faces a total of
42 counts and his daughter faces 38
counts involving sodomy and rape,
said Allen Trimble, Whitley Commonwealth's attorney.

WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. (AP) —
A Sept 18 trial was set for father
and daughter from'Witfiamsburg
charged with a total of 80 charges
alleging sexual abuse of six
children.
Whitley Circuit Judge Jerry
Winchester set the trial n Monday

History organization looking for photos
ited Ashland, Maysville, Covington
and Carrollton; Campbell and Kenton counties, and Brandenburg,
Owensboro, Henderson and
Paducah.
The teams began the first in a
series of four visits Monday to the
Louisville area with a stop at the
historic Farmington home from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Archivists will be there to select
and copy the pictures on site,
allowing the owners to return home
with the originals undamaged.
More than 2,000 photographs,
dating from the late 1800s to the
present, have been copied so far.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Current or former residents of counties
along the Ohio River are being
asked to look in their family
albums — the pictures may interest
the Kentucky Historical Society.
Archivists are looking for pictures directly connected with river
life as well as those that capture
vanishing or endangered traditions
of everyday life in counties near
the Ohio.
Pictures that are selected will be
copied for "An Ohio River Portrait," a joint effort of the historical society, the Kentucky Oral History Commission and the Kentucky
Folklife Program, supported by
grants from the Kentucky Humanities Council and the 'National
Endowment for the Humanities.
So far, photographic copying
teams and oral historians have vis-

ABA members
repeal abortion
rights stand
approved earlier
CHICAGO (AP) — American
Bar Association members by a narrow margin Monday called for
repeal of an abortion-rights stand
adopted earlier this year by the
ABA's policy-making body.
The vote in the ABA Assembly
was 885-837.
The House of Delegates, the
policy-making body of the nation's
largest lawyers' organization, will
meet Wednesday to decide whether
it should adopt the members'
recommendation and rescind its
abortion-rights stand.
If the delegates refuse to back
down and reaffirm their previous
policy, the assembly could reconvene and by a two-thirds vote force
a referendum by the ABA's
360,000 members.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I was diagnosed
with endometriosis and had my right
ovary removed recently. My doctor
recommended birth control pills with
a dosage that would eliminate my
monthly periods. Will the pills suppress sexual desires?
DEAR READER: Endometriosis is
the presence of uterine tissue in abnormal locations, such as the bowel,
abdominal cavity and the lung. It is a
common condition in women of reproductive age and is often a cause of
infertility.
During menstruation, these abnormal "islands" bleed because they are
under the same hormonal control as
the uterine lining. However, the blood
is trapped in tissue, leading to pain
and inflammation. Eventually, scar
tissue may appear.
The diagnosis is usually established
during laparoscopy. a simple surgical
procedure during which a gynecologist passes a lighted tube through a
small abdominal incision and examines the contents of the abdomen and
pelvis. Sometimes a biopsy is necessary, if the endometriosis affects organs outside the abdomen. At the time
of laparoscopy or biopsy, the surgeon
usually attempts to remove as much
abnormal tissue as possible, so the
woman's symptoms will be relieved.

INSURANCE
FREE Claim Filing
For My Clients

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
Pays 100% of What
Medicare Approves
This policy pays the deductible $592 on Part
'A and $75 on Part B. For example, if your total

753-7890
Lou V.
McGary

WASHINGTON (AP) — After a
13-year delay, a federal mine safety regulation that punishes coal
operators who repeatedly violate
health and safety standards is ready
to be put into action.
U.S. Labor Secretary Elizabeth
Dole said the pattern-of-violations
rule will be a strong enforcement
tool for use "at the relatively few
mines whose operators continually
fail to comply with health and safety standards."
Coal industry and worker safety
officials disagree with her
assessment.
J. Davitt McAteer of the Occu-

pational Safety and Health Law
Center called the pattern-ofviolations rule convoluted and protective of coal operators. He said
he doubted the tough enforcement
envisioned by Congress 13 years
ago would come to pass.
And Henry Chajet of Washington, a leading coal industry lawyer,
said the final rule gives mine
inspectors too much leeway and
threatens large mines that don't
deserve special punishment. He
also said the rule, published July
31 in the Federal Register, is too
vague.
Release of the new rule is one of

bill should be $3,600, and Medicare approves
only $2,000, of which they will pay 80%
($1,600), this leaves you owing a balance of
$2,000. My policy will pay the full $2,000
balance due.
Atlantic American Ins. Co., is one of my
sponsoring companies.

a series of announcements made by
Mrs. Dole and the U.S. Mine Safety and Health Administration in
advance of upcoming congressional
hearings.
MSHA is expected to face sharp
criticism at hearings to examine its
role in a Sept 13, 1989, methane
explosion at a Pyro Mining Co.
mine in Wheatcroft, Ky. The blast
killed 10 miners.
In April, members of a House
oversight committee criticized
MSHA chief William J. Tattersall
for not issuing the final pattern-ofviolations rule in place.

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
officials are concerned about the
safety of 14 to 15 foreigners,
including one American, who were
kidnapped from a Monrovia hotel
by Liberian rebel troops and taken
to an insurgent headquarters.
The action appeared to be part of
a campaign by Prince Johnsons.„&he
leader of one Liberian rebel faction, to provoke international
intervention in Liberia's civil war
by seizing foreigners.
He believes that such interven-

tion will help topple the 10-year
rule of President Samuel K. Doe.
The kidnapping occurred at the
Hotel Africa on Monday, two days
after Johnson issued his warning.
The captives were taken to Johnson's headquarters in the town of
Caldwell.
State Department spokeswoman
Margaret Tutwiler said the U.S.
Embassy reported to the State
Department late Monday, Liberia
time, that Johnson's forces "have
seized hostages."

Marijuana growers
enjoying good season
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
While corn and tobacco farmers
fret over lagging crops, marijuana
growers seem to be enjoying a robust growing season.
"The marijuana crop is looking
very good this year," said state
police Maj. Tommy Fields, operations director of the Governor's
Marijuana Strike Force. "It has a
lot to do with the warm weather
we've had and the rain we had early this year."
Pot plants need plenty of soil
moisture and the hot, humid weath-

er typical of Kentucky summers,
Fields said.
"Kentucky typically has a good
year for marijuana production;
we're consistently among the top
five states in the country," Fields
said.
The weather has been less kind
to farmers tending legal crops.
Tobacco, corn and soybeans suffered this year, said David Williamson, Kentucky's state agriculture statistician.
"It started off too wet and too
cold in the spring, then it got too
hot and too dry very quickly,"
Williamson said.

She said there was no indication
that any of the captives had been
harmed. No information on the
identity of the American was available except that he was in Monrovia as a private citizen.
Despite Johnson's appeals for
foreign intervention, the Bush
administration has adopted a
hands-off policy and has called
repeatedly for a diplomatic
solution.
The insurgency against Doe is
now in its eighth month and has
left the capital without public
water, electricity or telephone service. Food shortages have
intensified.
U.S. officials said they were
worried that Johnson may resort to
even more extreme measures if the
kidnappings do not provoke foreign
intervention. One concern is that
his forces may launch attacks on
foreign embassies.

al habitat. Immense rocks have
been created by collapsing geologic
time into the relative instant it
takes workers to spray a reinforced
structure with a substance called
gunite. It is then shaped, sculpted,
colored and even fossilized.
The cats can watch visitors —
and vice versa — through high tension one-sixteenth inch stainless
steel wire strung vertically, as in a
harp.

This may be the reason the specialist
removed one of your ovaries.
The purpose of non-surgical therapy is to suppress menstruation and
prevent endometrial bleeding. Birth
control pills are often used for this
purpose; however, they often produce
side effects, such as fluid retention,
bloating, breast tenderness and slight
vaginal bleeding ("spotting"). Birth
control pills do not affect sexual
urges.
You apparently had some abnormal endometrial tissue removed, and
the doctor wished to suppress other
"islands" of endometriosis to give you
more comfort. This is appropriate
therapy. Because the dose of medicine may have to be adjusted and
you'll need regular checkups, follow
your doctor's advice. To give you
more information, I am sending you a
free copy of my Health Report "Contraception: An Update." Other readers who would like a copy should send
81.25 with their name and address to
P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Do you have any
information on the aftereffects of a
snake bite? My son was bitten by a
rattlesnake in June 1989. The bite affected his nervous system; his attention span is shorter than it was in the
past, and his teacher doesn't have one
positive remark as to concentration
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Hog market

'
•

Federal-State Market News „Sevin August 7, 1996
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 4
Buying Stations Receipts: Act OS, FA 400 Borrows &
GRIs steady, Sows weak-140 lower.
US 1-2 MO-260 lb.
S5730-51.00
US 1-2 200-220 Is
S.5150-S530
US 2-3 r0-251 Is
$51 00-5730
S5t00-57.00
US 3-4 250-270 0.
Sows
$44.00-43.30
US 1-2 270-350 Is.
US 1-3 94i lw.
547.50-40-50
US 1-3 409-523 1bs.
$47.511-411.50
US 1.3 525 and up
$49.1651.5$
US 2-3 300-541 Is.S44.00-46.12.
&an $43.0643.00

investment
•=7; ;is you.
Member New York, American and Modwest Strkk
Exchanges and S.I.P.C.

Read the
want ads daily

Hello
Stranger!

Louisville Zoo opens Wild
Cat Exhibition Monday
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
Louisville Zoo opened its American Wild Cat Exhibition Monday
with two pumas, two adult lynx
and, until they are sent to another
zoo, three lynx kittens.
The $300,000 needed for the
exhibit was raised through the
Louisville Zoo Society's 1989
Zoofari.
Foliage, waterfall and stream
attempt to duplicate the cats' natur-

Prices as of 10:00 AM
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Liberian rebels kidnap 1 American, foreigners

Choosing treatment for endometriosis
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Stock Market
Report

MSHA releases new repeat-offender regulation

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative, Its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer,
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

elthi4iff
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC

or any related school functions. How
long will it take for the venom to
leave our child's system?
DEAR READER: Rattlesnake venom causes extensive local damage —
swelling, pain and death of tissue —
as well as blood vessel damage, coagulation defects and nerve disorders
(tingling, numbness, spasm, weakness, headache and confusion). These
effects usually last only a few days,
however. The rattlesnake venom
would not ordinarily be active after
the acute symptoms have resolved.
I believe your son's continuing
problems with poor attention span
and school performance are more
likely due to other factors. Ask his
doctor about this. Perhaps your son
could be helped by counseling and nr
vestigation of other causes, such as
depression
or
attention-deficit
disorder.
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YMCA kids have `goodtimes'staying after school

.. •

The Murray Family YMCA has
found a way to keep children in
Calloway County at school for up
to an extra four hours each day.
The children are not being punished, but are taking part in Goodtimes, the YMCA before and after
school child-care program for students in grades Irtc5.
Rosanne Radke, director of the
Murray Family YMCA, said she is
looking forward to the start of
t • school and the start of Goodtimes.

"We're so excited about GoodNot only does the program help
times this year," she said. "The out working parents, Radke said,
phone has been ringing like crazy but the students participate in all
with more and more parents look- kinds of activities.
ing for a good, fun and safe place
"We don't tell them what to do
for their child to be while They are
the
entire time," she said. "They
at work."
have been told what to do all day.
The Goodtimes program, offered They need that opportunity to just
at East, North and Southwest Cal- play and be kids."
Although supervision by each
loway County elementary schools,
runs before school from 6:30 a.m. site director is close, Radke said,
to 7:30 a.m. and after school from the loosely structured program
school dismissal until 5:30 p.m. allows children to make their own

choices.
They all receive a snack, quiet
time to study or play quietly, arts
and crafts, outdoor play during nice
weather and occasional field trips
and movies.
"This year the YMCA Youth Fitness Program will be incorporated
into our Goodtimes activities,"
Radke said. "Each week new physical fitness games and activities
and health concepts will be an
important part of our before and

ram is a health-related fitness and
exercise program for children 6 to
11 years old.
Goodtimes also features an allday program on days when school
is cancelled because of bad
weather.
More information about Goodtimes may be obtained by telephoning the Murray Family YMCA at
759-YMCA. The YMCA is a
United Way agency.
after school program."
The YMCA Youth Fitness Prog-

City schools' bus service begins on first day of school, Aug. 21
Bus service for the Murray
schools begins on Tuesday, Aug.
21, the first day of school for students in the city school system.
Bus schedules are based on those
established at the end of the
1989-90 school year. Willie Jackson, the transportation director for
Murray City Schools, said that alterations in the bus schedules may
be made in the next few weeks if
the need becomes apparent.
Drivers for the 1990-91 school
year are Eva Mohler, Bus 8;
Eugene Peal, Bus 10; Elizabeth
Oliver, Bus 11; Carmeleta Norvell,
Bus 12; 0. T. Stalls, Bus 8201;
Rubena Peal, Bus 8601; and Curtis
Gream, 8801.
Parents with questions or comments about the bus service are
encouraged to call Willie Jackson
at 753-4363.
Complete bus rOutes for Murray
Elementary School, Murray Middle
School and Murray High School
are as follows:
Elementary School Bus Routes:
#8 - Eva Mohler, Stop: Johnson
between Minerva and 17th, 1607
Magnolia, 17th at Keenland, Catalina at Kirkwood, Holiday at Plainview, 1713 Plainview, Melrose at
Belmont, Belmont Court at Belmont Dr., Catalina at Catalina

It's A Privilege
To Step Out In
Plush Stuff

CLOSE-OUT
ON
SUMMER
CLOTHING!

Yours, Mine
& Ours

Court Square

AAO•dk,.

753-4087

Court, 1706 Melrose, Melrose at
Melrose Court, Gatesborough at
Westgate, Gatesborough at Edinborough, 1005 Westgate Circle,
1711 Main.
#10 - Eugene Peal, Stop: 406
S. 8th, 610 Broad, 624 Broad (Doris Beauty Shop), Broad at Nash,
724 Nash, 735 Nash, Nash at 9th,
805 Guthrie, Goodman at Bagwell,
Bagwell at Glendale, Southside
Manor Apts. (first driveway), Hurt
at Fairlane, 802 Bagwell (a.m.
only), 715 Goodman (a.m. only),
1124 Circarama, Circarama at Irene
Terrace, Circarama at Fairlane,
1104 Pogue (a.m. only), Pogue at
9th, 803 Sycamore, Sycamore at
Lafollette, 506 S. 6th, 404 S. 6th,
713 Poplar, 905 Poplar.
Elizabeth Oliver, Stop:
#11
12th at Sharpe, 1013 Payne, 10th at
Payne, 8th at Payne, Beale at Payne, 7th at Payne, Pine at 5th, Ash
at Cherry, Ash at L P. Miller, Ash
at 1st, 1st at Pine, Pine at Cherry,
Cherry at Spruce, Olive at L. P.
Miller, 503 Olive, 306 N. 6th, 406

N. 6th, Olive at 7th, Olive at 8th,
Olive at 9th, Olive at 10th, Olive at
13th, 1316 Olive, Wee Care, 15th
at Poplar, Jack & Jill, Poplar at
14th.
#12 - Carmeleta Norvell, Stop:
Main at 14th, 16th at Olive, 1603
College Farm Road, Tiny Hearts
Day Care, Ryan at 16th, 805 N.
l'6th, 907 N. 16th, 16th at Valentine, 905 College Courts, 1201 College Courts, Special Services
Building (parking lot), 1506 Chestnut (Life House), Dodson at 17th,
806 N. 18th, 824 N. 19th, 1707
College Farm Road, 17th at Calloway, 1717 Wells Ext., 302 Oakdale, Olive at N. 17th, 1627 Hamilton, 404 N. 17th, 17th at Miller,
17th at Farmer.
#8201 -0. T. Stalls, Stop: 16th
at Loch Lomond, 16th at Sunset,
16th at Cardinal, 806 S. 16th, 16th
at Kirkwood, 16th at Parklane,
1208 S. 16th, 1714 Wiswell, Hermitage and Greenbriar, 1617 Wiswell, Wiswell Road at Danbury,
16th at Canterbury (before entering

Please remember to
• Observe speed limits in school areas
• Obey traffic signs and signals
• Slow up or stop at intersections to allow
children to cross streets safely.
• Obey crossing guards
• Be careful on car-lined streets
Children can suddenly appear from
behind parked cars
Pass children on bikes
carefully and slowly.
Our children's safety
depends on your
driving skills so please
BE ALERT?

Canterbury), 1505 Oxford! 1527
Oxford, 1543 Oxford, 1549
Oxford, 1563 Oxford, 1522 London, 1510 London, 1506 Chaucer,
1506 Canterbury, 1521 Canterbury,
1549-B Mockingbird, 1554 Mockingbird, 1566 Mockingbird, 1546
Canterbury, 1558 Canterbury, 1527
Beckett, 1507 Beckett, 1502 Parklane, 16th at Henry, 16th at Story,
16th at Sycamore.
#8601 - Rubena Peal, Stop:
MCCH Child Care Center, Murray
Plaza Court, Story Street, 508 S.
13th (p.m. only), 509 Whitnell, 700
Meadow Lane, 1503 Kirkwood,
1202 E. Dogwood, Glendale at
Kirkwood, 1517 Clayshire, 1511
Clayshire, 1505 Clayshire, 1503
Clayshire, 1307 Peggy Ann Drive,
Riverwood Road (Christophers),
Eagle Inn Motel.
#8801 - Curtis Gream, Stop:
710 Elm (p.m. only), 605 Elm, 300
S. 6th, 403 L. P. Miller, 500 Cherry, 200 Cross, Murray Drive-in
Theater, 824 S. 4th, 727 S. 4th,
Blalock Coleman (p.m. only), 412

Sycamore, 604 Sycamore, Sycamore at 7th (p.m. only), 514 S. 7th,
Vine at Broad, Vine at 8th, 803
Vine, 407 S. 9th (p.m. only), 10th
at 11th, Mulberry at 1 1 th, Vine at
11th, Elm at 1 I th, 203 S. 11th
(p.m. only).
Middle School Bus Routes: #10
- Eugene Peal, Stop: 16th at Loch
Lomond, 16th at Sunset, Sycamore
at Lynwood, entrance to Murray
High, Johnson at Minerva, S. 17th
at Audubon, 17th at Magnolia,
1612 Magnolia, 1600 Keenland,
Keenland at 17th, 1704 Keenland,
Perrin at Holiday, Holiday at
Doran Road, 905 Doran Road,
1711 Main.
#8201 - 0. T. Stalls, Stop: 307
S. 13th, 512 S. 13th, 1208 Peggy
Ann Drive, 1503 Clayshire, 1506
Clayshire, Belmont at 16th Street,
1608 Belmont, Belmont at Belmont
Court, Belmont at Melrose, 1204
Melrose Drive (p.m. only), Melrose
at Melrose Court, 1205 Doran
(Cont'd on page 8)

BATON
TWIRLING
Beginning, Intermediate & Advanced
Level Classes
Ages 5-12
6 Week Session
Beginning August 28th
at Murray Middle
Every Tuesday & Thursday
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
Instructor: Tammy Brewer
"National Champion Baton Twirler"

FAMILY
YMCA
-759-YMCA

OP.
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City schools putting new emphasis on technology
With a new emphasis on the use
of technology at all grade levels,
Murray City Schools Superintendent Paul Jones plans for all students to be computer-literate by the
time they graduate from Murray
High School.
"We think that our students must
know how to work with computers
if they are going to become productive and contribtuing members
of adult society," he said.
"Knowledge of and experience

working with computers is not only ciated hardware including printers
important for those students seek- to outfit two new computer labs at
ing jobs," Jones said. "It is also a Murray Middle School. There is
tremendous advantage for students already one fully-equipped lab at
the middle school.
in higher education."
According to Doralyn Lanier,
Jones said the school system has
concentrated its efforts at the assistant superintendent for instrucmiddle school level so that students tion, all grade levels will have
will be equipped to use the compu- increased instruction in computers,
with teachers in all subject areas
ters in high school.
In July of 1990, the Murray making use of computers for speBoard of Education approved the cial projects. Teachers and school
purchase of 52 new IBM and asso- administrators will also be able to

Back to School!

use the computers for record- applications, taught by Dan Blankkeeping and data processing.
enship. A nine-week class in tech"The approach we're taking in nology will be offered, also, but is
the classrooms emphasizes use of not required of eighth grade
the computer as a tool to assist stu- students.
dents in acquiring and applying
Chapter I (remedial reading)
knowledge," Lanier said.
classes will meet in the computer
In the 1990-91 school year, the labs at both Murray Middle and
school system will introduce a Carter Elementary for computeryear-long course in technology for based instruction.
New reading
seventh grade students. The course software acquired
by the middle
will be required, making an school emphasizes reading for
academic core of five subjects at comprehension and information.
the seventh grade level for the
Lanier said she expects consider1990-91 school year. Those core
able
use of the labs at Murray
subjects are language arts, social
Middle
School by teachers in the
studies, mathematics, science and
traditional areas of science, math,
technology.
Taught by full-time computer social studies and language arts at
teacher Sheila Henry, the new all grade levels.
"We have some.. new wonderful l•
course will include keyboarding
(typing), programming and such instructional software that will
computer applications as woid pro- reinforce what they are learning in
cessing, working with data bases the classroom and introduce new
and spreadsheets and creating concepts," she said.
graphics.
She also suggested that language
Lanier said there will also be t arts teachers may choose to take
several changes in instruction using their students to the labs to write
computers at other grade levels. and edit stories, much as is done in
All students in fifth and sixth the elementary Writing to Read
grades, for example, will have six- program, though at a more
to nine-week classes in computer advanced level.
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Murray Montessori opens
- school with orientation
t --

Eileen Fitzgibbon, director of the
Murray Montessori Center, invites
parents of preschoolers to an open
house Aug. 12, 1990 from 2:30
p.m. to 5 p.m. at 212 N. 15th St.
During this open house, there
will be an orientation of the Montessori education method at 3 p.m.
The objectives of this program
are to create a private, safe and
secure place where children use
developmentally appropriate material which enhances the child's
social, physical, emotional and
cognitive development.
Dr. Montessori's approach was
to develop all of the capabilities of
each child instead of making each
child fit a structured program. She
created a wide variety of learning
materials and prepared an environment that would foster learning in
all areas.
She also believed learning
should take place in multi-age
classrooms where children at various stages of development can
learn from and with each others.
By making learning enjoyable and
fun for the children, a life-long pattern of personal development is
initiated.
Dr. Montessori found that children learn through sensory exploration as well as by listening and
observing. The Montessori method
provides dynamic learning environments which encourage each child
to reason, cooperate, collaborate,
express adn understand.
The goal is the development of a
self-reliant individual who is competent in all areas of life and not
merely someone with the "right"
answers.
The Murray Montessori Center is
a preschool offering a caring and
protected environment with a high
level of individual attention and
instruction for each child.
A visit to any American Montes-r
son i school will show that considerable socializing and grouping takes
place naturally in the environment
and that the children behave in a
socially responsible and orderly
manner.
The Montessori approach eliminates many of the discipline problems found in more conventional

environments. There are a few
well-chosen ground rules which are
consistently reinforced.
The children learn to help one
another and to care for one another
as well as taking care of their environment. Children are free to talk
and move around, are treated with
respect and are not controlled by
fear or punishment.
Fitzgibbon received her Montessori training and pre-primary credentials from the Memphis Montessori Institute and Christian
Brothers College of Memphis. She
also holds a bachelor of arts degree
from Sangamon State University
and has pursued studies at the University of Louisville and Bellarmine College in Louisville.
Melinda Kelly is an assistant
teacher. She completed her Montessori training at the MECASETON training course in Hinsdale,i
Ill. She holds degrees from the
University of California at Berkley.
Julie Gargus is also pursuing her
pre-primary Mopessori credentials
from the Nlemphis Montessori
Institute and her bachelor's degree
in early childhood development
from Murray State University.
Murray Montessori is the only
preschool in western Kentucky
with full American Montessori
Society affiliation and accreditation, and it is one of 10 schools in
the entire state which has met the
high standards required by the
AMS.
To earn AMS accreditation a
school must have teachers trained
at approved educational facilities,
pass inspections by Montessori
specialists who review classroom
practices and curricula, have a full
complement of Montessori learning
material, adhere to the AMS code
of professional ethics and have an
open door policy for visitors.
Murray Montessori School offers
two half-day sessions and a fullday session for the kindergarten
children.
The morning session is nearly
full for the fall 1990 session. There
are a limited number of spaces
available for the afternoon session.
For more information about*
Murray Montessori, please telephone 753-8380 or 435-4593.

'Anti-fit' fall styles loosen denim
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Some of the season's new
denim trends:
— The new "anti-fit" denims
— loosely structured and comfortable — are interpreted for
Guess? by Georges Marciano, to
create slouch pants, wide-leg
jeans and the Nathalie jeans. A
gaucho version features black
denim and can be paired with a
suede "rifle" jacket. Cutoff
shorts in bleached denim, worn

with an embroidered westernstyle shirt, also have the loose,
casual fit.
— A denim shirtdress with corduroy yoke, from Liz Claiborne
dresses, comes in petite sizes. Its
short hem is shown with high,
western-flavor boots. Claiborne's
version of the jeans jacket has a
velvet collar over the indigo sandwashed and bleached cotton
denim. Five-pocket classic jeans
in black also are included in Claiborne's collection for men.

URRAY
ONTESSORI
ENTER
212 North 15th St.

753-8380

A Learning Center
Where children learn by living their education.

OPEN HOUSE/ORIENTATION
August 12, 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.

REGISTRATION
August 13, 14 & 15, 8 a.m. - Noon

School Starts August 20
•Come join us and learn how we help with your
child's "life in process."
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City schools see few personnel changes this year
The Murray City School System
enters the 1990-91 school year with
few changes in personnel. Only
five new teachers have been hired,
three of them working half-time,
although several teachers already
on staff have accepted new assignments within the school system.
Two individuals will share the
position left vacant when art teacher Ann Perrin resigned last June.
Murray High School art classes
will be taught by Sherry Shutt, a
recent graduate of Murray State
University. Shutt did her student
teaching with Ted Dotson in the
Murray City Schools two years
ago.
At Robertson Center, art classes
will be taught by Jacquie Farrell,
also a Murray State graduate and
former elementary art instructor.
Farrell has taught the after-school
classes in art at Murray Elementary

for the past two years.
Also accepting a part-time position is Ann McKeel, well known to
Murray students as a substitute
teacher. McKeel takes on the high
school special education classes
formerly taught by Cindy Clemson.
Clemson will remain on a part-time
basis as special education teacher
for Robertson Center.
Gary Crum joins the staff at
Murray High School for the
1990-91 school year as director of
the school system's new Jobs
Training Partnership Act program,
a federally funded program
intended to help at-risk students by
giving them work experience and
assistance with basic education
skills.
Murray City Schools received a
grant for the new program last
April.
Norma Frank has been employed

Welcome students, faculty and staff to
Murray and Pier 1 Imports
Let us help you decorate your home, apartment
or dorm with attractive home furnishings at
equally attractive prices.
Featuring Wicker & Ratton Furniture.
University Plaza on
Chestnut St.

as physical education teacher for
Murray Elementary School. Frank
has taught physical education in the
Murray schools in the past, most
recently during the 1988-89 school
year.
Several teachers have accepted
new assignments within the school
system both to replace teachers
who have left the school system
and also because of varying enrollments within grade levels.
The new principal at Murray
Middle School is Roy Weatherly,
who has been the seventh grade
language arts teacher at Murray
Middle for several years. Weatherly, a Murray native, has also served
as principal of Murray High School
in the past
Kay Warner, formerly the eighth
grade language teacher at Murray
Middle School, will assume the
position left vacant by Allyson

Steffen at Murray High School last cation instructor Cyndi Cohoon
spring. Warner will teach journal- takes on the position of third-grade
ism as well as English and VIII— —teacher.
Because of the retirement of
sponsor The Black & Gold, the
Martha Fenton, Murray Elementary
school newspaper.
Also at Murray High School, has hired Lynn Griffiths as Chapter
Mark Brady will teach the world I (reading) teacher for Robertson
civilization classes formerly taught Center and Kathy Purdom as Chapby Jack Cain, who retired at the ter I (reading) teacher for Carter
end of the 1989-90 school year. Center. Purdom will also teach the
Seventh and eighth grade lan- gifted pull-out program in grades
guage arts classes at Murray 3-4.
Also new at Robertson Center is
Middle School formerly taught by
Warner and Weatherly will be school secretary Janice Howe.
taught by Peggy Shelton and Howe takes the position vacated by
Audrey Brown. Patsy Oakley Norma Dunn, who left the school
assumes Shelton's position as sixth system last year after seven years
as Robertson school secretary.
grade language arts teacher.
The only change in Central
David Carr returns to Murray
Office
administration is the
Middle as seventh grade social studies teacher and Rick Fisher rejoins employment of Margo McIntosh as
the faculty at Murray Middle food services coordinator. McInSchool as physical education tosh replaces Judy Hina, who left
instructor. Fisher was named the the school system at the end of last
head football coach for Murray year with her husband, John, forHigh School last spring, while Carr mer principal of Murray Middle
has assumed the duties of athletic School.
director fulfilled last year by Willie
Jackson.
New gifted education instructor
for Murray Middle is Donna Keller, who retains her position as
eighth grade science teacher.
At Murray Elementary School,
Genese Reid will be teaching kindergarten, while former gifted edu-
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Murray Elementary School announces its fee day
The,first day of school for Murray Elementary School students is
Tuesday, Aug. 21, 1990.
Murray Elementary has scheduled its annual "fee day" for Wednesday, Aug. 14, from 8:30 a.m.
until 11:30 a.m.
At Fee Day, parents will register
their children, pay the general
school fee, and receive information
about the school year.
Teachers will be on hand to
answer questions about classroom
procedures, textbooks, special classes, the school volunteer program,
the lunchroom and other areas of
interest.
Fees are $25 for students in

grades 1-4, $20 for kindergarten
students and $15 for half-day kindergarten students. There is also a
snack fee of $25 for kindergarten
students.

zation certificate, official birth certificate and completed physical
examination form.
Parents of children who attended
Murray Elementary last year are
Parents are asked to observe the not required to bring any documenfollowing schedule on Fee Day: tation with them.
Those with last names beginning
All elementary grades, including
with the letters A-D should come
all-day
kindergarten, begin each
during the half hour 8-8:30; E-J,
day
at
7:55
a.m. and dismiss at
8:30-9; K-P, 9-9:30; Q-S, 9:30-10;
2:30 p.m. Parents are requested not
and T-Z, 10-10:30.
to bring their children to school
Students not preregistered may prior to 7:30 a.m.
do so at Fee Day.
Principal Hurt said she anticiPrinipal Jean Hurt said that pates there will be five sections of
parents of children who did not kindergarten, five sections of first
attend Murray Elementary last year grade, five second grades, five
should bring an up-to-date immuni- third grades and four fourth grades

for the 1990-91 school year.
Kindergarten teachers are Mary
Gail Johnson, Rebecca Cunningham, Marilyn Dill, Matlene Cross
and Genese Reid.
First .grade teachers are Tina
Ratterree, Holly Bloodworth, Shirley Toon, Janet Ward and Lynda
Purcell.
Second grade teachers are Carolyn Colson, Carla Rexroat, Jane
Taylor, Lashlee Foster and Sandy
Cantrell.
Third grade teachers are Cyndi
Cohoon, Lee Pinkston, Mary Ann
Carter, Barbara Wildey and Lenora
Roberts.
Fourth grade teachers are Nancy
Thurman, Beryl Whaley, Barbara

Cain and Faye Beyer.
Student-teacher ratios at Murray
Elementary continue to be well
below state-mandated levels. It is
anticipated that no class will contain more than 25 students and that
most classes will average 20
students.
Students will learn the name of
the classroom teacher on the first
day of school.
Questions about Murray Elementary should be directed to Principal
Hurt at Robertson Center
(753-5022) or Carter Center
(753-5512).
School secretaries for Murray
Elementary School are Janice
McClard for Carter Center adn
Janice Howe for Robertson Center.
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Buses...
(Cont'd from page 3)
Road, 1706 Plainview, Parklane at
Catalina, 1603 Parklane, 1509
Parklane, Parklane at Glendale,
Kirkwood at Meadow Lane, Meadow Lane at Dudley, Meadow Lane
at Henry, Meadow Lane at Oak,
Story at Whitnell, Eagle Inn Motel.
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#8601 — Rubena Peal, Stop:
Locust at Williams, 103 Williams,
806 S. 16th, 16th at Kirkwood,
16th at Catalina, 16th at Westview
Nursing Home (driveway before —
p.m. only), 1506 Oxford, 1516
Oxford, Oxford at Chaucer, 1529
Oxford, 1535 Oxford, 1542
Oxford, 1552 Oxford, 1558

Oxford, 1525 London, 1502 Beckett, 1503 Beckett, Beckett at
Tabard, Tabard at Canterbury,
1606 Tabard, Tabard at Whipporwhill, 1551 Whipporwhill, 1549
Mockingbird, 1517 Canterbury,
1514 Canterbury, 1506 Hermitage,
Greenbriar at Ridgewood, 1803
Wiswell Road, Wiswell Road at

everything FoR MO(toSc1-100L
Endless Summer...

Danbury, Poplar at 13th.
Murray Middle and High School
Routes: #11 — Elizabeth Oliver,
Stop: Broad at Nash Drive, Broad
at Fairlane, 810 Broad, Broad at
Glendale, 9th at Goodman, 9th at
Fairlane, Fairlane at Circarama,
1107 Circarama, 1124 Circarama,
1100 Riverwood Road, Riverwood
Circle, Ron Christopher's, Peggy
Ann at Kirkwood, 1501 Oxford,
1525 London Drive, 1523
Canterbury.
#8801 — Curtis Gream, Stop:
16th at Farmer, 16th at Olive,
1602A Calloway Avenue, Kentucky and Calloway Avenue, 17th at
Calloway, 17th at Ryan, 801 N.
18th, 1604 Dodson, Trash and Treasure, Scouting Museum, Waldrop
at Chestnut, 905 N. 16th, College

Farm Rd. (SuperAmerica), 824 N.
191h, 815 N. 20th, 18th at College
Farm Rd., 311 Oakdale, Oakdale at
Lincoln, Olive at 17th, Miller at
17th, Farmer at 17th.
High School Routes: #8 — Eva
Mohler, Stop: Vine at Woodlawn,
Poplar at 14th, Poplar past 12th
Street, Poplar at 11th, llth at Elm,
Elm at7th, 6th at Olive, 8th at
Olive, 9th at Olive, 12th at Olive,
14th at Olive, Meadow Lane at
Johnson, Meadow Lane at Henry.
#12 — Carmeleta Norvell, Stop:
Payne at Beale, 409 N. 6th, Ash at
Cherry, Ash at L. P. Miller, 1st at
Pine, Pine at L. P. Miller, Pine at
Cherry, Spruce at L. P. Miller, L.
P. Miller at Cherry, 405 L. P. Miller, 508 L. P. Miller, 4th at
Sycamore.

Murray Middle
registration
plans released

Visit Wolff
before buying a
tanning package.
You will be extremely
surprised at the
low, low, low prices
we have to offer.
No other
tanning salon
offers you such
fantastic savings.

16 WOLFF Tanning Units
For Your Convenience
—No Waiting For Appointments—

with purchase
of earrings from

invanc6s.
The earrings are your only cost.
Cboose from our wide selection

Here are just afew ofour
features:
03-New Stindash Tanning Beds. The newest
and hottest bed around.
.6-New Wolff SW-24
Tanning Beds
02-New SL-28 Tanning
Beds. The biggest bed
available featuring 28
staggering bulbs for an
all over tan!
'3-Stand-Up Units for
the person who always
seems short of time!
--Plus many, many little
extras!
Any Questions!
Give Us A Call!
We Make Tanning
Our #1 Priority!

warms.

1004L STERILE
EAR PIERCING

MICHELSONS

Murray Middle School sixth,
seventh and eighth grade students
will register and have their first
day of school on Tuesday, Aug. 21.
A special orientation and
registration night has been scheduled for Murray Elementary fifth
graders for Tuesday, Aug. 14.
Fifth grade students and their
parents are to assemble in the auditorium of Murray Middle at 7 p.m.
for a short program. They will then
meet with teachers on the second
floor of the Austin Building, where
the fifth graders are housed.
There they will receive homeroom assignments, complete
registration forms and pay the gen-

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

(Cont'd on page 9)

Murray

•
•••••
•
•
•
•

••

HURRY!
Times Running Out!

•••

••

•
•

•

School will be starting soon so
• enjoy the rest of your summer with...

•
•

(Nintendo) SPECIALS •

•

• Players
Only

Beat The Heat And Take Advantage
Of Our Endless Summer Specials
Only At

•

•
•

Wolff System Tanning Center

Olympic Plaza

753 WOLF

•

thru August 30th

•
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A Week

Mon.-Thurs.

Over

100
Games
To Choose
From

Games

99c

•
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Mon.-Thurs.

•
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•
RENTAL SALES
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Hunk or hulk
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Here's good news for all you
hunks — or is it hulks? — out
there.
A new collection of men's clothing has been designed to
accommodate the bulging biceps,
fearsome forearms and wasp
waists common to men who work
OUL

"The Gladiator collection of
fashionable tailored clothing has
been thoroughly thought out and
designed to address this new body
of men," says Mitchel Nichnowitz, president of Botany 500,
which distributes the line.
Suit jackets have 8-and 10-inch
drops and feature fuller chests
and shoulders to define and fit
broad shoulders and backs. The
sleeves are wide and the armholes
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new fashions accommodate muscles

are cut to fit large biceps. TrousJ.C. Penney stores.
are done with plaids and country
ers are fuller at the thigh and seat,
Traditional patterning in sweaters
"Men are ready for a break
checks, but not limited to the usuthough waists are smaller and
from the fast-lane, city-slick kind remains popular, with Indian, kilal tans and grays; they also can be
have a lower rise to balance the
of look," says Joe Sapienza, vice im carpet, blanket, Nordic and
found in rich royal, pumpkin,
silhouette.
Fair Isle predominating. Jackets
president and fashion director at
plum, teal, green and brown
Conventional suits have 6-inch the chain. "It's a whole focus on
tones
drops, which means a 6-inch dif- the ex-urban thing — guys wantference between the measurement ing to look like they're going to
of the shoulders and that of the the country for the weekend."
waist — a size 40 jacket would
Country looks in the store's
be paired with trousers with a collections include soft cottons
34-inch waist. The Gladiator line and flannels that are napped,
pairs 42-inch jackets with 32-or stone-washed, sand-washed, or
6
34-inch waist trousers. Popular brushed. Denim is a big item,
'iVe
bring music to everyone"
executive-style suits, sports jack- though, he says, not necessarily in
ets and slacks are included in the obvious cowboy styles. And there
collection. -is lots of leather and suede.
Kyle Covington
The country trend continues to
"The demand for suede and
1411 Main St.
Owner
753-3682
grow, and men will find serioust, leather from the customer is phe.1 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
casual jackets, sweaters and phis nomenal," says Sapienza. Shetin rich soft fabrics with napped land wool sweaters and jackets .
.
.
and suede finishes, in rich autumn feature suede and leather trims for .
.
colors, in the menswear lines at shoulder and elbow patches.

gr*
'Chuck's
rIP
Thunder
Bird
Music Center
Recording

.
.
s
.
.
. Everything...

i Selection
emphasis on technology, and the
first day of school.
Weatherly said there will be two second is an increase in uninter(Cont'd from page 8)
significant changes in the instruc- rupted time for individual reading.
eral school fee of $20.
Questions or concerns about
tion at Murray Middle School this
Murray Middle School principal year.
Murray Middle School should be
Roy Weatherly said that all fifthOne is the school system's new directed to Weatherly at 753-5124.
grade students and parents (or legal
guardians) are expected to attend
the special registration and orientation night.
Those unable to attend are asked
to telephone the school at
753-5125.
Weatherly said that every effort
is made to minimize confusion for
both students and parents.
"This relaxed, small group
approach has proven very reassuring," he said. Rising fourth graders
. ilia
ii0 I I
received a tour of the campus of
Murray Middle last spring.
Fifth-grade students remain in
self-contained classrooms in
middle school. There are four sections of fifth grade planned for the
1990-91 school year. They are to
be taught by Lanette Hunt, David
Bloodworth, Judy Tucker and Carolyn Shown.
Registration for Murray Middle
School sixth, seventh and eighth
As Low_ As
graders takes place on Aug. 21.
Parents do not need to accompany their children for registration.
Students are to report to the
auditorium a 8:25 a.m. where they
will receive homeroom
assignments.
In homeroom, students will complete registration forms, receive
class schedules and be asked to pay
-Hour
.
" Mon -Thurs.
the general school fee of $20
.
10-9
(parents are asked to send a check
' Fri. & Sat.
:
with their children).
.
"
10-10
Sckenth and eighth graders are
1
.
encouraged to bring a three-ring
.
.
loose-leaf notebook with them on
' Synday
SALES
&
the first day of school.
RENTAL
'
'
1-8
"
.
Weatherly said that sixth-grade
.
.
753-7670
.
students will probably need a
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
753-HOME .
' Central Center
Iltoinbor FDIC
measles-mumps-rubella booster
.
•
shot this year. They arc asked to
'
VIDEO SUPER STORE
.
check with a private physician or
.
,
•19111190111111••••••••••••••••••••• • S N
the Health Department before the

Murray Middle...
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School Again!

Drive carefully for a child's
safety.
Plan carefully for a child's
future.

Bank of Murray
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Memberships
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Murray High's `hassle-free' registration released
noon of the same day, 1-2 p.m.
Sophomores will register Tuesday morning and freshmen will
register Tuesday afternoon.
Students are asked to observe the
following schedule:
Seniors: H-N, 8:30-9:30; O-Z,

Murray High School has scheduled its "hassle-free" registration
for Monday through Wednesday,
Aug. 13-15.
Seniors will register Monday
morning from 8:30 to 11:30;
juniors will register in the after-

9:30-10:30; and A-G, 10:30-11:30.
Juniors: A-G, 1-2; H-N, 2-3; and
O-Z, 3-4.
Sophomores: O-Z, 8:30-9:30;
A -G, 9:30-10:30; and H-N,
10:30-11:30.
Freshmen: H-N, 1-2; 0-Z, 2-3; and

PRICES GOOD THRU AUGUST 22nd

45"
CALICOS
45" Wide 100% Cotton

2.9
98 1
CORDUROY
Yd.

GABARDINE

GREAT SELECTION

Great For Skirts, Dresses 8. Pants
58"-60" Wide 75% Polyester 25% Wool

60" Wide
Great Fall Colors
Cotton And Polyester

12
15
19
24

Reg ii49 00

269°° 3.98y.
VALUABLE COUPONS GOOD
THRU WED. AUGUST 22
(• 1

1 1

„lk,„

VELCRO

33°FF

ATTENTION: STUDENTS
ASK ABOUT PROJECT DISCOUNTS
II'

4.; ,‘'N./

Good Thru Aug. 22

/2

McCALLS
PATTERNS '
PRICE
(1 IP N.:

GOOD THRU AUG. 22

AR

MAX1.1.0
CONE THREAD
LL III I I tii

Ea Pt
II!N.

RUFFLED A
LACE TRIMS

$4
For

I

FELT .4 ne
SQUARES I V
PACKAGED n $i
INTERFACING L FOR I

25.,to
GLUE

OFF

n

Clean, Adj. Tension, Oil

All Make Machines

PRICE

•••• ED • • LER
*
&Iowan cirri,

Cronc..,

NOVEMBER
22-23 — Thanksgiving break
DECEMBER
19 — End of first semester
20-31 — Christmas break

SHOULDER 00C
PADS 00

Dawn Adams, P
ly Anderson, C
Benthal, Tyla S
Serena M Brio
Marie Burgess,
Bynum Jr.. Vac
wick, Rebecca I
nck Wayne I).
Lee Dillon. GIs
er, Maiquel Sher
ins, Cody All.
Richard Wills's
Heath Da,idsoa
Ice Young Gupi
Hall, Kayla DM
ley Marie Hick.
Houston, Mobs
Rogers Ives, 0
Johnson, PatricI
Jones, Michael
Brittany lane Li
Hall Lawrence,
Charles Lens,
Manning, John

JANUARY
1 — Holiday (no school)
2 — First day of second semester
9 — Report cards issued
21 — In-service (no school)
FEBRUARY
18 — In-service (no school)

13 —
14-15
20 —
29 —

Denit

MARCH
End of third nine weeks
— Mini-break
Report cards issued
1n-service (no school)
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APRIL
1-5 — Spring Break
MAY
24 — Final day for students
25 — Closing day (staff only)
Note that the city school system
has scheduled in-service days on
Martin Luther King's birthday
(Jan. 21) and Presidents' Day (Feb.
18). This means that students will
not attend school on these federal
holidays.
Any make-up days will be added
to the end of the calendar.
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CUTTING 9 RA
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$10 will hold a new Singer
machine til Dec. 25'
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Offering same day
service on most
single vision lenses
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MURRAY SEWING CENTER
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Murray, Ky.
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GOOD THRU AUG. 22
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OCTOBER
No school
1n-service (no school)
End of first nine weeks
Report cards issued
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ENTIRE STOCK

MACHINE REPAIR
SPECIAL
IVIVU

EVERYDAY
LOW

SEPTEMBER
— Labor Day (no school)

PINWALE

17 stitches from construction to
stretch to decorative • Dial for easy
stitch selection • Exclusive 6-second
threading • Free arm for sewing cuffs
and sleeves • Built-In buttonholer

r

The calendar for the Murray City
Schools- calls for 175 instructional
days for students, with the first day
of school on Tuesday, Aug. 21.
This is a full day of school for all
students.
The calendar is as follows:
AUGUST
13-15 — Registration for MRS
14 — Registration and orientation
for MMS fifth graders
15 — Registrtaion for MHS new
students and Murray Elementary
Fee Day
20 — Opening day (staff only)
21 — First day of school for all
students

yd.

DELUXE FREE ARM SEWING MACHINE
Model 9416

No

"hassle-free" registration.
Representatives of the student
council will be on hand to assist
freshmen with registration and
tours of the building.
Students will receive their
1989-90 yearbooks after they
register.
1990 graduates may pick up their
yearbooks at 1 p.m. on Friday,
Aug. 10.

Murray City School's calendar set

Ai- SELECTION!

RAINWOOD POLY/WOOL

A-G, 3-4.
Registration on Wednesday,
Aug. 15, between 9 a.m. and 4
p.m., is reserved for new students
and students who are unable to
come at the time scheduled for
their classes.
Murray High School Principal
Bill Wells said that members of the
Murray High School PTO will
assist with all three days of

,

Compare Our
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North Elementary releases class assignments
North Elementary School's Class
Assignments:
Kindergarten. Bntuany N Adams. Stephanie
Dawn Adams, Benjamin T Anderson. JoAnne Emily Anderson, Christina Lora Barrett, Thomas Lee
Tyla Soon Boggess, Allison Layne Bostic.
Serena M Brawn, Brent Daniel Burcluett, Stacey
Mane Burgess, Joshua Manuel Burkeen, James
Bynum Jr. Vanessa Ann Car, Ernest Ray Cladwick, Rebecca Mane Cripps, LeeAnn Darnell. Patnck Wayne Darnell, Robin Renee Dawson, Derek
Lee Dillon, Glenda Kaye Douon, Brian Ross Daisa. Maouel Shanee Dunnaway. Brandon Dwain Elkins, Cody Allai Elkins, Joshua Alexander Fritz,
Richard Williams Futrell, John David Gallowsy.
Heath Daildson Garner, Kimberly 1 Griffin, Ashlee Young Gupton. Jason Derek Hale, Ethan Isaac
Hall. Kayla Dawn Henson, Kena Cry Henson, Ashley Mane Hicks. Trine Gail Hopkins, Derrick A
Houston, Amber Nicole Howard, Bobby Allen
Rogers Ives, Clint Walker Johnson, Kevin Garrett
Johnson, Petrick Emanuel Johnson, Nathan Scott
Jones, Michael Adam Kirks, Amanda Doc Knight,
Brittany Jane Lamb, Kimberly ALUM Lane, William
Hall Lawrence, James Samuel Leonard. James
Charles Lctu, Jason Paul Manning, Susan Ann
Manning, John Eric Martinez. Jennifer Mattson,

Kathy Leigh McDaniel,'Ninths Marie Mills, Joshua Dsvid Mitchell, Brenda) Myers, Amy Lynn Norsworthy, Jessica Kay Norswortliy, Matthew Ryan
Patter. Chad Lee Pritchett, Sharma Nicole Randolph, Kenneth Ray Reynolds, Atasha Lea Riley,
Joshua R. Roper. Tasheena Lee Rowland. Chasity
Hope Schroeder. Tyler Ray Solomon, Kyle Andrew
Starks, Emily Michelle Steinfeldt, Jennifer Nicole
Stevens, Alicia Gail Suite:, Chnstopher Dale Swift,
Victor Laraine Thorn, Neil Whitman Todd, Barry
Trent Travis, Aaron Ray Turner, Joshua R. Walser,
Angela Lee Warren, Brittany L. Weatherford.
Matthew Ray Williams, Garvin Brandon Wyatt,
Brittany Renee York.
First Grade: Teacher, Burkeen: Carla Michelle
Black. Jonathan Tyler Bucy, Michael Eugene Coleman, Chauncey Maurice Cowan. Justin Michael
Crouse, Angela Kay Duncan, Angela Mena Ingram,
Jesse Orton Kinsolving, Clay S. Limb, Dewey Curtis Leonard, Paul Amami Manning, M. Kale Morton. Will Travis Norsworthy, Michele Rose Overbey, Amy Elizabeth Paterson, Jonathan David Phillips, Whitney Lee Ragsdale, Randall Allen Reavis,
Jennifer Ashley Roblin°, Serena Dec Rogers, Gatlin Emanuel Rowland, Jessica Layne Scott, Jeremy
Neal Waggoner.
Teacher, Caesar Tara Lynn Brooks. Crystal
Lynn Burnham, Daryl Cole, Candice Rae Darden.

Joseph Thomas Dillon. Ashley Nicole Futrell, Ellen
Boaz Gingles, Kelly W Gipson, Mario T. Lawrence,
Stacey Lynn Lee, Denk Carson Mania, Monica
Lynn McGehee, Jammu Breck Morton, Robert E.
Nowak Jr„ Aaron Johnatiton Pitman, Bryan Preston,
Michelle Anne Rowland, Jeremy Lee Scott, Amanda Brooke Stone, Jennifer Beth Venters, Shawna
Darlene Williams.
Teacher. Falwell: Jeffrey R. Boyle, Wesley DeeShea Brandon, John Phillip Can. Enn Dick. Johnny
Phillip Dickerson, Tara Brook Evans, Holly Grace,
Nicole Kelly Hams, Bnttany Leigliann Henderson,
Floyd Lee Leonard, Tommy Ray Miller. Justin
Blaine Moore, Jonathan Clay Nowell, Ton Jade

O'Bryan. Alicia Rose Orloa, Kelly Don Otverbey,
Tabitha A/1111GC Paschall, Jessica Renee Patterson,
Tanya Maire Pratt, Todd Christopher Sexton, Stacey Jean Thorn. Tamara Lynn Tucker. Brittany
Kaye Vaughn. Gregory Eugene Villanueva
Teacher, Gore Lauren Bnoney Bogard. Miranda
Donne Conner, Elizabeth Ashley Dandeneau, Shasta Nicole Daniels. Matthew Rya, Duke, Jaime L
Fairbanks, Aaron Curtis Godar, Laura Nicole Holt,
Ronda Lynn Hopkins. Amanda Renee King. John
EVIII Lane, Heather Jo Lawrence, Dustin Alexander
Lax. Heather Reece Media, Carolyn Suzann Manning. Harold Thomas Mills, Brent Austin Norsworthy, Tai Orten, Joshua Clint Stone, Soncher Mantel

Denim has a long history. Here
are some highlights, culled by
Levi Strauss & Co.:
— This tightly woven fabric
was first made during the Middle
Ages in the French textile town of
Nimes. It first was called "Serge
de Nimes," later shortened to
"de Nimes" and finally to
"denim."
— Early sailors from Genoa,
Italy, characteristically wore
pants made of denim, and these
became known as "genes," later

(Cont'd on page 13)

a Introducing Our
New Misses
Department

Denim history from genes to jeans
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

Stubblefield. Susan May Thorn. Olivia Anne libbets, James Robert Warren.
Second Grade: Teacher, Crick: Richard Lee Burkeen, Amber Shea Cain, Elisha Wilson Chester,
Emily Ann Clayton. Nucole Diane Dickerson,
Christopher Neal Duncan. Thomas Lee Gray, Glad
Alan Greer, Ashley Brooke Hulse, Sarah Terese
Johnson, Anne Marie Lang. Gary Joe Lawrence,
Jason Thomas Lee, Leslie Alison LOVIIIS, Meagan
Rae Overbey, Chase Scott Redden, April Rooker,

adapted to "jeans."
— The sailors from Dhunga,
India, also wore denim pants.
Theirs were called "dhungarees,"
now "dungarees."
— Denim was used for the sails of the Nina, Pinta and Santa
Maria when Columbus' fleet sailed to the New -World.
— American jeans became
popular during the California
Gold Rush, when a young immigrant, Levi Strauss, arrived too
late for the gold. He decided to
make heavy-duty pants for the
miners.

Shop Our New Misses
Department Now And

Take An Additiona,

25% Off
Our Entire New
Misses Department
Choosefrom finely tailored
blazers, skirts, pants, sweaters,
blouses & more. 31isses sizes.

Fajitas •Gumbo •Filet Mignon •Barbeque Ribs • Caribbean Chicken
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DINING EMPORIUM
304 Maple - Murray, Ky
502- 753-0124

•

c•-;
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et.

Murray's Unique Dining Experience
•Delicious selections in a relaxed refined atmosphere,
moderately priced and graciously served.
-All menu items prepared fresh in our kitchen with
low fat, low sodium, cholesterol free ingredients.

gtrt

Fall Dresses

5.00
Will Hold
Your
Fall
Layaway!

20% Off
Beautiful new assortment of
Fall Dresses in the best new
styles. Florals, prints <I solids.
Junior, Misses .1 Halfsizes.
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.Privately owned and operated.
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• Filet Mignon • Barbeque Ribs • Caribbean Chicken
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Better Summer Sportswear
Values Up To 39.99 NOW - 7.00
Central Shopping Center - Murray

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991
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Big business joins fight to aid schools, teach kids
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
These days, it's possible to find
public school students getting
music appreciation lessons from
Hershey's chocolate, reading lessons from Pizza Hut, or tips on
fighting air pollution from Arco.
Alarmed at the slow pace of
school reform, big business and
educators are putting aside longstanding suspicions to join in
common cause to help students
become the intelligent, productive
workers the nation needs to
remain competitive.
But this ever-closer relationship is posing tough choices for
educators — perhaps nowhere

BACK
SCHOOL

more so than in the.saxea of tory by the United Auto Workers,
curriculum.
and a flashy educational video
Scores of corporations, labor
called "Car Smart" by Atlantic
unions and other outside groups
Richfield (Arco) featuring stars
— no one knows exactly how
like Olivia Newton-John and
many — are making tempting
Melissa Gilbert urging students to
offers of curricular materials to fight pollution by driving less,
schools, either free or at a nomi- maintaining cars carefully and
nal charge.
traveling light.
The catch is that such materials
Another hot new offering is a
sometimes amount to free adver- brochure, "How to Enjoy a Symtising, may contain subtle propa- phony," issued by Hershey Choganda, or simply do not fit the colate USA designed to help
educational goals or objectives of youngsters enjoy their first musia given school or school district. cal encounters.
Some critics worry that schools
Not coincidentally, the broare becoming marketplaces for chure bears the name of Hercommercial messages, not ideas. shey's new "Symphony" candy
Among the most recent offer- bar.
ings: a curriculum on labor hisThe debate intensified earlier

SPECIALS-

Over 100 Selected Styles
Of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes

.•

20-110'h
Off

this year when Channel One
began beaming educational newscasts into thousands of classrooms around the country.
Whittle Communications, which
produced the programming,
offered schools free video equipment. Schools, for their part, had
to guarantee students would
watch it, commercials and all.
Arthur Lebowitz, principal of
South Mountain High School in
Phoenix, says his school had
explored using Channel One,
"but we have been reluctant to
pursue that because we have to
obligate a certain amount of class
time."
But his school is using an
applied economics curriculum
plugging the theme of free enterprise put out by Junior
Achievement.
"There are some curricula that
are downright misleading and we
have urged schools to be very,
very cautious in adoptingNthem,"
says Gordon Cawelti, executive
director of the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum
Development, which recently
recommended guidelines to help
schools choose.

According to ASCD, schools
should be sure that any such
material:
— "is consistent with the values, goals and objectives of the
educational program";
— "responds to a clearly
understood educational need'';
— "supports and does not
undermine implicity or explicitly
an existing curriculum and
instruction message;"
— "has been considered and
assessed by groups with different
views."
Daniel Merenda, executive
director of the National Association of Partners in Education,
which fosters school-business
partnerships, adds this caution:
"Our premise is that materials
should be developed jointly, with
teachers, so that you take the
question of bias out of it."
Some business-generated curricula are considered excellent and
have caught on phenomenally.
Pizza Hut's three-year-old "Book
It!" is a reading incentive program for grades one through six.
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(Cont'd from
Kean, Stark, Mitchell Ray Tucker. Austin Kyle
Webb, Michael Hamm Williams_
Teacher, Ferguson: Christopher laTane Alcaindcr. Michael Lee Bennett, Terry Allen Burnett
Joshua Ryan Cleaver, Gary Brent Cooper. Dustin
Wayne Callen, Kelly Louise Duncan, Christopher
Paul Felts, lawn Carl Henderson, Angela Grace
Johnson, Sabrina Lye' Johnson, Mallone R.
Mascot Derek Austin McCallum, Joseph Keel
McDaniel. Billy Keith Reed, Justin James Roberta.
Matthew Wayne Robensow Elizabeth Diana R040min, Tara Elizabeth Royal, Casey Lorren Smith,
Adrian& Lag: h Southard, James Chase WallaceTeacher, Pardue: Lisa Michelle Arnold, Angela
Marie Bernthal, Joseph Robert Burgess, Brendle
Lynn Barkeep. Jam Kent Duncan, Michael Paul
Eldridge. Rodney David Emerson, Allen Ray
Erwin, Cliftoe Boyd Gwpa, Matthew Dean Gibson,
Jay= Lynn Gordon. Kyle Bradley Gupta°, Jason
Ryan Haley, Stephanie Beth Henderson, Jared
Moyne Henson, Sandi Rebecca Jones, Rebecca
Anne Kesterson. Jame Dustin Morganti, Chelsea
Jame Stephenson, Rebecca Jape Sinter, Christopher
David Thorne, Shames Alishia Young.
Teacher, Vance: Jeremy Lance Bolls, Jamie Marie Childress, Wesley Destine Clark, Wesley James
Coursey. Joseph Glee Fargo/wet Jaime Devil' For-

Bushiess...
(Cont'd from page 12)
Dr. Carolyn Hughes, Oklahoma
City's assistant superintendent in
charge of curriculum and program
development, says the district
generally shys from using
corporate-produced curricula.
"Just because it's free doesn't
mean we're going to use it," she
says.
But "Book It!" is a welcome
exception in her district.
"It obviously has marketing
value, but it does motivate kids to
read," she says.
More recently, more than
20,000 public schools have
snapped up the "Healthy Choices
for Young Americans" curriculum offered two months ago free
of charge by the Washington state
Apple Commission.
At the 9th Street Elementary
School in Los Angeles, for example, fourth-grade teacher Mike
Romero is using that curriculum
to get his pupils to keep food
journals, brush their teeth after
meals and do sit-ups and other
exercises.
in Tulsa, Okla., Amoco has for
years supplied local elementary
and middle schools with science
curricula aimed at promoting
experimentation.
Utility companies were early
pioneers in developing curricula
— not always to universal
applause.
In 1979, a book titled "Hucksters in the Classrooms" by Sheila Harty, criticized corporations,
including utility companies, for
offering schools one-sided, propagandistic lessons.
Since then, utilities have
learned some lessons, says Janet
White, educational services representative of the Edison Electric
Institute in Washington.
"The curricula we are most
proud of are developed cooperatively, with the utility being one
player, along with the state
department of education or school
district," says White.
For. example, Ponsylvania
Power and Light worked with an
advisory panel of teachers to
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rester, bred B. Hendricks, Ashley Renee Hoban*, Bally Ray Manning, Jusun Niaah Manning,
Leslie Ann Mayfield, Amanda Maria McCuiston.
Anthony Ray Mills. Ryan Keith Roger,, Maggie
Miller Sasso, Lora Elizabeth Sexton. Adrienne Ruth
Skelton, Josey Clint Skim. Ryan Shea Smith, Russel James Swearman, TyLa Joy Taber', Men Richard
Thorn, Andra Dawn Todd.
Third Grwic Teacher, Bohannon: Brian Tyler
Whin Adams, William Frank Bell, Teresa Naomi
Brown, ;we Lee Crass, Samantha lo Cnitcher,
Matthew Ryan Darnell. Matthew T. Galloway, Carl
Quirky Grizzard, Leigh Ann Hall, Nedra Nicole
Hughes, Ruth Ann Hutchens. Misti Nicole
Lawrence, Josathas Nicholas McClure, Jennifer L
Myers, Tysos D. O'Bryan, Susanna Laura Paterson,
((lip) Michael Alan Ray Jr., Christopher Ryan
Roland!. Kenneth Roach, Brandy Mane SCillICAllinger,
, Connie Ream Shelton, Shawn Travis Tucker,
Rhoads Ward.
Teacher, Dailey: Danielle Ruth Barren, NSW]
Lathe Butler, Erick Sloan Duncan, Betty Ann
Eldridge, Nathan Ryan Fortaier, Matthew Brent
Gearbeart, lucre Neale Hargrove, Darin J. Hareem,
Jessica Houston. William Wade Jackson, Amanda
Carol Soars, kinfilia Jo Lem Daniel L Madieny,
Susan Marie Patter-son, Stephen Bruce Reed,
Michael Robert Roseman, °usury JoRay SdineurInger, Susan lean Thurman, Kyle Bryant Tracy.
Nicholas Eugene Vaughn, Nicholas A. Vince, Justin
Hunter Wallace, Samantha Ann Woodall.

Teacher, Lovett Jesse T. Bethel'. Anita Michelle
Burgess, Anthony Glen Durham. Rebekah Irma
Foreman. Em n Rochelle Gordon, Kelli J. Griffin.
Amanda Renee Jones. Clayton Daniel Kestasoo.
Derek Roger Leslie, Tiffany Nicole McDougal,
Ryan Thomas Nowell, Mitchell Taft Reeder, Christopher Lee Smith, Joshua J. Smith, Wesley Eric
Smith, Pamela Trimble, Casey R. Turner, Beakmine Underhill, John Anthony VOW., Jacob Gast
VanWaters, Brendle Jo Venters, Derrick Lee
Wilkerson.
Teacher, Price: William Brett Abart, Joshua M.
Borchert Jamie Carson. Emily Grace Cleaver,
Corey Lee Conner, Jennifer Lynn Creech, Justin
Gipps, Jennifer Lynn Ednionson. Nicole Ann Eichmann, Jessica Renee Hargrove, David Alan Hutchison, Cory Lee Ann Jennings, Matthew A. Keel,
Tanya Jo McKendree, Beeyamine Curtis Newton.
Ryan Paul Nonworthy, Luke Ezekiel Puckett. Amy
C Ross, Kenneth Bradley Shaw, Brenda S. Steele.
Matthew Thomas Steen, Adam Ryan Thompson,
Michael Andrew Zipse.
Fourth Grade: Teacher, Cunningham. °means
Evoone Adams, George Robert Alexander, Knsurui
Lynn Bohannon, Jessica Lynn Chadwick, John
Lloyd Clayton, Sara Elizabeth Davis, Samuel Clay
Dick, Tuba Duncan, Autumn LtAnn Ezell, Allysia
Dawn Futrell. Nathan Wallace Gibson. Adam
Godar, Stephanie Lynn Hester, Adam Kent Hicks.
Jason Lane Hill. Eric Bradley King, Jennifer Ann
Lamb, Ramie DeAnn Lawrence, Robert Lester.

develop a "power concepts" curriculum for kindergarten through
12th grade. It includes lessons in
how to measure energy, the pros
and cons of different energy

options, including nuclear energy.
It's designed to fit into existing
general science curricula.
Likewise, Puget Sound Power
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Kevin James Manning. Andrea Marie Paschall.
Dewayne Carr, MICkl Christina Creech. Corp Lee
Michelle Kay Pommerville, Bradley W. Rowland,
Cummings. Casey Mine Daugherty. Dens Carol
Heather Dawn Saxon, Cielita Ahouise Stubblefield.
Dick, James Ferguson. D Shea Forrester. Rebecca
Raeyean B. Tuner, David Austin Wyatt.
Ana Hargrove. Devry Linn Hughes, Tommy Ray
Teacher, Hicks! Marsha Gail Adams, Amanda
Hutchens, James Ruben Maury, Amanda Jean
Ahart, Robert Derek Bramley, Aaron Edward CarMcDaniel, Angie Murphy, Christopher Joseph Nanroll. Laramie D. Carson, Michelle Dewm Coleman.
ney, Trick Nelson, Adam Pitman, Shanda Pratt
Jeremy Boyd Darnell, Gerald Wayne D10ELIL, John
Patricia Sue Pucken... QuIstutis time Tabus, JennifMichael Downey, Mindy Edwards, Shaun Fuqua.
er Ann Thorn. Joe Schuyla Vowel!. Laurie K
Kathryn Godar. Tan Nicole Harrison, Devany MarW Inc
ie Hooks, Michael Tyner Hudson. Terry Linn Miller. Matthew Lee Mohler, Amanda Murphy, Robin
Teacher, Galloway: Melnik N. Albright, EliA. Nowak, Adam Gregory Repdale, Michael Owen label Dawn Barrett Casey Saab«, Paul David
Smith. Jams O'Neal Sullivan. Marshall Ray TuckBell, Kelly Renee Brown, Gen Collins. Jeffrey
er, Bethany Rae VanderMolen, Joshua Earl VanWaCraw. Brooke Gee. (Ins E. Hendricks, Mandy
iers, Matthew Russell Wyatt.
Rachelle Hicks, Heather Hill, David Johnson, Jason
Teacher. Wilsoe. Shelia R Brame, Michael Allen
Kinky, Amanda Elam Lampert, Alorna Ann Leys,
Burkeen. Rebecca Ashley Carsoa, Mitchell Drew
Amy Mahan, Brandy Kay Manning. Candice
Chapman, Heather Kennet:um Cleaver, De-ek Lynn
Michelle McClure, Whitney %whelk Price, Stacy
Crouch, Sabrina Lyme E.mersott, Thomas Devil Fite
Michelle Schroeder, Charles Timothy Stark. HeathJr. Joshua L Fulcher, John Clinton Gore, Kaci
er Lynn Tracy, Andrew Underhill, Juana L Wright.
Lane Greer, Kevin Leo Harper, Ashley Henderson.
Pancrazio Thomas Hicks, Jared David Hill. Joshua
Teacher, Humphnes: JoDath Adams, Jennifer
Mika, Christopher Lee Mohler, Junk Ray Morns. Ellen Anderson. Crystal Shantay Brasher.
Tanya M.
Ricky Lee Patterson, Deonne Lachelle Phillips, Bury. April Cain, Aaron Clark, Bruce Conway.
Shawna Michele Rushing. Larry Brian Stubblefield, Kenneth Lyle Coy. Arthur B Crypts, Carol
EliKevin Wayne Sinter, James Clinton Todd, Bradley zabeth Erwin, Candice Lynn Fain. Jana Dean
KgClay Walker, Christopher Lee Wilder, Melody
l, ?ohm Oliver Hughes, Sammy Ingram, Delissa
Anne Woklikcbowaki.
Joseph, Amends Knight Kaci Dec Mania,
Fifth Grade: Teacher, Brown: LaDonna Shontay, Andrea Joene Manning. Valerie Kaye Mason, Emily
Robert Holland Braden, Amelia Burnett, Jon
Lynn Pyle, Ayana Sanchez, Jason Dale Tidwell

Elu

and Light in Washington state
and Boston Edison in Massachusetts have worked with educators to develop environmental
curricula.

Even though such corporatesponsored curricula have
improved in recent years, critics
like Harty still counsel caution.

WAL-MART

ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE
ON THE BRANDS YOU TRUST
ALWAYS.
Filler Paper
.200 Sheets Per Package
'Standard Size
-Wide or Narrow Rule
-Nos. 78-320, 78-324

Flex Shampoo
or Conditioner
-Assorted Formulas
•15 Ounce
Reg. 1.72

5 Subject Theme Borok
.200 Sheets -Wide or Narrow Rule
-Spiral Bound •Nos. 77-200, 77-216

Aqua Net
Aerosol Hairspray
•12 Ounce at 9 Ounce Price
Reg. 97'

Back Packs
Choose from a large selection of
colors and styles.
(Similar to Picture)

Power Sentry Outlet Strip
.6 Protected Outlets

Hunt's Snack Pack Pudding
-4 Pack -Assorted Flavors
Reg. 1.27

Plantation
Fudge Brownies
.81/4 Ounce
-6 Pack
.Fudge or Creme Filled
Reg. 68'

Emerson AM/FM
Digital Clock Radio
-Battery Backup
.StRED5521

School Lunch Kits
-Large Variety of Favorite Characters
-Vacuum Bottle Included

Monday-Saturday 9-9; Sunday Noon-6
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East Elementary releases class assignments
East Elementary School's Class
Assignments
Kindagarten: Teschent, RDSC and Grady:
Dustin Adams, James Albrecht, Jeremy Albrecht,
Kyle Aadersoa, Gregory A. Billtngton, Audrey E.
Bucy, Mac Allen Racy, Amanda Lynn Cline,
Christopher Lee Cobb, Sarah Nell Davis, Zachary
Joe Davis. Dustin Dodd, Sara Ann Duncan, Daniel
Dycus, Clielsie Gardner, Stephanie Garen, Jeremy
Harrell, Jeffrey Ian Higgins, Eric Holland, Jessica
S. Iraaa, Rose M. Litchfield, Richard Curtis Martin,
Mitchell Layne McClure, Brian McCuiston, Dana
Lyn Mulcahy, Jessica Nance, Jesse Outland. Jamie
Parrish, Kila Phillips, Felisha Prescott, Whitney K.
Puckett, Christopher Lee Rogers, Brian Shelby,
Beverly Threes Shields, Thomas Dale Smotherman,
Crystal Carlene Stewart, Brandon Stone, Kristin
Nicole Strode, Michelle Taylor, Timothy Lee Taylor, April Joy Thomason, Crystal Dawn Underwood, John P. Wall, Chris Lee Westphal, JtailiCa
Wilburn, Courtney Williams, Miranda Breanne Perry, Kara Lee Kelso.
First Grade. Teacher, lmet Jeremy Albritten.
Jennifer D. Birdsong, Jessica Burnett, Dustin Casper, David Isaiah Crittaidon, Kory Wayne Cunningham, Desna Davis. Joseph J. Dolchan, Justin

Lee Foe, Crystal Lynn Kraft, Stephen Dustin Ladd,
Brittney Lowery. Miranda Malmkar, Michael Wade
McCoy. Ali Jo Musser, Jennifer Rose Oliver, Jessica Sue Ouway, Timothy David Roberts, Daniel T.
Smith. Daniel Chase Stone, Kevin R. Troyer, James
Daniel Hambolui.
Teacher, Cooper James Jay K. Boggess, Amanda
Kay Chadwick, Jim Lewis Donelson. Scan
Eihndge. Summer Ann Garnot, Marc Gipson. Jessica Lynne Hart, Kayla Renee ;Umbel. Arthur D
Litchfield. Joshua Lee Mathis. Benjamin Joseph
McCoy. Annie Lee McCuistoo, Billy I Powell.
Michael Powell, Heather Lynn Rogers, Christopher
Patrick Roscoe, Timothy C. Smith, John Tommie
Todd, Drysha Louise Townsend, Justin Ward, Gregory Albert Wilson
Teacher, Grogan: Kris Andrus, Brett Justin
Black. Ashley Dawn Byerly, Mickey Casey. Derek
W. Casper, Brun Couch. Angel Nicole Duncan,
Miranda Lee Eldridge, lanai Leigh Elkins, Aron
Garland, Justin Kyle Hicks, Kyle Ashma
Julia D. McCarty. Monica Lynn McGehee, Jason
Thomas Oakhem, Keith Adam Ramey. Megan
Leigh Raspberry, Joshua Stayers, Joey Skinner,
Jennifer A. Todd, Wesley Alan Wells, Tera Loana
Y arbrough.
Second Grade: Teacher, Nance Brenda Faye
Altai. Heather Lynn Blalock, Clint Burkina, Aaron

Matthew Cowan, Trevor Daniel. Kari Downs.
Duane Dycus. Amanda Nicole Farley, Dean Johnson, Matthew Lett, Vaneasa Gayle Lewis. Janine R
McKnight, Brian Overbey, Carlie R. Perez, Wadi
Leann Pritchett, lama Justin Roberts, Angela Kelly
Rowlett, Duane Salyer, Joshua W. Seharie.r, Davi
Ryan Shaffer, Justin Kent Sharp, Bobby Stewart,
George Ray Taylor, Harlan Avery Underhill, Blau.
Ellen Wagoner_
Teacher, Redick: Annette L Anderson, Nathan
Andersoo, Tessa Renee Brandon, Jason Brown,
Jeremy Joe Carraway. Dennis Cashion, Timothy
Coates, Shaun& Brytani Dernell, Louis Footano Jr.
Rachel Grogan, Maus Jonas Harris, Dustin W
Hopkins, Ryan D. Humphrey. Jason T. Kirks.
Heather Down Lanham, Kevin Allen Malone. Beth
Martin, Vernon Dale Moore, George Brent Noll,
Erika L Riano, Joshua Scott Sanders, Misty Rebecca Sieung, Wen. Clint Stewart, Chelsey D. Thomas.
Teacher, Smith: Shedd Acme Justin N. Boggess,
Carlis J. Buchanao, Stephen Burkeen, Derck Burka, Natalie D. Cooper, Benjamin D. Coast", Brandi
Lynn Dedmon, Micah La Fleetwood, Daniel Gana. Bobby Harrel, Brady Tyler Harris, Lied., Kay
Higgins, Matthew Carl Holt, Kassa Mane Kelso,
Corey Lewis, Chadwick lao McLaren. Ashley
Rubene Morris. Jonathan Muncrief. Crystal Ann
Page, Heather Renee Rogers. Thomas J. Sanders.

Joshua Smith, Eury Tyner.
Joseph, William Loc. ham McCuiston, Rebekah
Third Grade Teacher, Hendrick. Ashley Ana
Osborne, Payton Pauason, Micheal* Phillips. Dale
Adams, Chns Bailey, Gina Bandurt, Emily BarPowell, Misty Sanders, Hillery Sneed. Amy Tiptoe,
nett, LAISMI Beard, Shawn T. Buchanan, Mark Jason Todd. Isapieline Williams. Julie Wooluen,
Robert Crass, Jamie Dowdy, Edward Hilt, Jeff Robert L Young,
Kirks, Bobby Long. Russell Scott Lowe, Nicole
Teacher, Staff: Bryant T. Elebber, Billy Blake,
Martin, Katrina Miller, James T. Outland, Adam
Kevin Cunningham, Keine B. Dawes, Doyle SandPage, Joshua Pearson, Jennifer Pigg, Lacey Reb ford Edwards Jr.. Stacey Eilwards, Megan FleetPittman, Jay Sanders, Mathew Jason Sume, Jamie wood, Jessie Harris, Jonathas King, Jodie
L Li:tiPaul Tipton, April Michelle Wolford, Matthew the, Michelle McClure, Soucy Milby, Brawn
Noll,
Heath Wrye.
Clayton Pasch, Amanda R. Peal, Jessica Prescott,
Teacher, Wall: Casey Adkins. John Anthony Miranda L Rims*, Tiffany Rose, May Beth Scott,
Anselment, Shama Beard. Jeremy Clinard, Nathan Sham Smith, Daniel Underwood, Thomas A. WedCothran, Kalista Nicole Cunningham, Barbara M. &piton, Nicholas A. Younger.
Fifth Grade: Teacher, Cothran. halial J. BirdDolchan, Jennifer Fos. Chris Garland, John Gorrell,
Tony Hoskie, Tiffany A. Lassiter. Jenny Lewis, song, Shelley Bray, Frank Bnuain, Chris Burkeen,
Bonnie Long, Scam Alan Mayfield, Wm. Thomas Shane Busiest, Keith Kraft, Chankr Casper, Jamie
Morris. Kyle Jay Robertsco, Stephanie Rogers, K. Comes, Barry Cooper, Tessa Cothran, Riche
Henry Ross, Crystal Rowland. Ings Chris Trimble, Edwards, Bred Galloway, Julie Gam. Seth Grogan.
Jennifer Hughes, Shannon Jarvis. Crystal Kisaack,
Nick Williams
Tea Lewis, Ben Njos, Kody Myers, Tracy
Teacher, Pool: Joshua Alderdice, alittli Beard.
O'Connor. Beth Perry, Stalest Shields, Jamoo
Mary Beard, Aaron Brawner, Niclu Byrne, John
Stephens.
Cherry. Jessica Cunningham. Adam Dale Duncan,
Teacher, Hooke John Adams, Randy Alderdioe.
Tallish& Forrest, Alicia E. Garner, Stacey Luken
Heather J. Bebber, Kum Billington, Ben Bullard.
Hale, Jerry Hamboline, Nicki Jones, Anton C.
Donnie Cashion, Whitney Coleman, Lisa Crowder,
Malmkan Jason Malone, Maggie Melsoe, Allen
Shane Moore, Adam Nance, Taryarin Marg Rout:- Phillip Doughty, HCalnet L Fitzgerald, Shane Fos.
man. Lone Stewart. Dusty Tynes, Melissa Snit Hopkins. Barry lmus, Laura Jenkins, Jeremiah
Jones. Dash Keel. Kimberly N Kimbel, Jonathan
Williams.
Lee, Billy McCuiston, Jean Orr, Tony Robertson,
Fourth Grade: Teacher, Patterson: Heath Acree, Tina Sanchez, Jamie Sanders, Ken Turner, Corms
Barbara Ahart, Susan Blalock, Derrick Dodd, White.
Amanda Limon/on. Ashley Elkins. Brandi L ElkTeacher, McCurstoo: Miranda Albeit:ten, Pamela
ins, Adam Herwion, Jason Hill, Nathan Holt, J. Anderson, Tooya Gene Anselcnent,
Amanda
Brooke Houston, Brad Jones, Ashley Kirks, Jeremy Braddy, Dennis Brittain, Angela Susan
Bullet, Cole
Lewis Kirksey, Jonathan Mathis, Craig Outland, Bybee, Dusty Cothran, Jacob Falwell,
Dena ForAmberly Perry. Jason Pritchett, Amanda Rudolph. sythe. Bajamin Geunn, Joshua
Herndon, Roger
Brandi Shekell, Sharma Smith. Bryan Williams.
Houk, Nikki Houston, Steven Lax. April Bowles.
Teacher, Scott: Jesse Bouesa. Terry Calhoon, Jackie Scott, Brandon Sharp, Apryl Siam&
Con
Michelle Colson, Cory Duncan, Dernk Edwards, stance Srnith.
Dewayne Smith, Robert Taylor,
Lori Flood, Misty Foe. Jessica Jenkins. Whitney
Mitchell Tucker. Janette Underhill
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If it seems that way to you. maybe
you haven't really mentioned it to Him.
Try the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) next Sunday. It could change
your entire point of view.
We have all sort of things going on
that will offer you an opportunity to
meet some nice, friendly people. Try

Sunday morning services, a Sunday
school class or Wonder Whacky Wednesdays. W.W.W. is for young people of
all ages. Its fun. It's dinner. sometime.
It's interesting programs. It's companionship. You'll have a ball at 5 or 65.
It's only as lonely as you let it be.
Come Join us.

Fall '90
You'll be best-dressed in brands like
Esprit, Guess, Liz Claiborne, Jordache,
Bugle Boy, and Union Bay. Show your
school colors this season with selections
from our exclusive Paris Sport Clubline.

Why Shop anywhere else?
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

MAU RICES
Chestnut Hills Shopping C* enter, Murray
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Southwest Elementary releases 1990-91 class assignments
Southwest Elementary School's
Class Assignments School:
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Kindergarten Jeremiah Arnett, Susan Arnett,
Kathryn Ashby, Richard Barnett. Walter Bullard.
W. R. Castleberry, Dustin Chambers. Kevin Chambers, Christopher Coles. Jimmie Colson, Cortney
Cook. Shannon County, Kea Craig. Amanda
D'Aagelo, Jacob Darnell. anstopher Davidson,
Sarah Denham. Paul Driver, Jessica Duncan, Elizabeth Erwin. Tim Fotch, Chelsie Franklin-Joiner.
Bryan Furches, Matthew Guigles, Bryan Glisson,
Lindsey Grogan. Meagan Hall, Corey Hart, Richard
Hathaway, Blair Hicks, Jamie Higgins, Jay Jenkins,
Kendra Kear, Henry Kobraei, Susan Lassiter. Amy
McKnight, Brandon Meadows, Erin Miller, Megan
Miller, David Moore, Kyle Morris. Matthew Morru. Tyler Murdock. Jo Murray, Jessica Nance.
Lindsey Paschall, Bobby Potts. Billie Pritchett,
Chance Randolph, Anthony Scarborough, Kenneth
Scott, LaShanda Scott, Sara Scott. Kimberly
Thompson, Brad Thornton, Dalai Ward, Lindsey
White, Mitchell Windsor.
First Grade. Teacher, Cherry: Brecuiny Beane,
Catlui Flogger& Brad Boggess, Kimberly Browner,
Joey Buttenvorth, Derek Culpepper. Tiffany Cunningham, Patrick Davis. Dalvin Falwell, Dean Futrell. Amanda Hart, Allison Hillard, Cassandra
Hounshell, Steven Jenkins. Shanna Kelso. Jennifer
Key, Nikki Lamb, Jason Line, aelsie McCuisum,
Michael Pritchard, Jason Robbins. Dustin Rogers,
Austin Scago, Brandon Smith, Jessica Spraciling.

Sandra Thompson. Adam Yezersii
Teacher. Burkeen: Monica Buchanan, Casey Cornelison. Nichole Dick, Anne Mane Dunlap, Louis
Ernstburger, Christina Farrar. Adam Glisson,
Matthew Goheen, Whitni Gray, Valerie Hopkins,
Johnathoe Jones, Jamie Key, Kellie Key, Sean Lee,
Lauren McKendree. Brandon Morris. Ten Rica
Murdock, Tyler Owen, Brinden Ray. Meagan
Rogers. Ashley Smith. Kane< Stooecipher, Joshua
Sykes, Sarah Thompson, Jusun Tidwell. Hollie
West, Ryan Wonham
Teacher, Jones Emily Allen. Ken Anderson.
Landon Barrow, Sammie Beal, Jeasy Bogard,
Arthur Bowels, Rebecca Boyd. Jacob Caddas, Mark
Chamberlain. Megan Chrisman. Jennie Crawford,
Michael Curtis, Tammy Debts. Rachel Davis, Jared
Evans, Chase Gallanore, Bryan Golseen, Gregory
link. Jessica Marvin, Brett Nance. lama Chun,
Amberly Paschall, Patricia Ray, Chelsea Sears, Stephanie Spann, David Timmons. Blake Warren.
Duck Wilkins
Second Grade Teacher. Hassell Michelle Bivins,
William Bolmou. Chelsea Bullard. John Carnfiekl,
Amanda Carter, Kandis Garland, Justin Holland,
David Hounshell, Adriane Huffine, Kyle Kirks,
Daubs lampkins, Jarren Litchfield, Amy Lorey,
Jamie Miller, Adrian Mistier. Roggen Mortoe.
Melissa Richardson, Bradley Thurmond, Tiffany
Turner, Jessica Webb, Richard Wesley, Amanda
Williams, Michael Windsor
Teacher, Cooper Misty Bogard. Jason Darnell,
Katie Davis, Sara Fuller, Debra Goodman, Patrick

Greer. Everet Han, Erin Hensley, Erica Hill.
Zachary Lovett, Gary Mathis, Ashley Noffsinger,
Bethany Pate, Rebecca Pennington, Marion Rogers.
Tiffany Shanwell, Joel Smith, James Stubblefield,
Gene Thomas, Christopher Todd. Brandy Turner,
Anne Watkins, Tiffany Wenderoth.
Teacher, Potts: Jacob Abott, Jessica Bybee, Keith
Coles, Ashley Coot. Chnsuna Davidson, Alison
Fouch, Rachel Haugh, Zanya Hopkins, Jessica
Hutchens. Christopher Joyce. Clint Kea, Nathan
McPhail. Nathan Mohundro, Tuba Morris, Jennifer
Perlow, J. R. Potts, Charles Scott. Whim! Steele,
Crystal Thompson, Ten Todd, Terra Vance, Brandon Williams, Wesley Wtsehart.
third Grade Teacher...Jackson: Samuel Anderson,
Benin:um Arnett, Ronnie Farris, Janne Furchea,
Sheens Goodwin, Ryan Gray, Kristen Haggard.
Tans Henson, Melissa Herndon, Tracy Hicks,
Rachel Huffman. Jessica McKendree, Brian Miller,
James Murray, Billy Nored. Bethany O'Rourke,
Courtney Potter, Michael Potter, Elizabeth Shouse,
Kristen Sinter, John Taylor. Kyle Warren, Christy
Watkins.
Teacher. Shoemaker: Adrienne Boggess, Melinda
Brandon. Summer Brawley, Wayne Copeland. Alicia Eaves. Bradley Hicks. Stacey Keel, Brooke
Lencki, Gina Linn. Ashley Lowe, Bradley Marvin,
Colleen McDonald, Jessica Mitchell, Clint Myatt.
Summer Rhodes. Alecia Robertson, Justin Rogers.
Miriam Rogers, Wesley Sheridan.. Amy Travis.
Jeremy Weber, Daniel Wilson, Maahew Yezerski
Teacher. Underwood - Ashley Bebber, Brooke

Boggess, Amanda Byerly, Jordan Carlisle, Misty
Coles, Joey Darnall, Elli Elkins, Crystal Jason,
Leann Jones, Tammy Linn, leruniali Litchfield,
Christina McPhail. Micah Morns, Amy Paschall.
Megan Penniston. Adam Scott, Tashi Thompson.
Stephen Thorn, Glenn Timmons, Amanda Underwood, Jeremy Workman, Keith Wnght
Fourth Grade. Teacher, Walker: Ashley Anderson, Melanie Black, Russell Cleaver, Lee Ann Crider, Kristen Fanner, Alan Forrester, Deanna Futrell,
Kristie Gann, Bradley Gallimore, Joel Hall, Alicia
Hart, Hilde Heist. Travis Hicks, Candace Jones,
Chris Jones, Monica Lay, Jennifer Liddle. Ashley
McKendree, Joey O'Donnell. Jame Mares, Jemmy
Sorrell/. leseph Tidwell, Amy West, Thomas Wilson, Kristin Yoke
Teacher. Robinson. Elizabeth Allen, Spencer
Chambers, Heather Davis, Victoria Dunn, Rikki
Ehlhardt, Trent Garland. Wesley James. Shane
Jones, Neil Key DeAnn Lampkins, Mason Lilly.
Jessica Miller. Whitney Morris, Jason Nesbitt,
Casey Oliver, James Riddle, Ashley Rose, Andy
Sheridan, Jennifer Skaggs. Jason Smith, Johnna
Stackdale, Ann Taylor. Heather Wright_
Teacher. Cothran: Jennifer Alton, Robert Anderson, Brooke Boggess, Donovan Brelsford, Taoist
Bullard. Kevin Burcham. Ashley Cain. Lamonte
Copeland, Alicia Covington. Bethanie Driver. Jennifer Fouch, Courtney Hamby. Josh Harcourt, Eric
Hicks, Christopher Jones, Lacey McCuan, Brian
Meurer. Rachel Murrell, Amanda Ordiway, Julia
Owens, Michael Rhodes, Jennifer Todd, Johnathan
Taylor, Ben Warren, Tiffany White.

Fifth Grade. Teacher, Turner Jason Adams.
Robert Arnett, Melissa Banker, Melissa Bivins,
Nakiah Burks, Janie Couzans. Mitchell Craig,
April Fetzer, Amber Flood, Jaym Gibson, Jason
Gilliam. Russell Hargrove, Joshua James, Shannon
Johnson. Gus Jones, Robbie Jones, Teresa Jones.
Isaac Manning, Annie Michael, (lane Moore.
Grant Orr, David Perlow. Charles Taylor. Emily
Thomas. Christopher Thorn. Daisy Watkins, Amanda Winfield
Teacher, Cherry Scott Anderson, Elizabeth
Arent, Titus Bennett. Jennifer Burkeen, Lindsay
Chambaland, Craig Coles, Jason Eaves, Cortnee
Elkins, Kenny Emstberger, Russ Ferguson. Robin
Gibson, Kimberly Goad, Allison Haugh, Matthew
Lovett, Rosalie Miller. Aaron Noffsinger. Jason
Pittman, Miranda Rogers, Roy Slaydat, Thomas
Starks. Shea Stonecipher, Tarnie Thompson, Jason
Tidwell. Kelley Travis, Heather Vanvokinburg. Jenny Wilson

Teacher, Pittman Reese Adams. Daniel Amen,
Kristen Barnett. Diana Black, Maass. Brandon,
Andy Cooper. Tammy Culpepper. Kistra Damon.
Daniel Fend, Matthew Goodman. Ashley Gough.
Melanie Hensley, Craig King, Mitchell Lilly. Kristy
Linn, Kelli Morris, Adam Nance, Jeffrey Nix, Ginny Rogers, Erin Smotherrnan, Shannon Thurmond,
David Todd, Michelle Todd, Marcella Williams
John Eric Yezerski

School cafeterias are best place for children to learn about proper eating habits
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
The lessons children learn in
the school cafeteria will last them
a lifetime, says a hospital nutritionist and dietitian who !urges
parents to instill good eating pattersn in their children.
"The main culprit is fat," says

r

Carol Sherman, director of food
and nutrition services at New
York's Beth Israel Medical Center. "If we could only teach our
children to stay away from highfat foods, or to consume them in
moderation, we would be making
major progress in the fight to prevent many health problems that

Looks Fit For A
Queen and King

affect so many adults.
"We need to make sure that
healthy, active kids develop the
right eating patterns now," she
says, "as their bodies are forming. It's never too early to learn
about healthy eating."
She offers these Ups for parents
of children going back to school:

— "Everything in moderation" should be the rule. A plate
of macaroni and cheese is OK for
lunch, provided dessert is fresh
fruit, not ice cream.
— Serve plenty of bread in a
wide variety, but stick to whole
grain breads.
— Urge your children to drink

pure fruit juice, skim or low-fat
milk — or water
instead of
soda.
— Parents who pack their
children's lunch should provide a
variety of foods, such as sandwiches, low-fat yogurt, fresh vegetables and fruits.
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Volunteers at Southwest are invaluable resource

At Southwest Elementary
School, volunteers are recognized
as an invaluable,resource.
Joan Weber, coordinator of the
highly involved parent volunteer
group, invites parents to learn more

about the program by becoming
members during the 1990-91
school year.
"By becoming a school volunteer, the benefits to both you and
your child's school are immediate,"

SCHOOL JACKETS
CHEERLEADERS UNIFORMS
BAND UNIFORMS

ALTERATIONS
(Don't forget to have them
done early for school.)

ONE HOUR
CLEANERS
Central
Shopping
Center
753-9525

Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat.
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

We guarantee you'll love it.
Or get a cone FREE!
We're so sure you'll love new Baskin-Robbins Light that if
you don't agree it's the best Light you've ever tasted, just
drop us a note and we'll give you another cone free.

Weber said. "As a parent, you
become more familiar with both
the staff and overall educational
program, while at the same time
you help to ease teacher work loads
and assist to improve student
performance."
Volunteers can choose from a
variety of assignments depending
on their personal interests and the
amount of time they have to give.
Choice include assisting teachers
in the classroom, providing individual assistance in the computer
labs, tutoring students, preparing

materials at home, creating bulletin
boards, working in the library and
operating the duplicating machines.
Parents may also help to publish
and print the monthly school newsletter, provide holiday parties for
their child's class, assist with projects of organizations such as the
PTA, Just Say No Club, the scouting programs, little league sports
activities, etc.
The range of how parents can
become involved is virtually
unlimited.
"Make this the year that you take

your place along side the over 4.3
million other people who are volunteering in our nation's schools,"
Weber said. "Join soon and become
a very special person — a school
volunteer."
To inquire further about the volunteer program at Southwest, telephone at 759-4428 or stop by the
school office and fill out a membership form. No special degrees
are required, only a willigness to
share time and talents with the students and staff at Southwest
Elementary.
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Buy-American campaign pays off
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEW YORK — A campaign to
encourage consumers to buy
American-made clothes has begun
to pay off, according to an industry. group formed to offset the
impact of imports on the fashion
industry.
'This is more than just 'pocketbook patriotism.' It reflects
American consumers' preference
for U.S.-made clothing's quality,
style and fit — a preference that
is also evident in many foreign
cultures," says Robert E. Swift,
executive director of the Crafted
with Pride in U.S.A. Council, a
nonprofit industry marketing
group formed six years ago.
Swift points to a study made by
the Good Housekeeping Institute,

icomotete deeds ,n store )

which showed that 80 percent of tions in the Southwest, the May
the women interviewed rated
Company in Cleveland and Los
American-made clothing as the
Angeles, and Thalhimer's in
best quality on the market. Richmond, sales increases ranged
Another study by a market up to 18 percent, according to
research firm, R. H. Bruskin Swift.
Associates, showed similar
He estimates that 350,000 jobs
approval, with 87 percent of its in the U.S. apparel industry have
sampling, and Time Magazine- been lost in the past decade due
CNN research shows an 82 per- to imports, and he says studies
cent rating. A survey by Cam, which indicate a turnaround are
bridge Reports indicates that the good news to textile and apparel
number of U.S. consumers who makers.
say they have not purchased a
Dr. Michelle Morganosky of
specific product because it was the University of Illinois School
foreign-made has nearly doubled of Human Resources and Family
in the last four years.
Studies says a study she conWhen the council coordinated ducted shows that stores promot"Made in the U.S.A." promo- ing U.S.-made merchandise are
tions with retailers like Belk's in perceived by consumers as being
Charlotte, the Jones Store in Kan- higher quality than those assosas City, several Dillard's loca- ciated with imported
merchandise.
"America is rebuilding its
reputation for producing quality
merchandise like never before,"
says Virginia Wages-Plotkin, coowner of Down Home America, a
boutique sportwear merchandiser.
"We've re-tooled our thinking
about quality, design, productivity
and most important — culture."
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Study These Bargains!

SAVE

50
-7
5%
STOREWIDE

Tuxedos For Sale Or Rent
Call Us On Our
Wedding Specials
•93% Fat Free • Fewer Calories • All Natural ingredients
Baskin-Robbins Light comes in four flavors too good to be light Creamy
Praline Dream rich Expresso 'n Cream sumptuous Strawberry Royale
and heavenly Chocolate Caramel Nut

Men's Wear & Tuxedos

TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Olympic Plaza
Mayfield Plaza
Mayfield. KY 42096
247-1600

- rogurP.Ice Creair&1
Now there's more to kite usfor!
508 N. 12th Street, Murray

753-3111

Jr. & MIssle Apparel

Murray, KY 42071
753-1300

Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-800 p.m.
Sun. 1:00 p.m.-500 p.m.

a

Southwest PTA
to begin year
with potluck
Southwest Elementary School's
PTA will begin its year with a potluck dinner at the school on a date
to be announced.
This year the dinner will allow
the Southwest community to meet
its new principal Dr. Michael
Hicks.
The PTA will provide a variety
of entertaining and informational
programs this coming year. The
Southwest PTA sponsors youth
groups such as Daisy and Brownie
Scouts and Cub Scouts.
This past year the PTA helped
the school purchase a large amount'
of new playground equipment.
Southwest parents are urged to
consider joining the PTA to support the school and their children.
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Calloway County High School students
to pre-register, pay fees for 1990-91
Calloway County Middle School
are urged to contact the high school
as soon as possible at 753-5479 or
753-8141.
Underclass school pictures will
be taken on the first day of school,
which is Aug. 17. All students are
urged to dress appropriately as all
underclass pictures will be taken on
this day.
There will be an orientation for
all freshmen attending Calloway
County High School on Thursday,
Aug. 16 at 6:30 p.m. in Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Parents of freshmen students are
urged to attend this meeting with
All new students who are enter- their children. There will be a great
ing Calloway County High School deal of information shared with
for the first time and did not attend parents at this meeting, and the

All students attending Calloway
County High School for the
1990-91 school year will preregister and pay school fees
according to the following
schedule:
Tuesday, Aug. 7 — Juniors (A-M)
Wednesday, Aug. 8 — Juniors
(N-Z)
Thursday, Aug. 9 — Sophomores
(A-M)
Friday, Aug. 10 — Sophomores
(N-Z)
Monday, Aug. 13 — Freshmen
(A-M)
Tuesday, Aug. 14 — Freshmen
(N-Z)

freshmen students will go through
an abbreviated school day.
This is a very important meeting
and will make the transition from
middle to high school much easier
for the students.
One of the matters to be discussed is the high school's new
bell schedule for the 1990-91
school year.
Busses will arrive on campus at
approximately 8 a.m. and the bell
to start school will ring at 8:05
a.m. Busses will depart the high
school at 2:35 p.m., and those students who drive or are picked up
will be dismissed at 2:40 p.m.
Those students who drive or are
brought to school by parents must
be in the building by 8 a.m. to
avoid being tardy.

Counselors aid student expectations
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Daniel, a California teen-ager,
was performing down to expectations when he started high school.
His typical grades on tests and
report cards were Ds and a few Fs
— just what his middle school
teachers had warned his high
school teachers to anticipate.
But what they didn't look for is
that on standardized test scores,
Daniel (not his real name) performed at 12th-grade level in
English and 10th-grade level in
mathematics. His grades, obviously, didn't match his
intelligence.
The school counselor was
asked to step in to find out why.
He discovered that the boy's
mother had a hands-off attitude
about her son's schooling and that
Daniel had such low self-esteem
that his laziness and poor grades
seemed to be a way of telling
himself that he was no good.
"Building success is really the
parents' job," says Darryl T.
Yagi, counselor at the Casa
Grande High School in Petaluma,
who has been named Counselor
of the Year by the American
School Counselors Association.
"They should have expectations
of the kids. A lot of times the
parents won't do this."
Yagi, who also serves as
counseling advisor to the Sylvan
Learning Centers, says that sometimes parents think the school
will take care of all learning
problems. But sooner or later,
they have to acknowledge that a
problem exists.
The counselor is in a really
good position to help because he
can call on a body of resources,"
says Yagi. He knows how to get
help from school staff, cottimunity agencies and the parents,
among others, to identify the
problems and recommend solutions. At the same time, he serves
40.

as a non-judgmental and nonemotional intermediary for the
student.
"Kids respond to the counselor
because he can tell them how to
recognize and deal with problems.
The kids feel good about
themselves."
In Daniel's case, the counselor
pointed out the high test scores to
him, then worked with both the
youngster and his mother to raise
their expectations of his abilities.
He was enrolled in a pre-algebra
class far more complicated than
the general math class he had

been failing. With this more positive view of himself, he improved
his work habits and took on even
more challenging assignments.
The counselor can be a key figure in turnarounds like this one,
and Yagi says that it usually takes
only two or three visits with a
student before "the problems
tend to take care of themselves."
The student, whose confidences
are respected, may initiate the
consultations. A request for help
also might come from a teacher
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Interactive TV to add new dimension
with link between Murray State, PCC

JO-AINT'S
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on the square • 753-9569
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Denim
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Denim

Skirts &
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Jackets

30%. '10

*We Now Carry Junior and Teen Bras

A new dimension in distance
learning will be activated this fall
when Murray State University and
Paducah Community College offer
five courses through an interactive
television link between the two
campuses.
Two-way audio and video capability for thg trial run means a
teacher in a classroom at Murray
State can not only be seen and
heard by students in a classroom at
PCC, but can see and hear them as
well.
South Central Bell is providing
the service line and some classroom equipment at both ends, as
well as technical support, for the
distance learning trial, according to
Dr. Viola Miller, dean of the Center for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach at Murray

State.
Courses in accounting, education, mathematics, nursing and
occupational safety and health are
scheduled as fall interactive television offerings.
The classes are the first step in
developing a network that will
include other members of the West
Kentucky Educational Technology
Cooperative (WKETC), other community colleges, Fort Campbell and
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Formed in the summer of 1989,
the WKETC is an organization
which includes seven public school
districts in West Kentucky, along
with MSU and PCC. It will include
links to classrooms at Calloway
County and Murray High Schools
in Murray, Graves County and
Mayfield High Schools and Hick-

man County High in Clinton.
Dr. James Booth, provost and
vice president for academic and
student affairs at Murray State, said
the interactive television trial "provides an opportunity for Murray
State and PCC to become better
acquainted with the technology and
to explore thoroughly its educational possibilities for delivery of
instruction."
Dr. Don C. Clemens, PCC president, said he is pleased with the
improved educational opportunities
the new technology affords to
Paducah-area students.
He called it "a major step in the
delivery of advanced educational
services to the Paducah area and,
and at the same time, enhances our
economic development
opportunities."

problem into perspective.
The mother of a girl Yagi calls
"Tina" was concerned about the
slipping grades of her freshman
daughter because she knew she

was upset about the father's disability from a recent illness. Tina's
mother asked the counselor to
intervene, without letting Tina
know who suggested it. The
counselor helped Tina realize that
she wouldn't lose control of her
life like her father and that she
could get on with her schooling
and her future.
School counselors usually have
a background in psychology or
social sciences. Yagi says they
should be good communicators
and knowledgeable about resources available in the community, at
school and at home that can be
brought into play for problem solving. They also should be able to
recognize when long-term attention such as psychotherapy is
appropriate and recommend it.

Counseling...
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(Cont'd from page 19)
or parent who's too closely
involved and needs a disinterested
third party to help a child put a
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*Character Training
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For More Information Call:
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Our Country Autumn
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any $1450 Merle Norman
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There are eyeshadows
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lipstick, Luxiva Energizing
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Effects mini-makeover,
the Quick And Natural,
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Makeup mini-makeover.
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E
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-6926

At lower grade levels, one
counselor will be responsible to
500 students, and in high school
the ratio narrows to one for 400.
Yagi says most problems seem
to occur at transitional points —
the first grade, the first year in
junior high or high school, or
when the curricula changes. "It's
usually a combination of academic concern, peer pressure, the
family situation, and other
changes. The student is changing
— personally, psychologically,
and emotionally as he or she
develops and grows."
Warning signs for parents
include when the child has poor
self-esteem, doesn't do homework
or the work at school, or gets into
the "wrong" crowd and drifts
into behavior problems.
Yagi wrote a pamphlet, "How
to Talk to Your School Counselor," for Sylvan, a national group
of supplemental learning centers
that has developed tests and educational services for exceptional
students or those with learning
deficiencies.
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Plump, chubby not in Italian vocabulary as hemlines rise again
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

.14

ROME — The Italian challenge
is to get into shape for a ruthless
winter — at least where fashion is
concerned.
Next winter's Italian hemline is
so short that its average length
plays around the thigh, leaving no
room for such weaknesses as
plump legs or — perish the
thought — chubby knees.
Most fashion followers agree
that the latest Gianni Versace
microskirt, whose hemline grazes
the hip bone, is just too short, but
at the same time his is the clearest statement that short skirts
have definitely arrived.
The abbreviated hemline even
creeps into fashionable night life
with many elegant and sequined
gowns anything but floor-length.
As if ultra short skirts weren't
demanding enough, the winter
fashion 1990-1991 Italian style
also is filled with sporty shorts
and bermudas as well as bodyclinging rib knit jump suits, all of
which sorely tax those with anything but the perfect female
figure.
The new winter bermudas and
shorts are loose and sporty, usually in corduroy or light wool
jersey, worn with dark or printed
stockings and comfortable walking shoes.
On the whole, the fall-winter
ready-to-wear "moda Milanese"
presented during the week-long
showings in Milan, which previewed what will soon appear in
fashionable boutiques around the
world, is pert rather than sexy,
with a heavy accent on
sportswear.
Gone are the tailored city suits
and classic coats of past winters,
replaced by sweatsuits, sport
jackets, parkas, down and duffel
coats and loads of knitwear, from
cozy cardigans, pullovers and
sweater dresses to the brand new
all-knit jumpsuit.
To enoble its sporty thrust, this
year's winter fashion uses lots of
gold detailing both for day and
night.
The new shape is the A-line,
which appears in dresses and
jackets alike. In general, shoulders are narrower, although there
is no need to throw away your
shoulder pads.
Jackets tend to be long and
loose, often ending where the
skirt begins, another danger signal for anyone but the wellproportioned models who adorn
the glossy pages of fashion
magazines.
There are plenty of trousers in
the winter collections, with the
1950s pencil pants in light fabric
or wool jersey the favorite style.

In the passementerie department there is abundant use of silk
cording, wool braiding, frines and
lace trimming.
Fake fur, usually cozy plush
dyed and printed to resemble the
real thing, is used for both trimming and lining. The designers
also indulge in a variety of fake
fur jackets and coats, which are a
must for anyone contemplating a
fashionable ski vacation.
The favorite fabric for this
winter is velour for both day and
night.
Although they have not given
them up entirely, the Milan designers have looked beyond the drab
browns, grays and blacks of their
industrial home town to draw
inspiration for their color schemes
from the bright shades of a New

England fall landscape or the icy
pastel shades of an early winter
morning. Christmas red is the
newest color.
Following in alphabetical order
are a few tips of where to look
for what:
Armani -- exquisite daytime
suits and the most feminine evening wear in delicate porcelain
prints and beautiful embroidered
velvet.
Byblos -- cozy Irish knit sweaters with gold and floral
embroidery.
Ferre
the best in the gold
look from sumptuous evening
wear to one-of-a-kind shimmering
parkas.
Genny -- suits where the jacket
and the hemline of the skirt meet
midway up the thigh.

Krizia -- lots of cozy sweater
dresses and sporty shorts.
Missoni -- the best in reversible
quilted duffel coats with multicolored knit prints inspired by

Russian folklore.
Mario Valentino -- bright tricolored shearling car coats.
Versace -- the shortest skirt on
sale and the best in the A-line
style.
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Administrative changes at university
brings reorganization, new president
Pork or Beef
PIT BAR-B-QUE
By The

*Sandwich
*Pound

•Plate
*Shoulder

A new president, Dr. Ronald J.
Kurth, and reorganization of the
upper echelon of the administrative
structure at Murray State University are the most significant changes
on the campus for the. 1990-91
academic year.
Kurth, who was named by the
board of regents in the spring,
assumed responsibilities as the
eighth president late in July following his retirement from the U.S.
Navy at the rank of rear admiral
after 36 years of service.
He began his work withing a different administrative framework on
the campus, most notably a reduction in the number of vice presidents from four to two and with
one of the vice presidents designated also as Murray State's first
provost.
Dr. James Booth, who had
served as vice president for
academic affairs since 1982, was
appointed by the board as provost
and vice president for academic
and student affairs.
His area of responsibility is
made up essentially of units, which
formerly reported to the vice president for academic affairs and to the
vice president for student
development
A second vice president will
oversee the work of units merged
from university relations and development and from finance and
administrative services. An eightmember screening committee has
begun a search to fill the position,
which will be known as the vice
president for university relations
and administrative services.
Regents have instructed the com-

mittee to submit and names of five
finalists to Kurth by Oct. 1.
Some further internal restructuring may be forthcoming as the
transition continues. Coordinators
have been named in some areas to
work as liaisons between directors
and other administrators and top
campus administrators.
Kurth, who was awarded a Distinguished Service Medal upon his
retirement from the Navy in midJuly, had served for the past three
years as president of the U.S. Naval War College in Newport, R.I.,
the oldest graduate-level military
educational institution in continuous existence in the world.
His naval career has also
included service as a pilot, professor, Pentagon administrator and
diplomat, as well as an opportunity
to pursue Navy-sponsored graduate
studies at Harvard University.
A native of Madison, Wis.,
Kurth earned a B.S. degree at the
U.S. Naval Academy, where he
was a distinguished graduate and
company commander, and both his
M.P.A. and Ph.D. in political science (Soviet Union) at Harvard.
Fluent in Russian, Kurth taught
that language at the Naval
Academy. His teaching experience
also included an appointment to the
Harvard faculty as a Teaching Fellow in American national
government.
From 1977 to 1979, he was commanding officer of the Naval Air
Station at Millington, Tenn., near
Memphis. He also served two tours
at the American embassy in Moscow, USSR, first as the U.S. Naval
Attache and subsequently as the

U.S. Defense Attache.
Among his other assignments,
Kurth served as executive assistant
to the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (plans, policy and operations), director of politico-military
policy and director of long-range
planning for the Chief of Naval
Operations.
While serving as a politicomilitary policy adviser to the Chief
of Naval Operations for the Soviet
Union, Eastern and Western Europe and NATO, Kurth went to
Moscow in October 1971 to negotiate the Incidents at Sea Agreement
with the Soviets.
As a pilot, he has extensive
flight time in U.S. Navy airborne
early warning, hurricane hunter and
antisubmarine warfare aircraft.
Kurth, who was awarded a
Defense Distinguished Service
Medal, three Legions of Merit and
two Meritorious Service Medals,
was recognized in a special edition
of U.S. News & World Report in
1988 as an outstanding military
thinker.
He is married to the former
Charlene Schaefer of Madison,
Wis., and they have four adult
children — three sons, Steven,
John and Douglas and a daughter,
Audrey. Kurth personally commissioned each son as an officer in the
U.S. Navy.
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Tuition, fees only 23 percent of total cost of college
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WASHINGTON, D.C. — Most
people are aware that the cost of
attending college increased rapidly
over the past decade.
But what many people don't
realize is that tuition and fees cover
just a fraction of what it costs to
educate students at colleges and
universities across the country,
says the Student Loan Marketing
Association (Sallie Mae).
Tuition and fees at all public and
private colleges and universities
represent about 23 percent of total

revenues. Moreover, nearly half of
all students receive some sort of
financial assistance to finance their
education, further reducing the
costs borne by students and their
families.
The proportion of revenue that
comes from tuition and fees..differs
significantly between public and
private institutions — 14 percent of
total revenue at public schools
comes from tuition and fees, versus
39 percent at private schools —
because of the variation in their

reliance on different sources of
funding.
Public institutions receive almost
half of their revenue from state
appropriations, while private institutions rely more on endowment
income, private gifts and tuition
and fees to cover the cost of educating their students.
Here is a look at the most recent
figures representing tuition and
fees as a percentage of total
revenue at all public and private,
two- and four-year colleges and

percent, private).
• Total revenues at public and
private colleges and universities
were recently approximately $124
billion ($80 billion, public; $44 billion, private).

• Funding from private gifts,
endowment income, local governments independent operations, educational activities, and other sources represented 37 percent of total
revenues (30 percent, public; 49
• Tuition and fees represented 23 percent, private).
percent of revenues (14 percent,
Sallie Mae, a federally chartered,
public; 39 percent, private).
stockholder (NYSE) corporation, is
• State and federal appropriations the major financial intermediary
represented about 40 percent of tot- serving the education finance
al revenues (55 percent, public; 13 report.

Roommate contracts take the 'odd' out of 'Odd Couple' situations in dormitories
CHAMBERSBURG, Pa. (AP)
— If you've ever been assigned a
college roommate by the luck of
the draw, you know the meaning
of "odd lots."
Freshmen enrolling in Wilson
College sign contracts with their
roommates at the beginning of the
term to avoid conflicts.
"The roommate contracts force
students to sit down and talk
about things they wouldn't discuss otherwise," says Margie
Taylor, spokeswoman for Wilson,
a liberal arts college for women.
Students typically discuss how
they feel about smoking, visitors,
privacy, study time, and borrowing each other's clothes. Or how
the room will be arranged, and
which cleaning chores will go to
whom.
Taylor says that many students
have never lived with another
person outside the family before,
and they often make the mistake
of being too polite about little
annoyances until the problems
build up.

"The contracts get a lot of
stuff laid out ahead of time," she
says.
Students also discuss how they
feel about issues like sex, alcohol,
religion, and which "Odd Couple" character they most resemble — the fastidious Felix Unger

or the sloppy Oscar Madison.
They end by listing issues they
agree on, topics that need further
discussion, and subjects on which
they will agree to disagree.
Kathy Boyd, a communications
major who graduated last year,
says the agreement saved her a lot

Welcome Back
Students!

of grief. "My roommate was my
best friend from high school, but
I was afraid that we could destroy
our friendship by living together
in college. I'm a 'Felix' and she's
an 'Oscar.' The contracts provided a good framework to live
by." She and her roommate,
Angela Spahr, a

agreed not to share clothes but to
do laundry together to save
money.
"The success of the contract
really comes down to communication skills, and we do a lot of
things in both academic and student life to build those skills,"
says Taylor.
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MSU's calendar of events for 1990-91 announced
Both students and faculty will begin returning to the campus for
become part of the usual hustle and the fall semester the week orAug.
bustle of a new school year at Mur- 20.
Faculty members will gather for
ray State University when they
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the traditional faculty luncheon at
noon on Tuesday, Aug. 21, in the
Curris Center ballroom, followed
immediately by the information
exchange.
Residence halls open at noon on
Wednesday, Aug. 22, and late
'registration is scheduled from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. Aug. 23-24 on the
upper level of the Curris Center.
Classes begin on Monday, Aug. 27.
Many in the campus community
will get their initial introduction to
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, the new president, through his photographs. An
exhibit of his work that shows life
in the Soviet Union is on display in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
through Sept. 15.
Kurth arrived in late July to
assume his responsibilities as the
eighth president in Murray State
history. He retired from the U.S.
Navy a few weeks ago after a
36-year career that included two
tours of duty at the American
Embassy in Moscow, USSR.
Several activities during the fall
semester at Murray State are
planned around home football

games. The 1990 11-game schedule
includes five games in Stewart Stadium — Sept. 22 and 29, Oct. 13
and 27 and Nov. 10.
Parents Weekend is planned for
Oct. 13-14 with the clash with
Ohio Valley Conference rival Eastern Kentucky University. The Outstanding Parent Award is presented
at halftime by the Student Alumni
Association and the Student Government Association.
Homecoming 1990 on Oct.
26-27 will feature the usual variety
of activities for alumni, students
and friends of the university.
Among highlights will be the
Saturday morning parade and the
2:30 p.m. football game with Tennessee State University.
A theme of "Kick Off the '90s"
will be the focus of the Homecoming events, and L. D. Miller will
serve as grand marshal of the
parade.
As the football season winds
down in mid-November, the Racer
basketball team swings into action
to begin defense of its OVC
championship. The regular-season
schedule runs from Nov. 13

through Feb. 23, 1991, with tournament appearances on tap for San
Juan, Puerto Rico; Jonesboro, Ark;
Dayton, Ohio; and Kansas City,
Mo.
Following the "Hanging of the
Green" ceremony on Sunday evening, Dec. 2, to mark the beginning
of the holiday season on the campus, final examinations are scheduled for Dec. 10-14.
After two days of late registration Jan. 10-11, Thursday and Friday, 1991 spring semester classes
begin on Monday, Jan. 14, and
continue through Friday, May 10.
Students and faculty will have an
opportunity to relax or travel when
classes are dismissed March 9-17
for spring break.
Among other dates of interest on
the spring calendar:
• Jan. 31 and Feb. 1-3 — "Campus Lights" student musical.
• March 30 — Miss Murray State
University Scholarship pagaent.
• April 8-12 Spring Week.
• April 27-28 — Alumni
Weekend.
• May 10 — Honors Day.
• May 11 — Commencement.

Students who decide to take classes abroad
must consider clash with life back home
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
A Loyola University professor
suggests that students preparing
to study abroad should also consider what it will be like to come
back home.
More students have problems
with culture shock and readjustment when they return than when
they begin their study abroad,
says Michael Cornet, professor of
communications who has traveled

Share in the
Excitement!
Tab Curtis Green, Matthew
Payne, Raegan Payne, and
Austin Payne will be ready
for school in fashions from...

New school year New fall colors.
Beautiful browns, gorgeou\
golds, pretty purples and
great greens.
Visit us today and lets
your feet be the first in
the Class!

Southside Shopping Center
753-3456

hoe
hack
Olympic Plaza 759-4795
Open M-Sat. 9:30-8 p.m.
Sun 1-5

extensively in Europe and taught
for two years at Loyola's Rome
Center campus.
"Tourists, especially if they're
only in Europe for a short period
of time, don't generally experience the culture shock that many
students go through upon their
return to the United States," he
says.
Part of the reason, he says, is
that most other people aren't very
interested in hearing the details of
the trip. "Either their family and

friends are looking for a pat 'It
was nice' answer, or they want an
excuse to tell about their own
European adventures," he says.
The returning students often
don't have anyone to share their
experience with and many realize
how much they have grown up in
comparison with their peers, says
Cornett.
Still, Cornett is a strong advocate of study abroad programs.
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Collins Center highlights MSU construction
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Twin domes that have quickly
become a landmark on the horizon
at Murray State University will
again be the primary focus of construction on the campus when classes begin Aug. 27 for a new school
year.
The domes are an unusual feature of the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology, a project begun in July 1988
and now more than 70 percent
complete.
Ed West, director of the physical
plant, said the schedule calls for
completion of the building by Jan.
16, 1991, with the first classes in it
in the fall of 1991.
Located on Chestnut Street
across the pedestrian mall from the
Curris Center, the Collins Center is
a $12.5 million project authorized
by the 1986 Kentucky General
Assembly.
West said that the exterior is
essentially complete, with some of
the interior complete as well. Interior finishing work is also beginning
in some areas of the two-story
structure, which contains som
125,000 square feet.
"The building has taken shape
pretty well," West said. "It's the
first building of its kind on the
campus because of the domes and
the exterior."
Three of the seven departments
in the College of Industry and
Technology — engineering technology, industrial education and
technology and occupational safety
and health — will be housed in it,
along with the Institute for Workforce Development, the Hazardous
Materials Training Center and the
Computer Center.
"The first thing it offers is new,
updated state-of-the-art classroom
space for students," West said.
"Just the presence of that type of
space and the teaching will benefit
the region."
A project which began on the
campus immediately following
commencement and continued
through most of the summer was
the removal of asbestos from the
Harry Lee Waterfield Library. The
building is also being repainted and
recarpeted.
West said the level of library use
by the campus community, as well
as by people from off-campus,
made it desirable to eliminate the
asbestos liability.
"None of our testing revealed
any contamination, but we felt the
removal, under all the circumstances, was best for the university
and the community," he said.
Some $1.5 million was budgeted
for the removal, which was done
by a Tennessee contractor.
Racer Arena is expected to have
a new roof and new ventilation
fans by the time the Racers open
the season in their defense of the
Ohio Valley Conference championship in mid-November.
A constant problem with leaking

made the new roof a necessity, basketball season."
according to West. The initial estiBecause the noise level of the
mated cost of the project, which is new fans will be reduced by at
now in the design phase, is least half, West said they can be
$175,000.
used during games and at other
times as they are needed for
"We have been trying to repair ventilation.
the roof, but it was leaking faster
The Murray Regional Special
than we could fix it," West said. Events Center, which was approved
"We do hope to have the roof on for $10 million funding by the
prior to the beginning of the 1990 Kentucky General Assembly

and will house an arena for Murray
State basketball, is in the developmental stages. West said the university is developing a program
document, a tool an architect uses
to design a building.

nis Courts on Chestnut Street.
Physical plant personnel assist with
the project as needed, West said.
Campus projects for 1990-91
also include replacing the roof on
physical plant building and Clark
Hall, street and parking lot repairs,
a new shower and locker room for
the baseball team in Ste art Stadium and boar-hog test facility on
the north farm.

A new sewer line is being
installed by the Murray City
department of utilities under and
adjacent to the Bennie Purcell Ten-

Bought at rate of 13 pairs per second,denim jeans storming the world
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
American consumers buy
denim jeans at an estimated 13
pairs per second, and these ubiquitous blues have become a
major international fashion category, spotlighted on the runways
and in the boutiques of New
York, Paris, Rome, London, and
Tokyo.
And unlike so much other high
fashion wear, this fabric — first
made in the Middle Ages at the
French textile town of Nimes
("de Nimes") — should be
washed, not dry-cleaned, say

most fabric manufacturers.
Denim is one of the strongest
fabrics around and will not tear or
show signs of wear after many
washings. Real denim is 100 percent cotton with indigo blue dye
that definitely will fade. Most
denims today are relatively
shrink-proof with Sanforizing for
Sanfor-set, or by blending the
cotton with polyester.
Laundering techniques to get
the special look you want for
your jeans are outlined by specialists at the Maytag Company:
— For brand new blue denim,
wash with soap or detergent in

warm water and tumble dry, both
on the regular fabric cycle. Dry at
moderate temperature setting, and
don't over-dry, since that can
cause wrinkles to "set' or
encourage shrinkage. The indigo
dyes will fade during laundering,
so extremely dark denim should
be washed separately or washed
with other deeply dyed items.
— To fade deep blue denims,
use one cup of liquid chlorine
bleach in the laundry water, taking care to dilute it with four
parts of water to be added to the
washer after agitation has started.
The liquid bleach dispenser on

your washing machine also can be
used for this purpose. Repeat this
process until you get the fade you
like.
— To care for acid- or stonewashed denim, wash in warm
water with soap or aetergent,
using the gentle machine setting
and tumble dry on moderate heat
The only exception to the nodry-cleaning rule is when the
jeans are trimmed with certain
kinds of appliques, sequins, leather or other decorations that can't
be laundered.
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Eastwood Christian Academy to have orientation
standards to families in the Calloway County area.
The purpose of the school is give
a solid academic foundation in the
basic fundamentals of learning
along with Christian training. Last
year's achievement test scores
showed that the average academy
student entering the eighth grade
000/0'/
O
scored
on the 10th grade, seventh
1
/
I/II4
/
41/4Iff0.1/1
IF/IIAIffarff.te41.04/4
,
Pd month level.
The teachers are the highest
Pd
Pd caliber and are educationally prePd pared to give each student a thorough scholastic background. There
Pd is a distinct emphasis on patriotism
Pd and character training. Classes
"Christian Daycare"
meet in a modern, air-conditioned,
carpeted
building.
Pd
Enrollment
for Eastwood is now
P
d
---Limited Openings Available--open to the public for the 1990-91
school year. Enrollments are taken
Pd at the school office, and a registra'/2 Price
0 tion fee is due when the enrollment
card is filled out.
First Child
Second Child
0 If there is an opening, this fee
0 will hold a place for you. If there is
Pd no opening, this fee will hold a
Pd
753-1812
94 East
place on the waiting list and you
#
4r.r.e..JArArArJJArJ
Ar ArJ.eJ.r.r.o.o.dr.drA,40
Eastwood Christian AcadeTny
will have an orientation day Monday, Aug. 13 at the school located
on Highway 94 one mile east of
Murray.
All students are expected to be at
this very important meeting, and at
least one parent of each student

should attend. The first day of
school is Monday, Aug. 20. Regular school hours are from 8:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
Organized in 1978, Eastwood
Christian Academy is a private,
non-profit Christian school that
offers high academic and spiritual

EASTWOOD KIDDIE
KOLLEGE

SCHOOL

SLOW

DRIVE WITH CARE..
OUR CHILDREN'S SAFETY COMES FIRST!

"62 Years of Sales...Service...and Satisfaction."
*Lifetime Service
Guarantee
*Red Carpet
Leasing

1986-1987-1988-1989
President's Award Winner
Four Consecutive Years

*Complete Parts
Department
*Expert Body Repair
*Wrecker Service

will be notified when an opening
occurs. All incoming students are
tested.
It does not discriminate on the
basis of race, color and national or
ethnic origin in administration or
its educational policies, admissions
policies or other schooladministered policies.
Eastwood offers three quality
programs including kindergarten,
elementary school and Christian
high.
The kindergarten is not a babysitting service or a play school, but
an enjoyable learning program
designed to provide children with a
good educational foundation on
which to build.
Classes meet from 8:30 a.m.
until 11:30 a.m. An extended
school day is offered from 6:30

Style, not comfort, sells
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
OKLAHOMA CITY — The
old saw about suffering in the
name of fashion has real significance with today's styles, says
Dr. Leonard W. Morgan, assistant
professor of family medicine at
the University of Oklahoma
Health Sciences Center.
Waist-cinching belts, tightfitting jeans and tight shirt collars
can cause or aggravate health
problems, he says. By far the
worst offenders are shoes.
"People buy shoes for style,
not for comfort. Frequently the
shoes are too narrow, have
inadequate cushioning in the soles, or are ill-fitting. This can lead
to everything from tired feet,
corns and calluses to serious foot
problems that require surgery."
Close-fitting garments also

segittlia Cacktah
Dcutce & Gyistaaotia

•Tap-Ballet-Pointe
Jazz-Acrobatics

"New Ideas From the Area's Most Experienced Dealer"

Since 1928
FORD
MERCURY
NCOLN

701 Main
Murray, Ky.

Parker Ford
Lipcoln-Mercury

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

753-5273

cause problems. "Tight clothes
interfere with blood circulation to
the skin. Too-tight shirt collars
and ties can interfere somewhat
with blood flow to the brain. For
people who already have arteriosclerosis, which is impeded
blood flow to the brain, tight collars and ties can increase their
risk of problems," says Morgan.
Similarly, knee-high hose or tight
socks can contribute to development of varicose veins, he adds.
Summer or winter, people
should try to protect themselves
from the sun.
He thinks most
people make their worst clothing
mistakes in the summer, dark,
close-fitting clothing traps
warmth and can contribute to heat
stroke. He advises people to
choose light colors in loosefitting styles to allow airflow next
to the skin.

%N./

Boys & Girls
V

a.m. until as late as 5:30 p.m. for
students who need these services.
At the elementary school level
great emphasis is placed on the
basic fundamentals of education. A
strong phonics program produces
no non-readers. A mathematics
program that combines the best of
the modern and traditional systems,
provides an excellent mathematics
base.
Penmanship is still considered
important. Homework, report cards,
orderly classrooms, concerned
teachers and informed parents are
the rule not the exception.
Christian high school offers the
high school student the opportunity
to receive an outstanding academic
education from a Christian perspective. College prepartory courses are
required for graduation, in acceptance with state guidelines.

REGISTRATION
Tuesday, Aug. 14th
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Corner of S. 9th Ext.
& Fairlane

Ages 3 and up
-Equipment
-Tumbling &
Cheerleading

For Information
753-4647

*34 Years Teaching Experience *5 Qualified Instructors
*Complete Line Dance Supplies
*Member of. SADM, CNADM, DEA, USGF & ASCAP
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School Kids ARE
Everywhere...
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Auto • Life • Health
Commercial • Homeowners

Jun Fain or Tracy McKinney
.
V

641 S. 4th
Stall •••••

Auto • Home • Life
Health • Commercial • Farm 8. Barns

416

.

753-0632

Don Henry State Farm

ouR
-14kl?4tsle Bob Nanney
A BREAK
Insurance
DRIVE Way!
SC

School-age kids are active funloving little people that...in their
zest sometimes forget to stop, look
and listen. It's our job to look out
for them but, we need your help,
too! Be aware of these important
safe driving tips...be especially
careful near schools. Know all traffic rules and observe them. Obey
crossing instructions! Always be
prepared for the unexpected!
Remember children are always
dashing about. Watch out for those
peak traffic periods., mornings,
noons and afternoons. When in
doubt.. stop! We, the policewomen and men of this community
urge your cooperation in complying
with these rules. Help us safeguard
your kids!

•Homeowners -Auto - including young
driver coverage
107 N. 4th St.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890

"Free help in filing claims for my clients"

The Insurance Center
Of Murray
For A Free
Financial Security
Analysis

Office. 753-9935
Home 753-1540
Tim Herndon
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NNoodmen of the World
life Insurance Society
is,,mc Office Omaha, NE

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing 8 Insurance Companies

Insurance Agency
. Bldg. 104 N. 4th
Suite C

753-4937

Call 753-8355

Your Best Insurance Policy
is a Good Agent
Wed like to have the opportunity tc
show you what we mean *Oh duality
protection and service Call us todav
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Purdom, Thurman & McNutt
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Can't Touch Our Price, Can't Touch Our Style —
ALWAYS NEW...ALWAYS DIFFERENT!!!
American Express-Visa-MC-Corn Austin Charge

